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SUMMER MUSIC SCHOOLS. 
18,1g* Uitvul lP>inno Schools 
r 29 West 15th Street, New yorl( 
SU]VHVIEH COURSE,-Beginning July 19th, elosing August 22d 
...45 LESSONS, $50.00 + Mrs. A. K. VIRGIL, Director 
SUMMER NORMAL MUSIC SCHOOL 
June 27th —July 22d. 
A Complete System of Music Education. 
D*Mlcn*<l *«pt>cl*lly to meet the needs of Pianoforte Students, but 
equally adapted to Kindergarten and Public School Teachers of Music. 
LECTURES AND COURSES OF STUDY. 
I. Children'. Olaee (Daily). 
If. Lecture, on Muaie Education and Teaching, 
nt. Moalc Analjela (Daily)—What to Think. 
IV Practical Material for Study (Six Lecture!). 
V. Demuoatratlre (Taaa for Pianoforte Student!. (Open only to Stu¬ 
dent! of the Normal Oonne.) 
TI. Item met rat I re Cine, for Kindergarten and Public School Teachers 
of Muaie. 
There will he giren a aerie, of program! of Chamber and 
Plene/brle Muaie. 
CHLifIN B. CHDY, 
Salta 310 Fine Arta Bldg., Klrhiiran lloulerard. CHlCAliO, ILL. 
Cleveland School of Music. 
SU7VY7VTER TERM. 
Eatlr* faculty in attendant*. HpUndid equipment. Delightful 
locution, overlooking Lake Erie. 
Frill T«*rm opens September llttv 
CLEVELAND, O. ALFRED ARTHUR, Director. 
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Address for particulars, 
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332 West 58th St., 
New York City. 
SPECIAL COURSE IN JUNE AND JULY. 
WRITE TO MISS KATE S. CHITTENDEN 
FOR PARTICULARS. 
SPECIAL SUMMER COURSE 
rsa ESS? 8ILA8JG. PRATT, RTF 
the eminent composer-pianist, pupil of Bendel, KulhJe (the elder), and 
Liszt, will continue lessons during July and August. Specialties: Har¬ 
mony as an aid to piano playing, thinking, and memorizing music; 
the soul of music, poetic content, emotional element, style, expression, 
and analysis. 44 Technic a means, not an end.” 
All lessons private. Lecture Recitals, Pupils’ Recitals. For term* 
apply to S. G. PRATT, Principal West End School of Mwk, 
176 West 86th Street, New York City. 
Summer Class ¥¥¥ 
CHICAGO 
July 3d to 28th 
for, 
BMaito Ceacbers 
h Summer Session 
H. W. Greene 
Vocal Studios 
at the 
TERMS: Full Course 
$25. 
Without Practical Class 
in Mason’s System . . . 
$15. 
The Mason Class alone 
$10. 
PRIVATE LESSONS at the 
rate of $2.50 per half 
hour. 
Engagements mu>t be 
made In advance . . . 
Conversational Lectures upon the 
Principles and Methods of Piano 
Teaching, including Technique, 
Phrasing, and Interpretation, from 
beginning to advanced. 
Harmony instruction for those de¬ 
siring it. 
Ten practical lessons in Mason’s 
Exercises, including the proper 
method of Touch, Scales, Arpeggios, 
Octaves, Chords, and Bravura. 
The whole designed to afford a Prac¬ 
tical Introduction to Piano Teaching 
according to Modern Methods. 
.address. 
w. S. B. MATHEWS, 1403 Auditorium Tower 
Beginning Jane 27th, continuing 
until September 14th, at ... . 
489 Fifth Ave., New yorl{ 
¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ 
MR. GREENE, in addition to private instruction in the various branches, 
will resume his Special Lectures and Class Instruction for Teacher*, 
illustrating by lessons given publicly the Mode and Methods w 
have gained for this School its enviable reputation. 
MISS CAIA AARUP will direct the Piano Department, giving Pn'aW 
Instruction and a Series of Recitals. 
MISS H. E. WOODRUFF will conduct a Class in Theory, and also intro¬ 
duce her original and successful System of Sight Singing- 
¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ 
Board engaged for students coming from a distance 
For terms address W. GREEN^ 
489 Fifth Avenue jSecu 
York 
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A musician of German birth often occasioned amuse¬ 
ment to his American friends by saying that he had 
learned many things by “experiment.” While the 
word was not the one he meant to use, there is a truth 
of some force in the expression. We may gain very 
valuable “experience” from careful “experiment.” 
The wide awake, progressively disposed teacher is alive 
to the fact that investigation into the various details of 
his work is absolutely necessary. 
It is all very well to have good ideas to evolve original 
conception in regard to working principles, but the mere 
idea, the naked conception, is bat the starting-point; 
the highest value lies in a practical application of the 
principles involved, and this the teacher can only learn 
hy careful, patient, and, perhaps, prolonged experimen¬ 
tation. Experience, to be of the greatest value, mast 
depend upon a Bound basis. Quality, not quantity, is 
as much a matter of concern in “ getting experience ” as 
in anything else. 
Thk survival of the fittest among seminaries is the 
msnlt of the home competition with the graded and high 
schools, and a leading feature of the seminaries is their 
musical departments. In many cases musicians of 
national reputation are at the head of such departments, 
and have under them teachers of first-class training, who 
are capable of doing superior work. Yet it is the habit 
°f writers, and of teachers who should know better, to 
slur at the boarding-school girl’s musical abilities. The 
’indents of these seminaries have regular hours of prac- 
hoe under the supervision of a competent authority, and 
*hey practice faithfully. These seminaries engage lead- 
lng artists to give recitals which serve as models for the 
•indent a work, and the musical geniuses of the school 
•*1 the standard, although perhaps unconsciously, for the 
mliers, thus making the so-called “musical atmosphere.” 
itb the ever-present resources for concerted work, 
i *cre is usnally much playing of music for two piano 
Plwes, selected from the great masterpieces of musical 
'icratnre. The regular mnsicales and frequent musical 
glares broaden the ideas of the students and make 
acquainted with a great mass of the best music, 
4*,*c a,,d modem. The regnlar hours of work enable 
* ‘lirect°r to organize large classes in harmony, coun- 
T>oint, form, and history, and the prevalent ambition 
10 graduate” - - t-'-"— 
students up to a high grade of work, not only in their 
specialty,—piano, voice, violin, organ, etc.,—but also in 
the theoretic subjects above named. 
With this month the great majority of teachers will 
find their season’s work coming to an end. A week of 
warm weather, and pupils will shows most marked dis 
inclination for systematic study ; thoughts of the com¬ 
ing summer vacation will reign uppermost in their 
minds. 
This is then the time for the teacher to look over his 
work ; not what is left to occupy a small portion of his 
time during the rest of the month, bnt back over the 
work accomplished since last September. And it is well 
not to be content with counting np what has been done. 
Let the teacher go still further, and make a comparison 
of what he has accomplished with what be had planned 
to do. That tells the truer, the fuller story : purpose 
and fulfilment. 
Having cast np accounts, and having decided the real 
net value of the work done, it is in order for the teacher 
to see what he may learn from his failures by way ol 
advantage to the new season of work to begin next 
September. Never mind about your successes. Study 
your failures to learn wherein the fault lies in yon, and 
what you may do to remedy your shortcomings of the 
season now so nearly at an end. It is a sine qua non of 
progress that a man must occasionally stop for a little 
while and think. Let the mind have its bard stress, 
and let all one’s powers be directed toward that one 
idea : “What can I do to improve on my last season s 
work 9 ” This improvement is to he an advance in quan¬ 
tity, if physical energy will admit; in qnality, or true 
progress is not present; and in financial returns. 
WHAT shall I do with my summer season of idle- 
? ” is the query that confronts many a teacher. We 
iot in the mind to advise you. We do not know your 
iinstances. Bnt this we do say : “Whatever you 
e np your mind to do, be sure that it is someth.ng 
will make for good ; for a broader and richer suc- 
, malfthings are to be considered I If you go to 
seashore, to the mountains, and pinnge yourself deep 
the whirl of the social season yon can -ry easdy 
rid of your surplus and not have gained any real 
ttZA.*** -am-<« mam 
' Z it is not good form to talk “ shop yet the man 
, has his way to make, who must fight hard for hi* 
hold and then straggle equally hard to mainto n rt, 
not afford to take chances of losing his gnp by allow- 
■ a + totally diverted from hie bnriMM f<»r 
»’ « US*** “• “«-• 
»?., for this month, mjs -.11 -hen he ad-iees 
^ d v to keep in touch with his class in some 
’ during the vacati ^ ^ never lo8ing 
j with his c , more deeply in himself 
„ „f... -Ih-. “ , ‘ m,kiM everything «.«- 
professional instiae , evervthing by what it 
ttomST.’better and broader musician and 
tore thorough teacher. 
undoubted value ; but we want to get right up next to 
every teacher in the United States or elsewhere who may 
read this note and ask, “ What are yon doing to benefit the 
profession in your own community ? Are yon selfishly 
going it alone? Are yon willing to nnite with some 
others of yonr local brethren to see what yon can do? ’ 
Every wide-awake, progressive city has a Boaid of Trade, 
and a dry-goods merchant does not stay out because a 
competitor is identified with the movement. So let our 
teachers look upon the matter of earning a livelihood as 
a business, and meet the question of competition as a 
good business man meets the inroads of a rival in the 
same line. 
Commence with the simplest form of community of 
interest. If you give your attention to the piano or 
organ, or to some other instrument, unite forces with some 
member of the profession who makes a specialty of the 
teaching of singing, and have joint recitals. (toe needs 
the other, and each will help the other. At least once 
during the season try to arrange for a professional con¬ 
cert, for the sole purpose of interesling as many people 
in the musical work of the community as possible. Each 
teacher lias a circle that can be drawn upon, and liy union 
among the teachers it is possible to proceed one step 
farther, and perhaps arrange for a festival once a year. 
Whatever stimulates the public interest will redound to 
the benefit of each individual teacher. 
The commencement season is now 11 on ” in the vari¬ 
ous music schools, conservatories, and colleges. This is 
the time when teachers can show the character of the 
work they have been doing. The mere playing of a 
piece that has been in hand for months does not guaran¬ 
tee sound musicianship and ability to make wsy in the 
musical world unaided. The firm, solid foundation 
mast have been laid Hnd the superstructure reared upon 
it. There is much temptation, both to pupils and 
teachers, to make the occasion of graduation an oppor¬ 
tunity for mere display. 
Dunum the past few months we have received letters 
from a numlier of our readers asking whether we would 
consider contributions sent in to us unsolicited. In 
several cases the writers seemed to think that we wrould 
pay attention only to the writings of those who arc 
known to ns by previous contributions. 
Now, all things must have a beginning, and so must 
our acquaintance with our contributors. We make the 
statement that an article in accordance with the general 
policy or Thk Etupk, that says something worth read¬ 
ing, and says it in good language, is certain of accept¬ 
ance, no matter by whom written. 
We know that there are maoy more musicians quali¬ 
fied to write for the musical press, and we want to get 
these people to work. If a man has some good thoughts, 
let him pnt them on paper, in a dear, simple manner, 
and he is richer in mental experience for his labor, and 
he has placed himself in position to teach hundreds 
where lie formerly instructed one. 
THK EtVIIK wants the help and interest of the 
teachers of the United States wbo have separated the 
draw from the pure gold in the refining crudble of ex¬ 
perience, and wants these teachers to give their ideas to 
fellow-teachers. 
It is not always the city teacher who has the best 
ideas. Bnt one of the successful competitors in the 
recent Etupk prize essay contest is located in a large 
\ 
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city. So do not think that because yon are a backwoods 
teacher yon may not have something worth saying to 
the musical world at large. 
The Etude invites contributions, and will give a fair, 
impartial reading to every article sent in. 
It is common for young musicians to say they would 
like to retire to the quiet country by-ways and work, 
free from distraction for several yearn, developing them¬ 
selves and improving their talents. Retirement may be 
favorable to the latter, but character is developed and 
strengthened by the busy life. 
Ir you take an object to a chemist and say, “What 
do you make of this?” he does not answer, “A fine 
lump of metal," or “ A precious compound, worth a dol¬ 
lar an ounce”; he goes into minute and technically 
expressed details of facts, perceptible through his train¬ 
ing in the particular science of chemistry. Now, the 
musical critic is a chemist. 
Any opinion, to have value, must have accuracy. To 
have accuracy, one must think in particulars, for the 
most part, and in generalities only at times; then, 
Anally, these decisions must be verbalized—in custom- 
made language, not in the ready-made misfits of current 
enthusiasm. We are led to this expression by a letter 
from a prominent critic, which follows: 
“ A short time ago I heard for the first time that phe¬ 
nomenal virtuoso, Emil Sauer. On the way out a lady 
in the crowd, a stranger to me, asked me if I thought 
him as great ns Paderewski, and similar questions were 
pot to me half a dozen times before I reached the side¬ 
walk. Now, here was Americanism in capsules. That 
is the way : you must immediately decide whether the 
one man or the other has beaten. Is the pianist merely 
a juggler, a wonder-worker? Are all our esthetic de¬ 
lights to be gaged on the noble standards of the base¬ 
ball business?” 
If one undertakes to express critical opinions, he 
should always strive to be clear and definite in his views, 
and exact in his utterance of them. 
The approaching meeting of the Music Teachers’ Na¬ 
tional Association, at Cincinnati, will be one of the most 
important in the history of the organization. The Asso¬ 
ciation has been brought to the point where a step in 
advance is imperative. The plan of former years has by 
no means proved a success, and the new idea put under 
way at the New York meeting last year has yet to show 
its value. 80 it may not be amiss to sav that this is a 
somewhat crucial time in the history of the Association. 
It is not necessary for ns to go over the time-worn 
platitudes that it is the duty of every musician to give 
support to the Association. Perhaps it is. Duty has 
a very broad application. Bnt only a few of us are will¬ 
ing to let others decide the nature and extent of our 
obligations. Very many worthy American musicians 
do not feel that there is any responsibility attached to 
them in this matter. 
How are these men and women to be drawn to the 
support of an association such as the Music Teachers’ 
National Association ? Obviously, not as the Association 
was conducted in former years. The results speak for 
themselves. 
Self-interest is generally powerful enough to influence 
to vigorous activity. Yet there is but little room for 
self interest in paying a fee and heavy traveling and 
hotel expenses for a few days at some centrally located 
city to hear a great deal of mnsic and a number of papers 
on subjects connected with music and music-teaching. 
The problem is no easy one, and it is to be hoped that 
the present board of officers will be able to put into mo¬ 
tion some plan that will tend to make the Association 
stronger in every way : stronger not for another year, but 
for a term of years ; that they may infuse into the 
organization a spirit, a vitality, that shall bear the whole 
body forward to a richer success. Is it to be a national 
association ? The word means very much in this great 
country of ours. There are many of us, and we are 
widely separated, say the teachers. 
THE ETUDE 
It is not a mere gathering together of people from 
many and widely separated localities that makes up a 
national meeting. The next convention might have a 
thousand delegates, from Maine to California, from 
Florida and Texas to Minnesota, and still nothing but a 
provincial meeting result. If the spirit in which the 
work is carried on and planned is not national, there can 
be no national association. If every man, or the great 
majority, should be dominated by selfish motives, by 
petty spirit and sectional jealousy,and if the uncharitable 
feeling that a musician can not gain applause without 
robbing every other of his fellows should assert itself, 
there can be no national idea. Let each one sink his own 
interests, forget the pride of locality, and try to think 
and act for the benefit of the art, of the interests of the 
profession as a whole, seek to raise the standard the 
whole country over; let him cast aside forever petty 
provincialism and cultivate broad nationalism ; let him 
feel that every strong American musician, whether of 
native or foreign birth, who really works for the benefit 
of our art, is a tower of strength to his fellows. A 
man’s work is not lost and a strong man is one to build 
around, not one to be torn down. The spirit of brother¬ 
hood is the real idea of organization, and can give the 
impulse toward that breadth of thought and action that 
will, in truth, givens a national association. 
Only those should join the M. T. N. A. who really 
conceive what a “ national association ” can be, and are 
willing to give that conception a concrete form. We 
are sure this is the spirit of the officers of the next con¬ 
vention, and it is the spirit which animates others who 
will be in attendance. Let all who can go to Cincin¬ 
nati go there with the feeling that the present is an 
auspicious time to make the Association what its name 
purports to be—national in the sentimental acceptation 
of the word, not merely geographic. 
It is very noticeable to the careful observer abroad 
that native composers are greatly encouraged by fre¬ 
quent performances of their works. In Germany the 
programs contain very few names of foreign composers. 
In France French compositions occupy three-fourths of 
the majority of concert programs. The same may he 
said of Italy. In England the utmost efforts are con¬ 
stantly being put forth to bring out native talent. In 
Russia, Norway, and Belgium the desire to develop 
national schools of composition is most intense. But 
in the United States scant encouragement has been given 
to native composers. 
A slight change for the better is now taking place, bnt 
in the main it is almost nothing as compared with the 
countries above mentioned. The teachers use almost 
entirely compositions by European composers. The 
leading pianists play very few compositions by Ameri¬ 
cans. The orchestras esteem it a favor to a native-born 
composer if they perform one of liis works. The pub¬ 
lishers, with a few exceptions, care to bring out only 
those works which have “teaching” qualities, and not 
those which are characteristic and which possess high 
artistic merit. 
We have now some remarkably capable composers, 
who have talent, sound musical education, and are ex¬ 
ceedingly clever in obtaining “effects.” They write 
brilliantly for the pianoforte, singably for the voice, 
scholarly for the organ, and effectively for the orchestra. 
To bring out their best qualities, they must be encour¬ 
aged. If they feel that musicians and public show an 
interest in their work, they will feel all the more desir¬ 
ous of putting spurs to their talent and speeding on¬ 
ward. Let the teachers make a feature of giving good 
works by American composers to their pupils—there are 
plenty of them ; place them on programs of recitals and 
concerts, and prove to the composers that their works 
are being genuinely appreciated. Instead of feeling 
half ashamed of native talent, let ns feel proud of it— 
even if it be not equal to that of foreign lands as yet. 
By such encouragement there is no reason why, in the 
next generation or two, our best talent ought not to he 
equal to the best abroad. Possibly, in so doing, we may 
yet develop a “ front rank ” man ! Is, therefore, it not 
worth while to do all in our power at present to encour¬ 
age American composition? 
MEZZOTINTS IN MODERN MUSIC. By JAMis 
Huneker. Charles Scribner’s Sons. $1.50. 
The brilliant “Raconteur” of the “Musical Courier” 
has written a book most fascinating to the student of 
music, particularly the piano-player. In the latter 
class, those who have a fondness for the modern and 
romantic school will find in this book stimulus to their 
favorite study. The titles of a few of the chapters will 
convey a fair idea of the contents of the book : I. “The 
Music of the Future,” which is devoted to Brahms and 
criticism of his works. II. “A Modern Music Lord,” 
the hero of which is Tschaikowsky, The chapter is 
filled not only with studies of the composer’s works, but 
with matter illustrating the Russian character and the 
personality of this representative musician. III. “Rich¬ 
ard Strauss and Nietzsche,” which discusses most ad¬ 
mirably the tendencies of the most advanced compositions 
and the attempt to make music psychologic in character. 
IY. In the chapter, “The Greater Chopin,” we have a 
most fascinating study of the composer's compositions. 
The other chapters are on equally interesting subjects, 
and include “A Note on Wagner.” 
Taking the book all in all, we feel that we can call it 
to the attention of teachers and pupils as a most useful 
guide in the study of modem compositions, as a great 
help in making up recital programs, and as especially 
valuable in musical club work. 
THE GREAT PIANO VIRTUOSOS OF OUR TIME 
FROM PERSONAL ACQUAINTANCE. By W. YON 
Lenz. Translated from the German by Madeleine 
R. Bakeb. G. Schirmer. $1.25 net. 
The book gives some most interesting matter relating 
to the personal and professional lives of Liszt, Chopin, 
Tausig, and Henselt. No one who is making a study of 
the history of pianoforte-playing can neglect this booh. 
It is packed with anecdote and comment. 
THE MUSIC DIRECTORY AND MUSICIANS’ AN¬ 
NUAL REGISTER OF GREATER NEW AORk- 
1899. Compiled by M. L. Pinkham. J. T. Cow- 
deb y. $2.50. 
This book is invaluable to musicians not only in New 
York city, but in other places, since it contains the 
names and addresses of the great majority of the teachers 
of the Metropolitan district, and information about visit 
ing artists, concert and opera dates, and an appendix ol 
the “ Women's Musical Clubs of America.” 
So many students of music are anxious to know o * 
leading teachers, or to address questions to competen 
authorities, that a compendium of this kind, w 
classifies teachers under their special branches, is 
valuable indeed. Mr. Cowdery, whose address is ^ 
Broadway, is making preparations for a new an 
larged issue, to include all persons engaged in ® 
work in Greater New York, and requests all in ere- 
to send full information to him. 
The Etude has received from Dr.Ter J,e te» 
a letter in which he asks that a correction .>The 
statement in the article by Mr. Macdoog ,^ pr. 
American as a Musical Theorist,” in the • uv ‘-The 
Goetschius says that his first book on J originally 
Material Used in Musical Composition, ® 
prepared for the English harmony clas - _ 
servatory of Music at Stuttgart, and wa®. . J published 
published in Germany in 1882. The edition p 
in this country in 1889 was rewritten. Fai*^ 
While it was founded on the system 
it departed therefrom in execution, an American 
claims that the essential differences a teaebiDg 
their conception, and better adapted ,,conservatiT*' 
subject to American stndents than are *—/» 
profound pedagogic products of the o _ 8nci *®s 
[Dr. Goetschius is an American J Stuttgart C°° 
formerly a teacher of harmony in A">eiic*® 
servatory. It does seem strange PreseB 
should have had such a position, bu .„cnpies a *?!* 
time, Mr. O. B. Boise, an Amenran, ” J jn pertm. 
manding position as a teacher of co P° 
—Ed.] 
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QUESTIONS 
AMD 
I ANSWERS 
\Our subscribers are invited to send in questions for this 
jJuwfmcnt Please write them on one side of the paper only, 
aZnot With other things on the same sheet. In Every 
cTse the Wbitee’s Full Address must be Given, 
nriheouestions will receive no attention. In no case will the 
writer’s name be printed to the questions in The Etude. 
that have no general interest will not receive alien- 
B H.W.—1. You will find an interesting letter from Miss Clara 
Murray, of Chicago, in this issue of The Etude, department of 
•• Woman’s Work in Mnsic.” This letter will answer your question 
&, ^ the difficulty of learning to play the harp as compared with the 
piano, 
2. A good harp is usually said to cost as much as a good piano. 
American harps are the best in the world. Lyon & Healy, of 
Chicago, are the leading harp manufacturers. You can get a good 
second-hand harp from them for a moderate price. 
3. Instruction in harp-playing can be had in the large cities from 
private teachers and in conservatories for $2.00 a lesson. 
J. L. S.—According to the rule given by Dr. Clarke in his “ Har¬ 
mony” for the three progressions of dominant sevenths, first, to 
the tonic; second, to the submediant; third, to the dominant of the 
relative minor, the succession of chords F-sharp, C, E-flat, A—F, B, 
D, G,—E, B, D, G-sharp—F, A, C, A, would be analyzed as follows: 
First, the chord of the minor ninth or the supertonic of C—the key 
of the exercise you mention beiDg C—with the root omitted. The 
second is .the chord of the dominant with the seventh, a regular 
progression of the supertonic; the third, the dominant of A, the 
relative minor of C (the third progression of the dominant); the 
fourth chord cited is the eubmediant chord of A-minor, the second 
progression of the dominant. 
M. W.—It Is not possible to play seven notes in one hand against 
five in the other, or nine against five, with absolute mechanical ac¬ 
curacy. The mind is able to play three against two, but irregular 
groups, not multiples of three and two, must be learned each hand 
independent of the other—that is, practice your seven notes in one 
beat until you can play them as a matter of routine, similarly your 
five- and nine-note groups, and then bring both hands together. 
S. 8.—1. You seem to have confused the function of a natural. 
The latter raises a flatted note chromatically; thus, a note on the 
degree A, the key of E-fiat, would be played as A-flat. If that is to 
be chromatically raised, precede it by a natural, which makes it A. 
If the latter degree is to be raised, it must be preceded by a sharp. 
A sharp can not precede a note flatted by the signature ; thus, E-flat 
preceded by a sharp is not correct. Taking this principle, you can 
"rite any minor scale correctly. Consult the article on “Minor 
Scales * in The Etude for September, 1898, by Mr. Carl Faelten. 
2. Consult a good dictionary as to the exact meaning of the words 
“ genius ” and “ virtuoso.” The qualities that make up a “ genius ” 
are a matter of natural endowment, while those that distinguish 
the virtuoso may be gained by hard work. 
3. Pianofortes were made before Beethoven’s death, and he bim- 
wlf had a six-octave instrument. One of his sonatas is called the 
“ Hammerklavier Sonata.” 
M. E. C.—It is of the utmost importance that pupils should write 
their scales, arpeggios, and intervals as a part of their regular 
lessons. There are a number of writing-books in very general use 
81 the present time. Why not use one for your pupils ? 
J. M.C.—Rachmaninoff, the Russian composer, was born in 1873, 
*nd studied under Arensky and Siloti. His C-minor “Prelude” 
h popular. 
** B* S.—The term “ negro composer ” has been applied to Mr. S. 
*ylor-Coleridge, of England, who is a mulatto. He was born in 
Qdon, 1875. He has written several songs to text by the Ameri- 
*fn negro poet, Paul Lawrence Dunbar. He is considered one of 
the most Promising of English composers. 
th^* ^ ^® scale of C to be played in sixths must Btart with 
it6 ^ aD<* ** ^ *8 abov®> the result is thirds; so that, to put 
helow Xt^8’ ^ie band takes C while the left hand starts on E 
cm *^ccents by 3, 4, 6, and 8” refers to accenting the first of 
oups of 4> 6| or g notes. For exampie. Scale of C, accent by 3, 
m stress on C, F, B, etc.; by 4, C, G, D, etc.; by 6, C, B, A, 
8,C, D, E, etc. 
n»ed" *€rm u®ually applied to the Bixth of the scale is “ sub- 
domi*11*’ re^era t0 th® fact that it is the middle note of the sub- 
—U1Dan,* *r*a<*- Superdominant—meaning “ above the dominant ” 
fnrrJ186* s°uie writers, but is not consideied so good as the 
Ionuer name. 
fort ni ^ kuld over a bar signifies that a pause is to be made be- 
^ tke notes in the following measure, 
g ^ 0011 Pronounced like the English word cannon. 
v i * The Q8€^ far the tenor parts in music written for 
fa® *o°l<d* ** *be ^ a°d shows that C is on the third space. 
^*rdiDD ^ *8 rea^y the same as middle C, and not the C, 
frauioiif’l?bleclef|8880methink* Thecclefalw<,yssh0*8the 
Oct*.., ° 111 ^leC. Hence, you should play tlie tenor paits an 
Thu"6* ^an rea<* *n *he trebl® c^e^- 
e,,0r trombone part in scores of symphonies, overtures, 
THE ETUDE 
and similar works is written both in the bass clef and in the tenor 
clef, which places C on the fourth line. Some writers use the latter 
only; others use the bass clef, and introduce the C clef only in high 
passages to avoid the use of leg r lines. 
8. In music scored for brass band, trombone parts may be secured 
either in bass or treble clefs, and so als) in popular orchestra music. 
It is, perhaps, best to accustom yourself to play from the bais clef. 
L. M.—A number of well-known theorists have been successful in 
teaching harmony and counterpoint by mail, and we recommend 
that one who has no meais of reaching a well-qualified teacher di¬ 
rectly should take up the study by correspondence. We can not 
recommend one teacher to the exclusion of others. Consult the ad¬ 
vertising columns of The Etude. 
C. M. A.—Mme. Patti had an elder sister, Carlotta, born in 1810, 
who made her debut in the United States as a concert siDger in 1861. 
Later she abandoned the stage on account of lameness. 
H. D.—1. Kamennoi Ostrow is pronounced BH-mZn'-ndi, accent on 
the second syllable; OJ-lrov, the vowel short, accent on the first 
syllable. The latter word means island, and the first is the name 
of the island. It is situated near St. Petersburg, and is a favorite 
promenade for high society. The island belongs to the church, and 
is filled with chapels and devotional shrines. Rubinstein conceived 
the idea of illustrating musically a number of characteristic features 
of the island and various phases of life to be seen there. The 
whole set consists of twenty-five pieces, the one generally known by 
the name “ Kamennoi Ostrow ” being No. 22. Mr. Constantin von 
Stern! erg says that the title of this number is “ The Angel’s Dream.” 
You will note in the second part of the piece an imitation of a carillon. 
2. “Sorrentina” means of Sorrento, an Italian city, and indicates 
a popular melody having its origin in that place, just as we speak of 
a Neapolitan air. 
D. B.—Seidl is pronounced as if spelled Sidle, the i long. Tschai¬ 
kowsky is pronounced Chi-koff-sky. The characters of the Russian 
alphabet are somewhat similar in shape to the Greek. All Russiau 
names must be changed into Roman characters—transliteration it is 
called—in order to be represented to ns. This usually reaches us 
through two sources, German or French. The w in Tschaikowsky 
is the German sound and is represented in the French or English by 
ff; hence the termination owski is the German equivalent for the 
Russian letters which the French represent by of sky. DvorAk is a 
Bohemian name and is pronounced Dvorshak. The circumflex ac¬ 
cent over the vowel indicates a sound in the Bohemian language for 
which we have no single letter equivalent in English. Yogrich is 
pronounced Tohg-Hkh. The final sound, the German ch, is described 
In The Etude for March, 1899. Berlioz is a French name and is 
pronounced Barerli-ohz. There is no definite accent in French. 
Bruch is pronounced Brcokh, the oo as in hoot, the eh as directed 
above. Clarke’s “ Pronouncing Dictionary of Musical Terms ” gives 
the correct pronunciation of a great many names. For biographic 
details Riemann’a “ Dictionary ” is very good; for a large work get 
Grove’s “ Dictionary of Music and Musicians.” 
a A. M._1. Organ practice does not in any way injure the piano 
touch; on the contrary, legato playing in general is greatly im¬ 
proved by judicious organ-practice. Mendelssohn, SainUSatfns and 
our J. B. Lang are ranked as pianists and organists. It is said that 
Guilmant plays the piano exquisitely. 
■ stops. 
stton. 
B R -1. The major scale, should precede tbo« of the minor. 
, the average pupil, taking them together la apt to cauMcon- 
tfason’s “ Touch and Technic,” relume n, gireeagreatrarietyof 
police in accent and rhythm. Another good work on acale 
Lice is “ Meant re and Rhythm,” by Krause. 
Use Landon’s '‘Reed-organ Studle.” in ooeMttto> ".th> U* 
j Method ” Book I can be taken up after the method 
Sd'°rg fouTor five montha. With Mathew.'Grad. 
rare cs;rjsswt—— 
SSSSsSSSsi 
* Landon. R*ed S whlte, and Gelze. For Tolumes of 
h,w.: and '' The National Mnsic Course. 
A. W.-In a double ,uar,etJor ££«£ “ ££ 
pieces publish^ for f<mr pianos. We know of only two. 
„._If your ^”^n Morgan 
0 of the Virgil knoir the object of each cierciac 
, good remit , p y b, important principle* upon 
1 and undeutand lb g ignorant of these, 
ch the Virgil method » ‘or pg,no, „ T„n wilt 
,ot use the exerei.ee ttfon „ iramiog to pl.y the 
ainly fail to get reaultn y P ^ndon.„ exce,leDl mtu.od 
i-organ, not the piano, get a copy 
TX-i. The word "opu.” naually refer, to a corner'. 
. ..o .vam Cf 
H. T.—1. Mme. Adelina Patti had a sister, Carlotta, who made 
her dgbut as a concert singer in New York city In 1861. Bhe after¬ 
ward sang in opera. She went to England later, but made concert 
tours in the United States later. We can not give the dates. 
2. None of the records to which we have access mention her having 
a violent temper. She abandoned a public career on account of lame¬ 
ness. 
L. A. L.—It is not an easy matter to transpose at sight with 
facility and accuracy. So many elements enter into it that a great 
deal of experience and practice are ne. essary. Warriner’s book on 
11 Translation ” ism very good manual of the subject, aud furnishes 
a great amount of material for exercise. A working knowledge of 
harmony is required to transpose at sight music in four parts or a 
melody with accompaniment. 
H. M.—1. There is no fixed speed at which a concert wait* should 
be played by an orchestra The tempo is faster than when the music 
is used for dancing. Then, too, there is a variation in pieces, cer¬ 
tain ones admitting of a faster time than others. Perhaps a dotted 
half-note set to eighty will be an average. 
2. In ensemble playing (string trio or quartet) the performers are 
usually seated. A so'oist should stand. 
MUSICAL BIGOTRY. 
You should cooperate with your teacher in the develop¬ 
ment not merely of yonr technical powers and digital 
facility, bnt in that for which both strength and nimble¬ 
ness of fingers and arm exist—viz., for the uttering and 
enjoying of the best music; hut you must not be a 
narrow bigot A physician of musical taste, a very 
good violinist, used to play, with a friend, the lovely 
sonatas of Beethoven for piano and violin. After he 
returned from hia studie8 in Vienna he said to his mu¬ 
sical friend, with an air of lofty and world-weary supe¬ 
riority, that he did not care any more for any mnsic 
except that of Bach, Beethoven, and Brahma. It is 
probable that he did not really mean this, nor did be 
quite realize what he was saying. It was, perhaps, 
simply an attempt to say a smart thing. Von Blilow, 
who was a master in shaping the bitiDg crystals of the 
hitter salt of cynicism, called the three Bs, Bach, 
Beethoven, and Brahms, the holy trinity of music, and 
it is likely that the doctor was trying to adopt and to 
improve npon this dictum. Beware of epigrams; be¬ 
ware of an ipse dixit; beware of hard, cast-iron rules ; 
the purpose of higher education in music is not to nar¬ 
row, but to widen our sympathies ; not to dull, but to 
sensitize our hearts ; not to do for us what Mrs. Brown¬ 
ing deplores among poets, to “tether to the lily or the 
rose”; but to teach ns, with eyes that have had fairy 
euphrasy rubbed npon them, to detect the mystic 
meanings of the world where others see it not. 
THE PIANIST’S BACK. 
If you wish to be convinced of the ultimate connec¬ 
tion between “grip ” of the keyboard and development 
of the mnacles which move and fix the shoulder-blade, 
hear Paderewski play and notice bis hack, remembering 
that a flat and straight back can not exist without ex¬ 
cellent development not only of the shoulder-muscles, 
hut also of the corresponding nerve-centers, from which 
an abundance of nervous energy must lie constantly 
emanating. Or if it be objected that rules are not 
proved by reference toone example, coroparelhe “ poee’’ 
of such pianists as Paderewski, Rosenthal, and D’All*rt 
with that of the army of round shouldered, weak¬ 
armed recitalists vainly struggling by dint of many 
hours’ daily practice to transform themselves into 
pianists of the first rank. Command or “ grip ” (there 
is no better term) of the keyboard has its chief seat not 
in the fingers, however strong they may be, but in a 
properly developed arm and shoulder such as the greatest 
pianists have always possessed naturally.-JfocdonaM 
Smith. __...__ 
From a father’s letter to his daughter, written in the 
sixteenth century : 
“You wish to learn to play the clavichord. I assure 
you that you will derive little enjoyment or reputation 
from that if you play badly. And to play well you must 
give ten or twelve years to the study of playing and de¬ 
vote your whole time and attention to it.” How much 
more easily one learns to play the pianoforte in the 
nineteenth century! 
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DURING the year 1898, 181 new operas were presented 
in Europe. 
Sever At. American musicians are employed as teach¬ 
ers in Gcrniau conservatories. 
Mb. Emil Paur has appeared lately as a solo pianist 
in connection with his orchestra. 
Georob Hbnschki.'s opera, “Nubra,” has been ac¬ 
cepted for presentation at Dresden next season. 
Teresa CarreSo sailed for Europe on the 16th of 
May. Her American tour was very successful. 
It is reported that I^oncavallo is studying ‘‘Qno 
Vadia ” with a view of making a dramatic version, to 
which he will supply mnsic. 
Theodore Thomas’ Chicago Orchestra had a suc¬ 
cessful tour iu the South ; four concerts were given in 
Atlanta and three in Nashville. 
Miss Elkanore Broadkoot, an American contralto, 
has been engaged for the Metropolitan Opera Company 
season in New York City, by Maurice Gran. 
It is announced that Mr. Edgar Stillman Kelley is to 
write the orchestral and choral mnsic for the stage ver¬ 
sion of “ Ben Ifur,” which is now being prepared. 
Mr. Frederic IIrandeis, the well known composer 
and pianist of New York City, died May 14th. Mr. 
Brandels was born in Vienna in 1832, and was a pnpil 
of Cxerny. 
A “Guide Through the Flute Literature” has 
been published in Leipsic. It records 7500 pieces for 
one and two flutes, with and without combination with 
other instruments. 
Mrs. Emil Paur, wife of the director of the New 
York Philharmonic Orchestra, died April 27tli. Mrs. 
Paur was a pianist of great ability, and was a pnpil of 
Clara Schumann and Leschetizky. 
One of our English exchanges Bays that Sir Arthur 
Sullivan is abont to publish his musical reminiscences. 
As Sir Arthur is said to lie a good story-teller, we ought 
to get a readable book from his pen. 
About six hundred compositions were entered in the 
competition for prizes offered by the “ Musical Record.” 
The judges are Professor H. W. Parker, Mr. Arthur 
Foote, and Mr. Reinhold Hermann. 
When Rosenthal starts on his projected concert tour 
of the world, he is to take with him a piano, built 
specially for him by Steinway & Sons, that is said to be 
proof against all climatic conditions. 
An English firm of piano-dealers has placed on the 
market “a patent portable piano.” The instrument 
weighs 140 pounds, and is intended to be placed on a 
table. The keyboard has a compass of five octaves. 
Theodore Thomas’ musical library, so it is said, 
could not be duplicated for less than $200,000. It con¬ 
tains full scores and orchestral parts of 300 overtures, 
160 symphonies, and hundreds of concertos and smaller 
works. 
The Worcester, Mass., Festival Association has en¬ 
gaged Miss Evangeline Florence for the next festival. 
Miss Florence is an American, now resident in London, 
and is considered one of the foremost oratorio singers 
in England. 
In spite of the fact that prices were doubled, the hall 
in which Paderewski played in London, on the 16th of 
May, was crowded to the utmost. Critics say he is 
playing better than before, and English enthusiasm is 
as great as in previous years. 
It was remarked that in the orchestra which played 
at the recent Joachim celebration, and which was com¬ 
posed of former pupils, forty four of the violins were 
“ Strads,” and were insured for that night for the large 
sum of $250,000. 
THE etude 
The latest fad in piano decoration is said to be mirror 
backs Fashion has decreed that the piano shall come 
away from the wall, and the back of an upright must be 
made much different. The mirror may be beautified 
with hand-painting. 
Mr. Emil Paur and his Symphony Orchestra have 
been engaged for a series of concerts at Brighton Beach, 
near New York, during the approaching summer. This 
will help to counteract the vogue of popular two steps 
and “coon songs.” 
Henry WoLFSOHN.tlie New York manager,announces 
that de Pachmann is to make a concert tonr of the 
United States, beginning in October or November. He 
is a unique figure in the piano world, and is almost cer¬ 
tain to make a sensation. 
Mr. Allen Brown, of Boston, donor of the famous 
Brown Collection of Music in the Boston Public Library, 
will make a number of additions to the collection after 
his return from Europe. It is hoped to make this the 
most complete musical library in the world. 
Mr. Frank van der Stucken, of Cincinnati, has 
been honored by the acceptance of the symphonic pro¬ 
logue of “William Radcliff,” for performance at one of 
the regular Berlin symphony concerts next season, Mr. 
Arthur Nikisch conductor. This composition will he 
given at the next M. T. N. A. meeting, at Cincinnati. 
The Tenth Annual Meeting of the New York State 
Mnsic Teachers’ Association will be held at Bingham¬ 
ton, N. Y., June 28th to 30th. The President of the 
Association is Mr. Sumner Salter; Secretary-Treasurer, 
Mr. F. W. Riesberg, 9 W. Sixty-fifth Street, New York 
City. 
Fine programs oi vocal and instrumental mnsic and 
essays have been arranged, and a strong chorus and 
orchestra will assist in the concerts. Miss Evelyn 
Fletcher, Mr. George C. Gow, Mr. John Tagg, and Mr. 
Harvey Wickham are among the essayists. The New 
York Association is one of the most active and enter¬ 
prising in the United States, and the meetings are sure 
to be a success. 
A New York paper announces that Felix Mottl, the 
celebrated conductor of the court orchestra at Carlsruhe, 
will probably be the conductor for the Metropolitan 
Opera-house season in New York. His wife, who made 
a great success as “ Elsa,” in the London representation 
of “Lohengrin,” is also to be engaged. 
The Hampden County Musical Association held their 
eleventh annual festival at Springfield, Mass., May 2d 
to 5th. Mr. George W. Chadwick is the conductor. 
“Elijah” and Mr. Chadwick’s “Lily Nymph” were 
included among the choral work performed at the festi¬ 
val. Teresa Carreno was the solo pianist. 
A London correspondent of “The Manufacturer,” a 
Philadelphia commercial paper, says that the trade in 
American reed-organs is steadily increasing in England, 
and also on the Continent. He estimates that about 
10,000 reed-organs are shipped yearly to England. The 
American organs are said to he superior in point of 
sweetness of tone. 
The May Festival at Louisville, Ky., was a pro¬ 
nounced success, both from the musical and the financial 
standpoint. Mine. Sembrich, who had been engaged, 
was not able to come, and her place was taken by Miss 
Brema. Mr. Carl Shackleton, the director, deserves 
great praise for the excellent work of the chorus and 
the general success of the festival. 
It is announced that the money for the Wagner monu¬ 
ment in Berlin has all been subscribed. The Emperor 
has directed that it be placed in the Thiergarten, where 
a sort of musical pantheon has been projected, to include 
statues of famous German musicians. Wagner’s is the 
first, to be followed by statues of Bach, Handel, Mozart 
Haydn, and others. 
A way of improving new fiddles has been invented 
jy an ingenious American, who, starting from the oft- 
stated principle that the more a fiddle is used the better 
it becomes, has contracted a machine which plays for 
hours at a time, according to the will of the inventor. 
No need to wait for the mellowing influence of time 
American enterprise scores one more hit. 
Delobmel, a writer of concert hall songs in Paris 
died recently. He was in receipt of an income of 
$10,000 a year from royalties on songs used in public 
This class of composition pays better than writing sjm- 
phonies. And yet we have “composers” in the United 
States who are said to make twice and three times the 
amount! American publishers are more enterprising 
advertisers. 
We regret to say that Professor A. A. Stanley, Pro 
fessor of Mnsic in the University of Michigan, at Ann 
Arbor, has broken down from overwork. He will go 
to Southern Europe to recuperate. Professor Stanley’s 
untiring energy contributed largely to the splendid 
growth of the University Festival Association. For 
the sixth festival there was a chorus of 300 voicu, 
assisted by the Boston Festival Orchestra. Five con¬ 
certs were given in the University Hall, which has a 
seating capacity of 3000. 
Mr. Clarence Eddy advocates a plan for an exhibi¬ 
tion of the progress of mnsic in America in connection 
with the Paris Exposition next year. It is expected 
that the French Government will arrange for a cougrem 
of French musicians, and, if this prove to be the fact, it 
is hoped to have similar congresses of other nationalities. 
Mr. Eddy’s scheme has the approval of United States 
Commissioner Peck. 
The compositors on the daily papers often make sad 
havoc of the titles of compositions. One transformed a 
“ Benedictns ” into “Benedictine,” which was cer 
tainly not the right thing for nse in a church service. 
Handel's “Largo” was made “Large,” and on an¬ 
other occasion “Lager,” which would scarcely do for an 
organ recital; then a “concerto ” appeared in the guise 
of a “concertina,” a most woeful descent in the artistic 
scale. 
Dr. Robert Goldbeck desires to publish the names 
of America’s distinguished composers, performers, and 
teachers in that part of his “History of Music” which 
refers to the present period. He should receive withont 
delay the necessary communications, accompanied hy 
suitable qualifications, at his studio, 627 Fine Arts 
Building, Chicago. The “ History of Mnsic” forms pad 
of the forthcoming “Dictionary of Harmony and Cyclo¬ 
pedia of Music.” 
The Musical Art Society of New York City offers a 
prize of $250 for the best composition for mixed voices, 
unaccompanied. The competition is open to any on^ 
who for the past five years or more has been a resit en 
of the United States or Canada. Compositions receive 
np to September 1st. The judges will he Horatio • 
Parker, B. J. Lang, and the conductor of the Mom 
Art Society. Composers may address Dr. Frederic 
Hyde, Greenwich, Conn., President of the »®ciey 
The prize is given by Mr. and Mrs. Louis But er 
and will be made annual. 
Mb. Clarence Eddy, in a conversation aneri Mi 
recent appointment as official organist of t ® .^n 
States at the Paris Exposition, says tha ^ ^ 
builders have made a most valuable applica ion 
pneumatic principle, so that there is no Pe^el> akjDg 
of time between the pressing of a key aD e t0 
of a pipe. While oar organs are not equal m ▼ 
foreign organs, in other respects they are m a 
THE South Atlantic States Music Co£ 
25th to 27th, under the auspices of the uo ^ 
Choral Society, Spartanburgh, S. C., Dr. ■ ^ ^ 
director, was an exceedingly successfn one. ^aD1pa- 
certs were given. The special attraction w ^ 
nari, the great baritone. The Boston es i re8Cnt- 
of forty-five men, under Emil Mollenhauer, ^ “Cr* 
Mendelssohn’s “ Hymn of Praise ” aD^ ^ven. Tbe 
ation ” were the principal choral uum T**- n8erv*t(*J 
festival was held in the recently erec e ^ conccd" 
of Mnsic and Auditorium, one of t ie *,ooo pi}*' 
halls in the South. It also contains a ne 
organ. 
THE ETUDE 
proctical pointy hy Eminent jeochery 
THE AOIERICAN teacher. 
LOUIS C. ELSON. 
Many musical journals are agitating for the better 
support of the native artist in concert and opera at 
present, but among all the articles written upon this 
subject'one rarely finds reference made to the merits of 
the native teacher. It may be readily granted that 
Enrope stands in advance of America in the field of 
musical pedagogics, but this preeminence is rapidly dis¬ 
appearing since so many of our native teachers have 
studied abroad. It is true that the American teacher is 
not always an exact copy of the musical instructor of 
Germany or Italy, and it is well that it is so. Modifi¬ 
cations of foreign systems to adapt them more fully to 
the American student are to be viewed as an advantage, 
not a defect. 
The chief advantage, however, which the American 
teacher possesses over his foreign competitor lies in the 
fact that he more thoroughly understands the natures 
with which he has to deal ; he knows better how to 
enconrage, how to elicit the best work that is in the 
pupil. I have frequently seen American teachers attain 
better results and produce more well-equipped graduates 
than foreign teachers of higher rank and of greater 
intrinsic abilities. 
There is always a degree of psychology employed in 
every kind of instruction, and the native teacher is here 
distinctly in advance ; he is almost always more in sym¬ 
pathy with his classes, and the closer rapport between 
teacher and pupil may be readily traced in musical 
results. 
EDUCATION. 
MADAME A. PUPIX. 
What is an education? The youth of our country 
are attending the public schools to get an education. 
They are being crammed with masses of facts taken 
from pages of books, and expected to remember them 
without so much as a hint of how the memory is to be 
trained for this purpose ; they are given abstruse sub¬ 
jects to study, uninteresting and incomprehensible to 
their youthful minds, which they learn (?) to-day and 
forget to morrow; the lessons are of such number and 
length that the pupil’s chief anxiety is whether he can 
retain them long enough to recite to the teacher the next 
day. 
Pupils and teachers are slaves to a system laid down 
by a committee or a superintendent, which illogical 
system seems especially designed to prevent pupils from 
thinking. 
Among the ancients, education did not consist in cram- 
nfing into a person things from withont, bat rather in 
rawin~ —1 - . . 
country in the world, and in addition are gentlemen, 
which is more than can be said of some of the well- 
known teachers in Enrope. Our American teachers are 
progressive, up-to-date, and not fettered hy tradition ; 
the methods of two Americans, Dr. Mason and Mr. A. 
K. Virgil, are revolutionizing piano teaching in Europe 
as well as at home. Piano teaching has reached such a 
stage of advancement in the United States that pupils 
can get better teaching here, on the average, than they 
can abroad, and the ability and skill of a number of our 
prominent teachers are second to that of no others in the 
world. Let ns stand hy onr American teachers, and in a 
few years we will astonish the foreign musical world as 
we already have the financial, diplomatic, military, and 
manufacturing world. 
AfllBRICAN music. 
DE. ROBERT GOLDBECK. 
Is American music progressing? I emphatically say, 
Yes 1 More than that, the United States of North 
America, essentially cosmopolitan, will, not any less 
than the older, strongly nationalized countries of Europe, 
advance upon a path which will steadily lead to the 
creation of the purely beautiful—an ideal far worthier 
of pursuit than the establishing of a special school. 
Dvorak’s attempt to elevate negro melodies into sym¬ 
phonic themes is interesting, bnt it would be denying 
the inventive genius of the American composer to tempt 
or urge him to have recourse to the simple tunes sung 
and danced toon the plantations—tunes not composed hy 
the negro, but by some half-tutored minstrel or natural 
musical genius in touch with the taste of the hour. 
Often very taking, such songs become widely known and 
sometimes rise to the character of national song, but 
they can not any more become the foundation of a new 
school than the French “chansons” or the German 
“ Volkslieder.” _ . 
Our American composers, fast increasing in nnm er, 
power, and skill, do not need to be bolstered np in that 
way. Examine their compositions, dear reader, and yon 
will find that their ideal is much higher. This ideal, as 
intimated before, is the purely beautiful in music, winch 
can only be approached hy a fusion of all the t*h<*>l8;or> 
differently expressed, hy a total setting aside of all tha 
is “special school,” national or otherwise. The general 
tendency is that way. The Italian, the French, the 
German style, all are fast losing their formerly more 
distinctive traits. The art of mnsic is tending to uni¬ 
versal unity, and the American composer is particularly 
fitted to play an important part in that movement. 
the deft HRND. 
8. N. PENFIELD. 
IT is in one way unfortunate that modern piano 
music makes its chief demands upon the right hand 
which thereby acquires a decided advan ge ove 
w„ulJljr musical education aoes nui »uuei jimu . and in the general re- 
restrictions. Thanks to the musical journal,—a truly *n en ur,a *' ’ mm;in(]s sent from the brain. 
J .MM, p,*™.! I., .to ngto 
„„ vl»no pl.,«t >■ -™! to'*. for *1>' '«* 
T nlLlk of modern mn.ic i. written to eorrmpond 
*» “ “ to.0 ; hm derteri., i» dime, 
that the left hand b* to ^ diwover the di8. 
"cy.Tnd. unfortunately, our audiences also make 
drawing out from the disciple what was within him. 
The method was by arguments and disputes. The 
master led his disciples to think, to reason, and to dis- 
«uer truth for themselves. 
In this country d ot s ff r from 
estrictiom 
American i 
I 1 -J f “H**”} IIV11WO -- 
®arn and adopt the latest and most progressive ideas. 
6 ^'ve no*) so blind a reverence for tradition that we 
jnn take np a new idea, if perchance it may not he 
Her than the way of onr forefathers. The American 
®nfic-teacher is alive, energetic, progressive, and above 
.dicei therefore, I say the American student of 
aidICmusical education in this country, 
t en he may go abroad to breathe the musical at¬ 
mosphere for a while. 
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practice to the two hands. But etudes are, as a rule, as 
one sided as regular pieces. Kohler, Loeschbom, and 
a few other writers of fitndes do better in this regard, 
and treat the left hand as though it had some rights of 
its own. 
In this state of things it behooves teachers and pnpilB 
to make a special study of the left hand. In ordinary 
scale practice with hands together it will probably be 
found that the right hand drags the left along and really 
plays a little the loudest. To correct this, the left hand 
should be practiced a good deal alone, and {‘tndes giving 
special attention to this hand should have constant 
study. Bach’s Inventions, with their wealth of melodic 
thought and exuberant fancy, can not he too highly 
recommended. They furnish the very best models for 
the composer and exercises for the conscientious player, 
and not the least of the advantages resulting from their 
study is that they make equal demands on the two 
hands, and the left hand mast do just as nice work as 
the right. 
A STARTLING STATEMENT. 
CARL W. GRIMM. 
MUCH is said and written about bad (incompetent) 
teachers. It mnst be admitted that a number of teach¬ 
ers do not do the right thing. The majority of people 
actually believe more bad teachers exist than good ones. 
I do not incline to this view. On the contrary, I think 
that if one could make a critical estimate of teachers 
and pupils, it would show that in proportion to numbers 
there are many more bad pnpils than bad teachers. A 
startling statement, perhaps, but undoubtedly true. 
Teachers, by sheer force of competition, are naturally 
compelled to excel each other, to employ and keep on 
the watch for improved methods; that belongs to the 
professional side of their life. Then, to succeed with 
men, women, and children they have to make it a point 
to make themselves agreeable and attractive ; that be¬ 
longs to the personal side of their life. How many 
pupils out of ten do everything their teacher tells them ? 
How many pnpils try to make tbe taking of a lesson 
pleasant to their teacher ? How many parents even in 
gist unrelentingly upon regular practice, and see to it 
that it is done by their children daily ? Bat how quick 
many parents are to tell the teacher what to do ! Are 
yon a good pupil ? one who always does everything, and 
exactly, as your teacher tells you ? 
THE IDEAL. 
THOMAS TAPPER. 
It is tbe inner senses that construct the ideal, the 
senses that delight in hearing, and seeing, and choosing, 
and creating wholly within. We most recognize these 
senses, and appeal to them, and delight in them, other¬ 
wise they remain inactive and we advance into life with 
a growing disbelief in their reality. 
We fail in securing the “ fullness of life, because we 
are unable to be simple and truthful. Few learners 
believe in learning ; if they did so, the, would follow 
simple directions with exactness. The learner who has 
sufficient strength of mind to do what he is told is, as 
tbe Romans would say, “ a rare bird.’ .... 
We die to our opportunities when disbelief in the 
ideal overtakes ns. To keep this misfortune away from 
ourselves and from others, we mnst cultivate the faculty 
of doing common tasks uncommonly ; of investing lowly 
duties with lofty purposes ; of finding in the ordinary 
processes of life extraordinary opportunities for self- 
expression. ..... i 
Then the inner senses seem to spring into being ; an<l 
the ideal with its on drawing force is ever with us, a 
thing in which we believe and for which we labor. 
American teachers. 
PERI.EE V. JERVIS. 
M * *re beginning to learn that our American teachers, 
whole, are equal, if not superior, to those of any 
the same discovery- have absolutely 
TW> Z ;d*« “ 
“1 to 1- Of . 1' <"■” "•4" 'q”' 
_What is now universally known as the tempo ruhato 
as a factor in mnsieal expression was introduced at a 
very early period, probably with the advent of the first 
group of professional singers. While the precise words 
were not used, the nature of the rnbato was, neverthe¬ 
less, ftilly discussed and explained in the olden musical 
treatises, where it was included in the more general 
terms of accelerando and ritnrdando —“Jfnniro/ Record.” 
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HOW TO LEAD YOUNG PIANO PUPILS TO THE 
STUDY OF THEORY. 
BY EMMA STANTON DYMOND, MU8. BAC. 
Fibst of all, theoretic study must be considered as 
being of the greatest importance to piano study. It 
need not take up the same amount of time, but should 
have a share of attention almost from the very first. 
Often it is the teacher, and not the pupil, who objects to 
this, since, in many cases, the former has not learned 
the value of the study of harmony or theory, or does 
not see how to apply his knowledge in his piano teach¬ 
ing ; indeed, often does not feel sufficient interest in it 
to tTy to do so. 
But granted that it is worth while to teach theory along 
with piano instruction, we have then other objections to 
meet. The pupil does not see why she (generally she) 
should spend her time over something which is not 
going to help her technic. She wants to play, and if 
harmony does nothing for her hands, she will have none 
of it, and waves it aside with, perhaps, the remark that 
the scientific side of music does not appeal to her. It 
might spoil the emotional side, she fears ; and if Mr. 
-is going to insist upon her taking harmony, she is 
going to find another teacher. Of course, she knows 
what she wants better than he. 
How to retain such pupils, and, at the game time, to 
teach them something of theory is the question. I know 
some teachers who manage to “ work in ” a little theory 
along with the piano teaching without raising any sus¬ 
picion in the minds of their pupils, and, later, persuade 
them to study seriously. Could not this always be done 
in obstinate cases? If a pupil is musical and has suffi¬ 
cient intelligence, urge her to work regularly at the less 
attractive study of harmony. In some conservatories 
and schools of music this study is compulsory. 
Then come the questions : how to interest pupils in 
this work, and how to retain their interest. I have often 
found the dawning of interest at that point where the 
analysis of music begins. This should Ire as soon ns the 
pupil is familiar with the common chord or triad. Let 
her name the final chord in the pieces she is playing, 
and show her how each ends with a tonic triad. Then 
she must be told what a cadence is, thus carrying her 
interest beyond her actual knowledge. 8he will soon 
learn to know the inversions of the triad and the useful 
chord of the dominant seventh. Then comes the addi¬ 
tion of two or three parts to a figured bass. She must 
be made to feel a certain amount of importance at add¬ 
ing her own melodies to a bass. Let her take one exer¬ 
cise only : make it a subject of conversation. Do n’t 
tell her to work it out at home and bring it to you at her 
next lesson. Don’t look it over in silence, marking a 
few fifths and octaves in red pencil, and then hand it 
back with the remark, “This is not bad for a first 
attempt; you may take four more of those basses for 
your next lesson.” No ; she must feel that Bhe has 
reached a new epoch in her study. The melodies, voice- 
parts, although suggested by the figured bass, are to be 
hers, and, if the first thing is to get the exercise correct, 
certainly the very next thing is to make it musical. Let 
her play the treble part over alone, then in conjunction 
with the other parts. She must sing it, too, even though 
her voice be weak. If she protests that she can not sing 
a note, make her hum it, or do so yourself. Let her 
bring her imagination to bear npon it by telling her of 
the wonderful power of “hearing with the eyes.” “No 
one can write good harmony who does not hear in his 
mind what he sees written on the paper,” says Sir John 
Stainer. 8he must try to imagine the sound of her exer¬ 
cise, bnt do not let her suppose that is enough. She 
must play it over several times to verify her idea of it, 
and alter it where it can be improved. It must be 
“pretty.” She must feel proud of it, and let her see 
that you are proud of it, too. 
Yon should enconrage her to analyze some easy music. 
Much must be passed over in silence, but she can pick 
out her new acquaintances in the way of dominant sev¬ 
enths, etc., notice cadences, and also wrifesome cadences 
of her own—always the first step toward composition. 
Many pupils stop their lessons when they arrive at in¬ 
versions of the dominant seventh. The resolution of the 
dissonant note seems to kill their own resolution, and as 
for suspensions-tears have been shed over these. Go 
over compositions in which the simpler suspensions are 
freely used. 
At this point she should be led to do without figures 
and to construct small exercises of her own, introducing 
suspensions at the cadences first of all, and then at other 
convenient points in the exercise. Introduce new chords 
with care, and not in too quick succession. Let the 
pupil harmonize "melodies—her own, if she can write 
them—and work at modulation, which, though last in 
mention, is not least in importance. Modulation in 
music may always be pointed out long before any 
attempts at it are made in writing. It is of widest in¬ 
terest and value to the player, and is a study in itself. 
May I finish this with a few words of advice to the 
teacher desirous of success ? 
1. Never teach with text-book in band. Have the 
subject of the lesson so well in mind that it is unneces¬ 
sary. 
2. Use the blackboard and piano in class-teaching, but 
make a point of seeing some of the work done by each 
pupil. 
3. Always use the piano in your lesson, and make 
your pupils do so. Later, have them do easy modula¬ 
tion at the piano, discarding the use of paper and pencil. 
4. Do not assign more work than you can possibly 
look at in the alloted time for lesson. 
5. Always be interested yourself in what you are 
doing if you want to interest your pupils. 
HUMORESKE. 
BY H. M. SHIP. 
Madame Patti used to keep her “Press Notices,” 
but these after a while filled so many volumes that she 
discontinued collecting them. One cutting, from a 
Chicago newspaper, is as follows : 
“ Madame Patti, the eminent vocalist and farewellist, 
will come to us for positively the last time next year. 
All who expect to die before year after next will do well 
to hear the human nightingale on trip, for Patti never 
says good-by twice in the same year, and to die without 
hearing her high $2000-note is to seek the hereafter in 
woeful ignorance of the heights to which a woman with 
good lungs, a castle in Wales, and who uses only one 
kind of soap, can soar when she tries.” 
In his prenuptial days, Schumann wrote once to Clara 
Wieck and said, “I am often very leathery, dry, and 
disagreeable, and laugh much inwardly.” That was 
because he was Wieck-minded. 
To a beautiful youth to whom Leschetizky was giving 
a lesson, the latter said one day, in a fury, “ If I ever 
teach you anything, build a temple in some grove to 
me ! ” And yet that same pupil is now giving concerts 
as a Leschetizky pupil. Leschetizky objected to his 
want of delicacy of touch. Some one says, apropos of 
his strong playing, “He has made a hit in Paris and 
other cities, doubtless he will make some pounds in 
London.” 
Two juvenile pianists recently appeared in London 
rejoicing in the names of Muriel Mustard and Gertrude 
Peppercorn. If there be anything in names, these young 
ladies should make a decided impression on the public 
The following may be suggestive to young 
.teachers looking for business. It is a recent rep. 
Mr. Emil Liebling upon the state of things in Ch 
“ In Chicago the race for business has become s< 
as to necessitate unusual measures. The leading 
schools, like the hotels, run omnibuses to the c 
and the shivering infant from the rural district i 
onts’de by cries,— 
atory p*”'8 7001 °mnibua for the Windy City Co 
f ake this ’bus for the Grand Central Music 8c 
“ ‘ This way to the Organ Grinders’ Retreat!’ 
“ 1A piece of pie with each lesson !’ etc., etc. 
“In my own case, I have made arrangements with a 
leading detective agency to meet new pupils from abroad 
at the city limits ; they are then bound, gagged, blind 
folded, handcuffed, and conveyed to my studio and 
from there sent under military escort to their respective 
boarding-places, where a guard is placed before the door 
and yet, in spite of all these precautions, some go astray 
and are side-tracked.” 
Richard Hoffman says of his concert tour through the 
United States in 1849 : 
“ We often had difficulty in the smaller cities in pm 
cnring a piano, and I remember that in the town of 
Hamilton, Canada, we were in despair of finding one 
when some public-spirited citizen offered to lend his 
‘ square ’ for the occasion, but with special injunctions 
to return it the same night. The concert was given in 
the dining-room of the hotel, and when it was over it 
devolved upon Burke and myself to see that the piano 
got safely back to its owner. The absence of any ‘help’ 
at that hour made it necessary for us to do the moving 
ourselves, and, as the dining-room was, fortunately, on 
the ground floor, we proceeded to wheel it out on its 
castors into the street and to push it in front of us to the 
owner’s house, a distance of two or three streets from 
the hotel, where we finally left it in safety.” 
*.*• 
We still have “lightning” methods of learning to 
play the piano; but we are hardly prepared for what 
Mozart says, in one of his letters, of the famous musician, 
Abbe Vogler, that “he gives out that he will make a 
composer in three weeks and a siDger in six months!” 
According to Mrs. Diehl’s account in her “ Memories,” 
Henselt as a teacher was rather terrible: 
“ He would come in his white suit, a red fez on his 
head, a fly-flapper in his hand, and, motioniug his pupil 
to seat herself at the piano, would say, in his short, 
brusque way, ‘ Begin so and-so. ’ Then, as she began, he 
would first go to the window, appear to see something 
that he took exception to, then pace backward and for¬ 
ward for a minute or two, stop suddenly, and, with a 
tigerish glance at her, cry, ‘ Falsch! play it again! 
She would begin again, and ‘ Falsch! falsch! ’ would 
follow her. She seemed peppered with small shot, 
instead of that first big bullet. Then he cried, ‘Stop' 
The flag of truce. He came across, eyes gleaming, his 
ivory skin paler, and with a word or two in low, hissing 
tones, far more terrible than angry shouts, would con 
temptuously push her off the stool and imitate her, then 
play the passage himself divinely, stopping now an 
then to repeat and snap out rules and hints. Then 
. . . he would stride off and begin killing fli*8 nP°n 
the walls. . . . When he was not in the humor or 
teaching he would cry ‘falsch’ in various tones I°r 
first half-hour, then kill flies silently till he marc 
eut and banged the door.” 
Undoubtedly, it was under the influence of his ^ 
catching propensity that he composed his If I wcr 
bird ” study. 
A German professor, not sufficiently familiar ^ 
English, upon hearing a young lady trying to P * 
piece too far beyond her, said, “Yah, it ees zuu 
for her.” 
At one time, while Handel was in London, ther ^ 
a great rivalry between his followers and those o 
oncini, an Italian conductor. Concerning 
John Byrom wrote: 
“ Some say, compared to Boooncinl, 
That Mynheer Handel’s but a ninny; 
Others aver, that he to Handel 
Is scarcely fit to hold a candle. 
Strange all this dlSerencs should be ^ _ 
’Twlxt tweedle-dum and tweedle-dee! 
• a* n the 
Not every one is capable of appreciating 
tion, but there is considerable difference w 
ing Bach often and hearing Offen-bach. 
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M q_go you are exercised in mind, are you, as 
to the old question of phrasing? Well, I do not find 
Cult with you for thinking of the subject, and asking all 
he questions that you wish. The truth of the matter 
is that with all our efforts, both by personal lessons and 
bv written instruction, there is as yet bnt little clear, 
intelligent punctuation of music. I am compelled to say 
that I fear no one ever does really phrase well by instinct, 
however keenly and genuinely musical that instinct may 
he, and the only way to do good phrasing is to form the 
habit of accurate and complete analysis—that is to say, 
to phrase well, you must be a good theorist. This is a 
little disheartening, but there is no blinking the fact 
that every one who dares to assume the name of musi¬ 
cian, must deeply dip into the Ymir’s well of theory. 
Theory is a difficult study, hut how fruitful a study 
only those who have patiently planted its tedious orange- 
trees and watched them mature and bend with fruit 
can really know. This metaphor of the orange-grove 
may serve us still further, for not only does the orange- 
tree take a long and weary while in getting its growth 
to the fruit-bearing stage, but when' it is ready to yield 
its products it gives them in prodigal variety as well as 
prodigal abundance, for the fragrant blossoms are as 
much in evidence as the pungent, juicy fruits ; and then, 
again, it is as hardy and tenacious in its continuance to 
bring forth as it was deliberate in getting its prepara¬ 
tion. 
Thus, the study of musical theory is one of the most 
remunerative subjects upon which the mind can he em¬ 
ployed. 
Second, practically, as to how you are to know with 
infallible signs just where the sections of the music 
divide, and how to produce the required effect, I will 
say that in almost any good modern edition of a standard 
work the markings of the slurs and the various kinds 
ofstaccati are well indicated in the main, and what you 
need is to form an automatic habit of heeding them. 
You are not a good and attractive pianist when you can 
strike out the printed notes with a steady, fluent articu¬ 
lation, and a small percentage of false notes, or dropped 
notes, any more than the ordinary galloping pupil of the 
public school is a good artistic interpreter of the poems 
of our great poets. 
The other day my little ten-year-old boy was reading 
aloud to me, and, like all who read much aloud without 
ore and attention, he made such humming buzz-top or 
(Ironing spinning-wheel of his thread of words that I 
stopped and said, “ Why do n’t you see the commas ? ” 
He said, rather snappishly, “O, there are so many of 
them." 
Ewctly so also in music there are many divisions, but 
they all must be heeded. At first the peppering of punc- 
toation bewilders and disheartens the reader, hut it is 
*11 there for a purpose, and the instinctive recognition of 
punctuation must be as highly developed by the pianist 
*ho desires to utter the fascinating message of the tone- 
art to the listener. As for any method of closing a 
P rase, there need be no fussy parade about it. When 
. bmc comes> jnst take away the fingers from the keys. 
18 n°l necessary to make a flourish either of hand or 
>nJ>! just spring up elastically, promptly. 
rec°romend, however, that you try to make a 
Mtu n< ^°n bc*’"een phrases that are wide asunder in the 
I ru tnral scheme, and a less division between those that 
*°®etber- What I mean by this can not pos- 
K Hi CXP'a"le(f 1® yon unless yon become a theorist. 
“ « ca”t'on maybe helpful—that is, watchjeal- 
hlur ^ ^le Messed hut treacherous pedal does not 
The S^°'' T0,ir crisp closes and neat articulations, 
thinki ‘-d’ remember- is the life of the piano. Keep 
Ihe si D^.°^ y°ur foot as much as of your hands. One of 
of jvJ”? est an^ most practically useful rules for the nse 
*ith h a,m^er Pet*al is, get in the habit of moving not 
n just after, the fingers. In this way all its 
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efficacy as a phraser and as a freer and enricher of the 
tone will be attained at the same time. 
B. W.—You say that there are two professorsof piano¬ 
playing in your town, one of whom throws his hands 
very high and jerks his head about, and makes many 
other motions which you think unnecessary, while, on 
the other hand, there is another professor who sits as 
stiff and straight as a ramrod, and requires his pupils to 
cultivate the same unvaried repose. You wish to know 
which is right. My answer is, both and neither. Yonr 
question opens up to me a long vista of ideas, and sets 
alight the fuse of a dangerous, explosive bomb. I am 
always and everywhere hostile to the disposition on the 
part of our piano students to think of the visible aspects 
of piano-playing, and to concern themselves about mo¬ 
tions, gyrations, gestures, mannerisms, and all that class 
of trivial phenomena. Bnt you will say that is the direct 
corollary of your blindness. I dare say that my not 
actually beholding the performing pianist at a concert 
does assist me in getting at the real marrow of the art 
more directly than if I were distracted by irrelevant 
appearances ; but permit me to ask whether music as an 
art addresses itself to the human ear or to the eye? Your 
question, to be answered, must be disentangled. 
Some of the things included in those motions are 
technical elements of the art itself, and others are man¬ 
nerisms pure and simple. Now, as to throwing the hands 
high, yon must remember that in the art of applying 
our bodies to the mechanism of the piano-keyboard, we 
use, and must use, levers, or mallets, made out of the 
muscles, bones, and joints of the arm all its length, but 
especially from the elbow down. Now, for certain 
degrees of intensity, and for certain qualities of tone, the 
usual motion from the knuckles, or even from the wrist, 
will not suffice, and then the sledge-hammer from the 
elbow must be called into requisition. I will now dis¬ 
miss the long colonade of ideas and doctrines of piano 
mechanism which reach out and away from this initial 
thought, and come to the second element in your ques¬ 
tion. As to mannerisms—that is, those wholly unneces¬ 
sary acts which attend many mental exercises, and soon 
become automatic and unconscious, it is not possible to 
condemn them with too much severity. They exist with 
preachers, with orators at the bar, with political shakers, 
opera-singers, and with violinists or pianists in full per¬ 
fection. Difficult as they are to he eradicated, we should 
constantly and vigorously wage war against them. The 
fact that they are found in the greatest artists should 
plead nothing in their defense. Just think of that mar¬ 
velous man, de Pachmann, the fairy of the keyboard, 
and recall his idiotic grimaces, and the morbid self-con¬ 
scious vanity which was exuded and diffused from him 
when on the stage before the public, engaged ,n embody¬ 
ing art like that unbearable stench which was diffused 
through all the air, as Stanley tells us, when he camped 
one evening in Africa and burned an rtnkuownkind of 
malodorous wood. When I attended his firrtrectW « 
the Odeon in Cincinnati, I was ,n doubt whether I was 
at a piano recital or a variety show. One moment we 
were entranced with ethereal music ; the next every one 
tittered with irrepressible amusement. 
This sickening odor of silliness so constantly accom¬ 
panied all the public work of de Pachmann that he will 
L remembered for his foolishness as long as for b,s 
tremus That pun of Mr. Apthorp about him will live 
genius. Alluding to his specialism in 
as long as is • 3pe_]ike behavior, the Boston 
«* Cb„pi«c .be 
piano. Oth gr entirely free of unneees- 
stein, Liszt, were n , I* P aWavthe attention of 
sary motions which «to »*» 
r tfcHhe weU-ordered sounds they were creating 
beauty of th „ thatl he sat alisolntely still 
It used to be said of Tlialbergtn that his 
»t,he piano, for>1, 
playing was so a ■ playing an air of spon- 
taueity. Tb,sJa” of Thalberg, which, though a 
integral part of t gtep in tbe evolution of 
That which can jnst be tolerated in a great genius, 
because of his other fascinating gifts, can only awaken 
loathing and contempt in persons of lesser capabilities. 
M. H. T.—Well, well ; so you are of the struggles 
in tbe cause of human amelioration, are you? You have 
my sympathy to the full. It is hard enough to make 
onrselves intelligent, but to make others so—well, as 
Rudyard Kipling delights to say, often and often, “ That 
is another story.” You tell me that yon live in a little 
town, whither the rising tide of musical culture has as 
yet scarcely pushed its tiniest ripples, and that while at 
school you came to love Mendelssohn, Schumann, Chopin, 
and Beethoven. The parents who paid for your education 
and the companions with whom you are daily associated 
call all that music exercises, and want something with a 
tune in it. Back in the sixties I was in your case precisely. 
In 1867 I returned from the Institute for the Blind at 
Columbns, O., where,under dearold ProfessorNothnagel, 
I had not only studied the music of Beethoven, bnt had 
come to reverence and to love it. The first sonata which 
I took of his was the fifth, Op. 10, No. 1, in C-minor. 
With this sonata, by the authority of Beethoven himself, 
I believe, certainly by the assertion of Professor Marx, 
the poem by Schiller on the parting of Andromache and 
Hectorin the sixth hook of the “ Iliiul ” is associated as an 
explanation or poetic background. I told the story and 
did all I could to show my friends my point of view, and 
administer my enthusiasm hypodermically. Bnt it was 
useless. Next I tried the immortal ml agio from “The 
Moonlight Sonata,” and there I succeeded. I also found 
that Schumann's “Triiumerei,” his “Happy Farmer,” 
and other pieces conld bo digested. Practically what I 
did was this : I separated all music into three categories— 
viz., that which was deep and for the nourishing and 
strengthening of my soul ; second, that which was genu¬ 
ine and wholesomely beautiful, hut not deep, which was 
good for me and could also be grasped by tbe laity, and, 
third, those mawkish and tawdry effusions which I 
would not for love or money play for any one. Now , 
these demarcations are by no means arbitrary or fixed, 
and probably every musician would draw the lines of 
latitude, or, at any rate, the isothermal lines of equal 
enthusiasm, through a different series of compositions. 
Neither are all of the works in the first rank never to lie 
put in the second or available list. Take the atKive- 
mentioned pieces of Beethoven and Schumann, for exam 
pie. An excellent composition in the second of the two 
divisions I will name, however ; it is a charming piece of 
florid parlor or salon music, entitled “The Waking of 
the Birds,” by Lysberg. Hundreds of times in my 
peregrinations as a Shetland pony of piano playing, or as 
a two-for a-nickel recitalist, l had occasion, many a time 
and oft, to insist upon a standard of taste to refuse to 
play the “ Flubdub Quickstep,” “The Buzzard’s Waltz,” 
“Sweet Hour of I’rayer,” with sky-rocket decorations, 
and similar monstrosities. Just a few weeks ago I car¬ 
ried tbe banner of art, tbe embroidered banner of the 
beautiful, into a little town of 1000 inhabitants. I 
had n good audience, and I gave a respectable program, 
such as would have been rather thin gruel for a city like 
Chicago or Cincinnati. After the performance one good 
clergyman said to me that he had listened with enjoy¬ 
ment and profit, but that lie bail one adverse criticism. 
I asked him, of couree, what it was, since we learn more 
from strictures than from conventional compliments. 
He answered, “ Yon put up the hay in rather too high a 
rack for us to reach.” I answered, “Yon must then 
imitate the giraffe, and get your necks elongated.” 
I will conclude my advice to you with three exhorts- 
tjon„__viz.: (1) Go on loving and studying the best music, 
which you can yourself appreciate, and climb ever 
higher and higher, even to the last quartets of Beethoven, 
if von can. (2) Hay good hut digestible music to your 
friends, just as rich and significant music as they can 
bear and keep continually luring them onward and up 
wanl. (3) Refuse utterly to play music which you are 
ashamed of. There are books which you would blush to 
have found in your hands, and there are pieces of music 
which are so vapid that yon ought to blush for them as 
well Finallv and chiefly, ask your soul, and not your 
companions, what shall be the standards of your taste 
and aspiration. 
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“Please give me the most explicit definitions of the 
different touches, and how indicated.—E. M. b.” 
Let us call it tone-production. I am taking the 
liberty of using Mason’s two-finger exercises in a se¬ 
quence of my own, four forms and seven different 
methods of obtaining tone, as follows : 
1. Clinging Legato Touch— Exercise No. 1, volume 
I, “ Touch and Technic.” Play straight legato, raising 
the finger which ends a touch before putting it down 
again to take the place of the next finger. This exercise 
is a combination of the Plaidy “slow trill” and Mason’s 
legato substitution of fingers. We get the individuali¬ 
zation of fingers which Plaidy secured by his Blow trill, 
and Mason’s clinging legato, which contains considerable 
pressure; and this in turn is the work mainly of the 
triceps muscle (back of the upper arm). The clinging 
touch is the foundation of fine melody-playing. It in¬ 
volves (1) a firm finger-stroke with the finger curved, 
and raised high preparatory to making the touch; (2) 
a close legato, joining each tone to the next following ; 
(3) an earnest pressure from the arm—this gives melody 
quality. I do not use Mason’s overlapping form (where 
one key is held down until after the other is already 
down), because it tends, in average students, to stiffening 
the finger which holds the key. I want the pressure to 
be transferred neatly from one tone to the next, without 
vacancy between them and without overlapping. 
2. The Arm-touches.—Down arm, as taught in the 
book, except that the points of the fingers remain upon 
the key when the wrist has sunk to the second position. 
In other words, like figure 2 rather than figure 1 in 
Mason’s book. Up arm, involving two modes of action : 
(1) The movement upward has the senseof being steered 
by the wrist joint, and if you hold your arm about six 
inches above the keys and make the pupil spring up and 
hit your arm with his wrist-joint, you will have the 
oscillation and looseness of this joint and also the 
forward push from the triceps muscle and elbow, which 
is really the actuating force of this tonch. Read care¬ 
fully Mason’s direction about the triceps, volume x, new 
edition, page 14, section 26. 
3. Hand and Finger Elastic.—A loose fall of the hand 
(much like that directed in Bowman’s stab touch, only 
more free at the wrist), the arm remaining at the usual 
five finger height in playing. The hand moves actively ; 
the arm does not. The second touch is the finger elastic, 
the extreme finger staccato, figure 6a, and at completion 
of touch come back to Bowman’s position, 6b. This 
form is a very safe and powerful strengthener of fingers. 
If you allow the hand to remain at close-in position, 5c, 
the wrist is generally stiffened. In the second kind of 
touches, as described above, the entire arm is the active 
apparatus; in this form only the hand and the fingers. 
The idle fingers may move with the active ones, both in 
extending preparatory to the touch and in closing the 
hand at the end. Entire independence of fingers comes 
later. 
4. Light and Fast.—Mason’s old-fashioned form of the 
light and fast two-finger exercise. Make the first tone 
by a very slight hand-motion, and the second by the 
least possible finger motion. The essential elements are 
rapidity, looseness, and very slight tone in all the early 
stages. Also equality of tone as between the hand-tone 
and the finger-tone. The point of the finger does not 
draw in actively ; it remains with very little motion of 
the point, none perceptible. Activity of the parts of the 
fingers is not desired. It is a question of loose wrist and 
loose finger; then of speed and lightness. It is the 
opposite of these other forms. 
The above list comprises seven different methods of 
tone-production: No. 1, with an earnest finger—melody 
tone; No. 2, down arm and up arm; No. 3, a fall of the hand 
and an extreme finger staccato ; No. 4, a very light fall of 
the hand, and a very light fall of the finger. This com¬ 
prises a fairly complete assortment of the radically dif- 
the ETUDE 
ferent modes of tone-production. Only the triceps is 
not brought out quite clear unless you really do bear 
down quite hard upon the clinging legato and get it 
rightly in the up-arm touch. I supplement this dif¬ 
ficulty by some chord practice, taking No. 112 of volume 
iv, and causing it to be played in six different methods, 
using the pedal with every chord. One, down arm ; two, 
up arm ; three, triceps (you place the fingers upon the 
keys and then “bite in” with a strong tone, a 
sudden impulse from the triceps, and very little, almost 
no, motion). The hand holds the keys after touching. 
This method of chord-production is much used by artists. 
It is quite the up-arm touch, except that the free oscil¬ 
lation of wrist is omitted. In very heavy and detached 
chords a strong effect will be more easily obtained if the 
arm springs up after each chord. But it is necessary to 
learn how to make the full singing tone without extra 
motion. Then No. 4, pure finger; No. 5, finger ar¬ 
peggio ; and 6, bravura arpeggio, finger and up arm 
“I am not satisfied with the way the velocity de¬ 
velops in the fast forms of the two-finger exercise. How 
do you do it?—D. S. W.” 
I do not use the velocity form of the two-finger exer¬ 
cise, believing them peculiarly liable to induce constric¬ 
tion of the wrist. Play quite softly in eighths, about as 
fast as you think you can ; then exactly double, to six¬ 
teenths, but keep it very soft. If you are loose enough, 
and naturally spry, you will get speed very soon this 
way. Do not use accents in the fast forms in the early 
stages. They induce stiffening. Looseness and light¬ 
ness are the radical qualities; accents and discrimina¬ 
tions come later. Only be sure to learn both rhythms. 
“ How soon do you give scales to a beginner? And 
how soon do you give instruction in chords ? In teach¬ 
ing the Mason method, how soon do you take up the 
velocity exercises (two-fiDger)?—L. M. G. ” 
I give scales to a beginner very soon, probably within 
the first ten lessons, but slowly, and with one hand at a 
time, as described in my “Twenty Lessons to a Be¬ 
ginner.” I do not use the velocity forms of the two- 
finger exercise, or not very soon—say, in the latter part 
of third grade. Chords I teach very soon. In fact, we 
begin the scale by teaching the three triads which com¬ 
pose it. The very first accompaniment, which consists 
of broken chords, would probably be explained, and the 
pupil would be asked to play the chords. I recommend 
teaching first the intervals, and then the major and 
minor triads, upon each tone of the chromatic scale ; a 
little later, the diminished and augmented triads ; still 
later, the sevenths. A little at a time, often recurred 
to, will soon make the pupil independent in this respect. 
“ Please tell me what number of your “ Standard 
Grades ” to give to a child of eleven, who has been taking 
lessons nearly two years. She is studious, has talent, 
and plays octaves easily. I have used Mason’s ‘Touch 
and Technic,’ and she has nearly finished Wagner’s 
Instruction Book.—S. M. J.” 
I do not at the moment remember exactly where the 
Wagner book leaves off, but probably somewhere near 
the middle of the third grade. I should therefore begin 
along there somewhere. 
auvxoc LUC v.« w vuv w 
ginning piano with a child of five years? She is a vei 
bright little girl, who has much talent. She picks oi 
melodies by herself at the piano by the hour, and si 
has learned the C-major scale. 
“ What must be taken with book ill of your ‘Grad* 
Studies ’ ? Only Mason, and nothing more ? What 
the best way of securing a firm legato touch ? One 
my pupils has a very staccato tonch, and I have been tr 
ing to remedy it with Mason’s two-finger exercise 
without success. Perhaps it is beyond curing, as tl 
playe^ia about forty years old, and has only just begu 
It depends a little on whether the child can read. I 
have gone over this ground in my “Twenty Lessons to 
a Beginner,” and it will pay yon to get that and read 
it through, whether you follow it or not. She ought to 
be taught the elementary forms of tone production, one 
after another (see the first reply in this letter), and the 
simple Mason arpeggios on the diminished chord and its 
changes, using mainly rhythms of six, nine, and twelve. 
Each of these forms makes an exercise. She should 
learn all the scales and a few melodies by heart, and 
be able to play them in any key. This means a series 
of experiments and semi-lessons for several weeks or 
even months. In short, get her familiar with the key¬ 
board, tone-production, and the elementary pa88ag(| 
forms, such as scales, chords, and arpeggios, and teach 
her to repeat melodies from hearing them, and also to he 
able to transpose them. Then come to notation, and ae 
she already is able to talk in music, she will soon lean 
to read. To learn to read before learning to talk is ab¬ 
surd, and is the occasion of much of the bad playing yye 
hear. 
Besides Grade III and the Mason exercises, use occa¬ 
sionally a piece from the book of pieces published by 
Mr. Presser ; and also, in the latter part of the grade, 
begin in my “ Studies in Phrasing,” book i. In this 
way she will acquire a diversified experience. 
Your pupil with the staccato touch does not bear down 
properly from the triceps muscle. The quickest way 
of modifying his action is, after explaining it, take him 
to a practice clavier, with a touch about eight ounces, 
then play the clinging-touch exercise; and again the 
same at twelve ounces. Be sure that he plays legato. 
A heavy organ action will answer the same purpose. 
Make him bear down. The piano does not give him 
enough resistance, and he forgets whether he is bearing 
down or not. Make the tonch heavy enough and hewill 
feel it; then lighten up, and presently you will get a 
soft legato also. Give the Mason two-finger exercises in 
broken thirds, making him hold each tone until yon tell 
him to “move.” Play No. 23, counting four to each 
note, and moving at the very last part of the beat. In 
short, make him conscious of the points of his fingers. 
Also have him listen to the tones and recognize from 
hearing, when he is away from the piano and his back 
turned, which ones you play legato and which not. 
These things together will modify him in a little time. 
THE COMPOSER’S HARD WORK. 
Many people seem to imagine that the composer sits 
down (at a pianoforte, they fondly think !) and a loll 
blown symphony or sonata flows from the ends of his 
finger-tips. They do not recognize the science which has 
to be learned, the technical perfection which has to be 
acquired, the unremitting care which prunes and trains 
the ideas as they come. They think he sings because 
he has to sing, and forget, or rather do not know, that 
his song must begin by echoing the strains of musician, 
who have preceded him, and that, in the very measures 
they have invented, improved, and prepared for bis nse. 
Even the short subjects which serve giants like Bee¬ 
thoven and Wagner do not spring up luxuriantly in a 
teeming soil, but have to undergo a rigorous eour.e 
cultivation. And the most wonderful stories we rea ^ 
rapid production—like the story of the Don Giovan 
overture or of many Schubert songs tell quite as i 
of hard work and even drudgery in the stu y 0 
marvelous faculty so plentifully bestowed on t lese 
gifted men. The composer who could pro u' ^ 
“Don Giovanni” overture complete in ®bou ^ 
hours ; who could improvise a ingue in s‘x Pa ’ ^ 
Bach did ; who could dash off a long aria o'er a 
rice, like Rossini; or could write out from me 
expert copy of the “ Midsummer Night 8 
ture, as Mendelssohn did when the orig'n® 8 . gift 
lost—did not wake up one morning to fin e 
bedside. their dis 
k, incessant practice alone, pu^ ^ ^ 
sans by which they conquere . B „e 
e a sway to whose sweet comp 
it. , . ’Pntsd&B)' 
i not hope to emulate Bac a 
ing three great symphonies in 8 ^ 
ersonal lesson from young ^^to 
isic, young Haydn devot*n® “Gra*"*" 
nnel Bach’s Sonatas and i n. 
garret, and young Beethov^ „ 
after page -with counterpo ^ at 
part in their heritage oi geal?,’oor re*an* 
ir brothers in industry. And i 
ant, it is none the less sure. 
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Stubto Experiences. 
fiiusiCHn environment. 
FLORENCE M. KING. 
one of the most distinctively American traits of the 
world of music is the American teacher’s studio. 
In a country like our own, where many a working-man 
owns his little domicile, which is sure to contain an up¬ 
right piano, fair to see and.only fair to play upon, the 
laborer pinching and economizing that he may afford 
music-lessons for his bright little boy or girl, the Ameri¬ 
can teacher feels his responsibility in creating an atmos¬ 
phere and environment of music in his studio for pupils. 
What a means of inspiration it is to the talented stu¬ 
dent, fresh from a struggle with his practice upon the 
home piano, which, of course, being regarded primarily 
as a means of furnishing the parlor, is subject to con¬ 
stant interruptions from inconsiderate callers, until he 
loses the vim of practice and his patience at the same 
time, and comes all but desperate to his lesson in the 
sweet, refined musical atmosphere of an artistic studio, 
free from all careless interruptions, and able again to 
catch the elusive muse 1 
Personally, I shall never forget the studio sacred to 
my first lessons. It was in a back room in the third 
story of a grimy business block, the only view from the 
three long windows, forbidding enough, over the chim¬ 
ney-pots on the roofs of the adjacent buildings. Admir¬ 
able situation ! No circus processions to distract atten¬ 
tion, no girls in dog carts, no whistling boys, no jolting 
wagons. 
The room itself was a land of enchantment, with its 
high ceiling; its deep, warm, terra-cotta walls ; the pol¬ 
ished floor; the gleaming grand piano, with a sweet 
confusion of music scattered over its shining surface ; the 
one great easy chair ’; the piano-lamp, with its bright, 
clear light. The photographs of the dear, loved com¬ 
posers, perfect in the severity of their setting, relieved 
by an exquisite water-color, “Song Without Words,” 
and by a dainty pastel of Felix and Fanny Mendelssohn 
at their piano. 
Half of the courage and perseverance that has sus¬ 
tained me in all these after years in the shining paths 
of mnsic has come from the inspiration of those long, 
delightful hours spent in the charmed rose studio with 
a musician touched with the genius for teaching. 
the American music student. 
J. FRANCIS COOKE. 
Ik any one person or any dozen could be selected from 
the millions of ambitions youth in our country and clas¬ 
sified as representative of the average music student, our 
entire system of musical education would be revolution- 
>z«d. Then teaching could be reduced to a science and 
definite results assured. 
In no country on the face of the globe are the residents 
so cosmopolitan. Student life abroad under general con¬ 
ditions means to German teachers German pupils, to 
French teachers French pupils, Italian teachers Italian 
Pupils, while the teachers in our great country have to 
swim for their existence through a torrent in the con¬ 
tributing streams of which flows the blood of almost all 
t e nations of the world. Not only national, but racial, 
cadencies have to be met and understood. Many times 
e is confronted with conditions that require the diplo- 
Inacy a James G. Blaine to overcome. 
Another marked contrast in European and American 
®uthods is found in the general discipline of the child. 
8 patriarchal home government in the old country 
the a" 8^ndent an object to be commanded. With 
^. mer'can boy this is seldom, if ever, successful. He 
“ L'he*>en<kn* trough and through. The music of the 
vib*1^ Bell,” that so thrilled his ancestors, still 
if J* 68 'D k'8 ve'n3- He is a manly little fellow, and, 
rim°n ^ 0n s'de him, he will work with a 
irritabi°C*Dee<' °U^ '’J threats when in the hands of an 
you * teSC!ler' al«ays stands for fair play, but 
aro ch*1 ^°rCe Biw to any issue. These in themselves 
the lot*''!'1'1''’ c^aracter'atic8, and, although they make 
forej ° American teacher harder than that of his 
. r0t*ler’ has still the compensation of “ a very 
r«sting case.” 
THE ETUDE 
FINGER CONTROLt. 
F. CAMM TURPIN. 
We have all noticed in beginners and also in those 
who play “by ear ” an almost uncontrollable tendency 
to playing so rapidly that it is impossible to strike each 
key clearly ; and we sometimes wonder why this is, for 
the fault is often a great drawback to steady progress. 
The wise physician looks diligently for the cause of 
had symptoms, that he may strike at the root of the mat¬ 
ter and cure the trouble by removing or counteracting 
the cause, instead of merely treating the effect. So 
would we teachers of the piano thus seek to cure evils in 
our pupils. 
The cause of the above mentioned evil, which is death 
to all attempts at “repose ” in playing, is very simple 
and easily explained. We all know the great tenacity 
and strength of muscular habit by the difficulty one has 
in changing for another a certain form of fingering 
which we have long practiced. The old habit of finger¬ 
ing is so strong that the fingers will keep going to their 
accustomed places, in spite of all efforts to the contrary. 
Now, the tendency to rapid playing is caused by this 
same muscular habit; for do we not every day of our 
lives, almost whenever we use our fingers in handling 
anything,—a chair, a poker, our knife and fork, etc.,— 
bringdown all our fingers simultaneously in contact with 
these objects? And so it is simply this life-time habit of 
the muscles which asserts itself in a tendency to bring 
down all the fingers together on the keyboard, resulting 
in rapid playing. 
Having found the cause, the cure for this evil is not 
far to seek—that of counteracting the tendency by a 
persistent, slow, and deliberate practice of exercises. 
■■showing OFF-” 
HELENA M. MAGUIRE. 
Experience with distinctively American pupils in- 
ritably brings out one salient characteristic, and that is 
lie desire to astound. It is decidedly an American 
rait, the growth of a seed long nourished, and as 
atural to the children who enter one’s studio as 
reathing. 
Children are apt to give up trying to impress a teacher 
rho has an uncomfortable way of pricking a rendering 
rith a pencil-point and showing up all sorts of errors , 
ut in striving to astonish the elders and the ignorant, 
11 sorts of unrefinements and bad habits of phrasing, 
agering, and pedaling creep in, which never had their 
eginning in the quiet practice-hour when no one was 
stening. . ..... 
No ; it is this spirit of living and doing for what 
eople will think of us ” which permeates our American 
tmosphere and finds its way even into the little one’s 
msical education, to frustrate honest efforts and prove 
stumbling-block to the teacher. 
It is the substituting of vanity for pride; for vanity 
hinks ever of semblance, pride of reality. Now, the 
urest way to crush vanity is to awaken pnde, and if 
ve instead of regarding this trait as simply a dis¬ 
agreeable fact, common to all, to be got over in the 
asiest way possible, strive to vanquish it by substi¬ 
nting something higher, we will be pretty sure to meet 
nother Americanism, quite as distinctive, a supreme 
ontempt for sham, when it is known as such. For 
,ride despises vanity; the two can not live together. 
Continued effort will find the student pursuing reality 
« zealously as ever he pursued semblance and so crops 
,ut a third national trait, that of doing intensely whet¬ 
her is done. The traits are there, but whether they lie 
et sprout as rank weeds or are straightened out and 
arefully cultured rests with the teacher of impress.on- 
ible studenthood. 
about HURRYING. 
WM. E. SNYDER. 
MY next pupil has just entered my studio a young 
_ oWiifv a tvDical American student. He 
ias bad only a The alnl0et total absence 
SELESES*- a £ 
f ^ 0V, nn in less than a dozen measures. The 
•— 
fully studying and analyzing our fitude, but this lucky 
fellow thinks himself above all that; he can finish it 
all in a week. My eye became tearful at his audacity, 
and would have overflowed as the catastrophe precipi¬ 
tated itself, had he not immediately repeated the per¬ 
formance so perfectly and beautifully like the first time 
that my tears evaporated in admiration. He had given 
me this sort of thing once before, and I vowed we would 
soon have an understanding as to future performances. 
Said I, at the second breakdown, as he turned de¬ 
spairingly to me, “ Yon have no doubt been doing this 
all the past week, Mr. Smith. Now do this: Stop play¬ 
ing it entirely ; forget all about hurry, worry, and ner¬ 
vousness, which ruins the work of so many of our 
American students; get possession of yourself, your 
thought; keep it calm, cool, and steady ; there, now let 
ns see what we have to do. Take one hand and play 
very slowly, watching critically every movement you 
make. Do this every day until next lesson, and do it 
for that lesson.” 
He did it, and his work has been improving ever since. 
Stow “ practice makes the master.” 
THE FIRST music STUDY. 
WILLIAM BENBOW. 
The greatest recent development is in the books and 
teaching for children. This is following naturally the 
increased attention given to child-study. Instead of 
the omnibus piano-instructor of a few years ago, with 
scarcely a pretty piece in it, we have graded courses, 
each with its own book ; and the latest tendency is to 
subdivide still more the early grades and have a book 
suited entirely to the wants of the little child. 
With this we are learning that it is useful to begin 
with the child much earlier than formerly, and that 
many things can be learned before the child can “ stretch 
an octave” or “knows fractions.” And there is a 
growing feeling that there should be a course prepara¬ 
tory to the one now marked “ Grade L” 
In this sphere we are emphasizing the fact that there 
is something to come before notation. We are more in¬ 
clined to begin with the most natural musical element 
of the child nature—viz., singing, and to proceed from 
that to the instrument. We find that the child can 
pick out for himself the various scales before having his 
mind clogged and his interest blunted by signatures, 
accidentals, etc. 
We find that he can get a better foundational notion 
of rhythm by accenting these scales in different ways 
before being taught the use of the bar, the measure, and 
the time signatures. In short, we teach the child that 
printed music is only a record of something ; and, logi¬ 
cally, the pupil ought to understand the something 
before the record. 
AN AMERICAN CHARACTERISTIC. 
MARIE BENEDICT. 
Were I asked to mention a characteristic markedly, 
though not exclusively, American, which, in my experi¬ 
ence in the studio and with the public, has seemed most 
to impede the growth of American musical life, I would 
say superficialness of mental attitude toward the study 
and the fostering of musical art. We all know its signs 
—the girl who comes to ns after prolonged course at a 
local music-school, who can skim brilliantly over the 
keys, but knows little or nothing of touches through 
which one may sound the depths of the instrument’s 
life ; the woman who, when asked whether she would 
attend a Thomas orchestral concert, replies, “No; I 
have heard Thomas.” 
In this is a marked point of differentiation between 
German and American conditions. There, where the 
air is vibrant with melodies of liotb past and present, 
the child draws in with its breath a reverential regard 
for the beautiful in music, with which it is difficult to 
impress the average pupil here, where art history is 
almost in its infancy, where the musical atmosphere so 
necessary to growth is, at many points, entirely lacking. 
Question : How much may the enthusiastic teacher 
do to make this condition of things a matter of past 
history ? 
An overwhelming task, you say ; but there are few 
things too hard to be vanquished by persistent, well- 
directed enthusiasm. 
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FIRST PRIZE ESSAY. 
PREVALENT FAULTS OF AMERICAN 
TEACHERS. 
BY HARVKY WICKHAM. 
TIabvky Wickham. 
HaBvkT Wickham, an axcellent likeness of whom we present 
•bnr*. In a concert plantet and teacher now residing at Middletown, 
N. Y., where he haa been engaged for many yeari in actlre, proles- 
•lonal work He la one of the artleta engaged for the Convention of 
the New York State Music Teachers' Association, to be held In 
Albany in June, and Is also well known as a writer upon musical 
topics. Borne years ago Mr. Wickham achieved considerable success 
as an organist, and even contributed Action and miscellaneous arti¬ 
cles to some of the leading periodicals. These diversions, however, 
were found to Interfere with hla chosen specially, and (he piano 
now receives hla almost exclusive attention. 
The observer can not fail to note certain differences 
between the manic teacher of thin and other lands. That 
the American is dintingninhed by certain marks of 
superiority, there is no gainsaying. He is less apt to be 
sentimental and emotional than the Italian, less flippant 
and immoral than the French, less unkempt and rnde 
than the German. Yet he has faults (I speak of the 
more inexperienced) as characteristic and as ranch his 
own ns his virtues. Let ns, who are American teachers, 
probe some of them. 
His Timidity. 
First and most characteristic of all is his timidity, bis 
proneness to abdicate his position, to allow the fee to 
purchase his birthright, to become a servant instead of 
a master. Most pupils are (and often with reason) 
ashamed of their attainments. The readiest excuse is 
the declaration that mnsic occupies but a small place in 
their lives. It is a mere by-play, and must not be taken 
as an index of their general ability. They wish to play 
only a little for amusement. I have heard people talk 
thus who harbored secret ambitions of the most extrava¬ 
gant kind. It is but the feint of the nnsophisticated, 
the shrinking of maiden, mental modesty, or a desperate 
effort to cloak ignorance with indifference. Yonng ladies 
will sometimes diagnose their own artistic cases with such 
minuteness, giving snch detailed information in regard 
to their needs, that the auditor is at a loss to determine 
whether they are receiving or giving a lesson. What 
does the average native teacher do in snch cases? He 
takes the applicant at the word, and gives what is asked 
for, not what is needed. 
It is right and proper for a ribbon clerk to produce 
whatever goods it is the customer's whim to bny, but 
the pedagogue can ill afford to play the merchant, or to 
keep any instruction in stock save the best. Even mer¬ 
chants of the better cla* sustain some character. Few 
woald have the temerity to demand paste jewels at Tif¬ 
fany's. Besides, it is not paste which men seek. In 
their hearts they desire the superlative. If a child longs 
for angbt else, it is because it is a child (whatever its 
yean) that misanderstands itself. Why is such an one 
careless and intellectually sloven ? Becanse^he knows 
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not that he’is so, or knows not how to become otherwise. 
Show him his state and the way out of it; tell him his 
disease and the medicine, and he will not wince at its 
bitterness. , . ... 
Mr. Virgil (who furnishes a useful example in this 
connection, despite his nationality) has been phenome¬ 
nally successful. Why? Because he tells the naked 
truth to all comers; this is the telling feature of his 
system. He says to the mistanght, “ Yon have been 
wrongly instructed.” To the weak fingered, Vonr 
fingers are weak.” As a consequence, we see scores 
of advanced players poring over his “ Foundational Ex¬ 
ercises,” supplying deficiencies they have connived at 
since youth, and which preceptor after preceptor has 
passed over with a shrug. How does Leschetitzky accom¬ 
plish his miracles? By having an army of preparatory 
teachers, who make the new-comer fit to receive what 
the master afterward sees fit to apply. The less famous 
must prepare themselves. Why try to give finishing 
lessons to those who have yet to begin ? 
I once overheard a prominent virtuoso saying to a 
novice who had given a poor recitation, “ Any one who 
attempts that sonata should have gone through a severe 
course of technics.” Yet he had given her the sonata. 
Why? He did not teach technic. If the unprepared 
were foolish enough to come to him, so much the worse 
for the unprepared. Other renowned performers go 
half-way and recommend certain studies, hut, as they 
consume the entire lesson-period in interpretative work, 
the student learns to prepare what he will have to per¬ 
form and finds scant time for anything else. 
If yon would he a successful teacher, do not neglect 
the pupil by allowing him to skip necessary steps in his 
artistic career. Neither lower yourself by pandering to 
his immature predilections. You are in your studio to 
lead, not to follow; to give advice, not to receive it; to 
command, not to obey. Your patrons are your inferiors 
in all points covered by your professional relations, or it 
is madness to attempt the role of pedagogue. Foreigners 
understand the situation better than we, though they 
often spoil the effect of genuine independence by the 
assumption of arrogance. At home it is the pupil, 
abroad it is the teacher who threatens to depart whenever 
friction occurs. 
His Lack of National Pkidk. 
But the American who does copy transatlantic models, 
and refuses to be patronized by his patrons, is apt to go 
too far—to lose his proper national pride, and imitate 
them in everything. Neglect of the laundry, the barber¬ 
shop, etiquette, or even the ten commandments, while 
it may give one the foreign mark, will not lead to riches 
or to renown. The foreign mark is no longer current 
coin. The day of Svengali is passing. Show me the 
most prosperous musician of your city, and I will show 
yon the one who looks most like a courteous, up-to-date 
business man. Crustiness, when affected lor the pur¬ 
pose of impressing strangers, is as ill-bred as inex¬ 
pedient. The boorish or rapt demeanor of some savants 
is barely tolerable, even in them, and in one who apes 
them it is intolerable altogether. If nnpleasant things 
have to be said, the greater the necessity for a pleasant 
way of saying them. Consideration for the feelings is 
not incompatible with thorough instruction. Tell the 
unfortunate as much of their condition as it is necessary 
for them to know—not an iota more. If one needs to 
acquire a free motion of the digits, and, at the same 
time, has an execrable habit of playing octaves, fingers 
abominably, lacks all sense of rhythm, and is deficient 
in the power of concentration, tell him that he needs to 
acquire a free motion of the digits, and have done. 
Why, in the name of pity, discourage him with the 
sight of bridges ahead ? 
If you smile, and say, “All right,” or if you frown, 
and cry, "All wrong!” yon do but resemble other 
teachers which the unsuccessful pupil has had, and who, 
one and all, have demonstrated their ability to make a 
failure of him. But if you show him how to acquire 
a legato touch, for instance, and quietly insist upon his 
acquiring it, he will see in you the helper he has all his 
life been in need of. In snch a case, ingratitude will 
not he your reward. 
When one thinks of the onerousness of the task of 
learning to play an instrument, and the amount of em¬ 
barrassment incident to the pupil’s position, the neces¬ 
sity for affability stands out. But the teacher can not 
altogether mitigate the onerousness of the task itself 
and his profession has its disciplinary side. To give 
advice—even good advice—is not teaching. Even the 
most ambitious must he harrowed on, and the weekly 
lesson needs to be not only a bureau of information 
but an inspiration and a goad. Until the learner has 
been compelled to taste the fruits of method, he is little 
likely to feed himself, and it is far easier to demonstrate 
your superiority to the satisfaction of the gifted than to 
beat down the stubborn walls which mediocrity erects 
between itself and progress. But with all a battle of 
some kind must be fought. The most docile mind will 
not follow one who has yet to prove his ability to lead. 
Occasionally, the teacher meets with a Waterloo in the 
shape of an ignoramus whose ingenuity to avoid instruc¬ 
tion exceeds any one’s ingenuity to impart. There is 
but one course open to the teacher. He must erase the 
name of the ignoramus from his hooks without loss of 
time. We all know how much custom a faithful pnpil 
will bring. Do we often realize how much a faithless 
one will keep away? 
His Tediousness. 
There is one other fault so common with instructors 
everywhere that, in order to include it, I should, per¬ 
haps, have given a more comprehensive title to this 
essay. I refer to the tedious lack of variety which dis¬ 
figures much otherwise excellent instruction. No good 
can come from the endless repetition of certain admo¬ 
nitions. The student knows, with one hearing, that yon 
object to certain practices. If he does not proceed to 
mend, laziness, stubbornness, or incomprehension is in¬ 
dicated, and more light, pressure, or enthusiasm de¬ 
manded. It is useless to harp on in an unheeded strain. 
If your first presentation of a subject failed to fructilj, 
try another. “Still harping on my daughter?” cried 
the testy ancient to the over-importunate suitor. Still 
chewing the same old rag ?” is what our pupils often 
breathe to themselves, though politeness forbids the 
articulation of the syllables. 
Another result of monotony is this : Those who be¬ 
gan well, after a time threaten to lose interest and 
slacken in their endeavor. What wonder, when they 
know that their master always looks at them through 
the fog of his first impressions ? He has set a certain 
goal for each. It may have happened that one has 
passed it unregarded, and is then no longer criticise , 
as he should be, upon a plane slightly above bimse ■ 
He thus becomes disaffected. Symptoms of such w* 
fection should be continually looked for and promp J 
dealt with. . 
Some one has said that every pnpil is a new pro 
In truth, every lesson is a new problem. Our estinm 1 
of the learner’s possibilities should he revised wee' 
Think with what zest you would go to a man who n* ^ 
allowed his opinions to form ruts in his rain > ^ 
stood always ready to give yon a fresh trial. m^9T 
if yon made a had impression last time, to day e ■ 
see you in a new light. Are yon not a new ^ 
day, sometimes standing in need of this, som< > ^ 
that? I realize from experience how depressing 
know beforehand what the master will say at 
ing lesson ; and I know from experience h°w 
it is to regard the pnpil as an ever-novel an eDk ^ 
subject, hut the things most difficult are nfn® ' 
best worth learning to do. If the preceptor is ^ 
however, of regarding his class with eyes 1111 tioo. 
familiarity, he would better seek another o< ^ ^ 
Teach he can not, for by some subtle a c en ^ 
soul he will commnnicate his indifference, 
knowledge. 
The man of experience will tell yon that oft^ ^ y, 
steadily pursuing some end upon wbic i Wy<-Ji 
mind and all his energies, he has gaine » P tj, 
seemed to come from a different direction.^^^ is n0* 
the force of exterior circumstances. 1 e s ^ tb»* 
to be discontinued because we do not a 'va 
for which we started out. 
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second prize essay. 
THE NEED OF A WIDER MUSICAL CULTURE. 
by GBANT HEBKON GLEASON. 
Grant Hebron Gleason. 
Mb. Gleason was born in Varysbarg, N. Y., but his life has 
been mainly passed In Dakota, whither his parents removed when he 
»»s quite young. Cut oft from the opportunity of study in the 
larger cities, he worked assiduously under the best local teachers, 
encouraged by music-loving parents. His musical taste was formed 
by careful study of the master-pieces in composition and the enthu¬ 
siastic reading of the best works in musical literature, including 
theory, and the standard periodicals. Mr. Gleason graduated from 
tbs High School, Jamestown, N. D., where he now lives. 
Notwithstanding the superabundance of musical 
entertainments in the cities, by some of which almost 
all residents may be amused, if not instructed, it is 
a deplorable fact that the majority of persons remote 
from musical centers know little concerning the musical 
affairs of this young but progressive country of ours. 
Notwithstanding the many clubs in the cities for the 
serious study and pursuit of music ; notwithstanding 
the number of celebrated native and foreign artists who 
give recitals and lecture upon every conceivable phase 
of music; notwithstanding that we have as good per¬ 
formance of opera and of orchestral works as may be 
found elsewhere in the world ; in spite of the fact that 
the United States has proven a veritable Klondike to 
hosts of foreign musicians of both superior and mediocre 
ability, pianists, singers, conductors, violinists, ’cellists, 
—their name is legion,—the vast majority of our people 
have none of these opportunities near at hand. 
If perchance some local organization, at great financial 
fisk, engages some lecturer or musician of superior 
attainments for a musical evening or for a series of 
recitals, how many, think yon, of even the “ leading 
fights and progressive people” of the town can be in¬ 
duced to purchase tickets or to encourage snch an enter¬ 
prise by their presence ? Not to speak of out-of-town 
P*°ple, who are either totally indifferent or who will 
meet your advances with, “ Of course, those things may 
do for yon musicians, but they would be too high flown 
f°r ns. Really I couldn’t understand such mnsic as 
'V’hat d-yon-say-his-name-is ’ll play.” The truth is 
*hat although you know them to be capable of enjoying 
good mnsic, and although yon know them to be snscep- 
fifile to fine influences, you are powerless to drag them 
°®t of their dark corners into the light of day. 
These are the people who have never once heard a 
^-rate performance of music. Their conception ia 
*riyed wholly from their slight knowledge of church 
music hymns, with their tiresome tonic and dominant 
monies, and the drill-music of the winter “singin - 
ewfi with its usual quota of serious bnt misdirected 
blent. 
Somewhere back in the dim vistas of their beclouded 
t_ Waories still exist sensations of delight—after-vibra- 
05 at having heard some nomad performers on 
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musical glasses or on hells, or it may he recollections 
of some mirth-provoking ditties. Some will even tell 
yon how an elegant musician once performed in their 
town upon a piano or melodeon (more likely the latter) 
‘ ‘ a mighty fine piece that he explained as he went along, 
so we knew exactly what the mnsic meant. He said, 
‘ Now here’s where they all got into a sleigh to take a 
ride’—and yon could almost hear the bells, and the 
prancin’ and neighin’ of the horses ; and then, 1 Here’s 
where they start,’ and ‘here’s where they upset the 
sleigh,’ ” etc. Some remember once having heard “The 
Maiden’s Prayer” or “Battle of Waterloo,” and will 
inquire, with the utmost innocence and the best of 
intentions, if you will not play them. Alas! you have 
to confess that these pieces are not in your repertory. 
Then these offended dames immediately decide that 
yon have been too highly recommended, and straight¬ 
way remove their children from your tutorship to that 
of another teacher across the way, who plays those 
“beautiful pieces ” mentioned, along with more of that 
ilk, besides various popular two-steps and medleys, and 
who sings “Fatal Wedding” and “Sweet Rosie 
O’Grady,” and all the “beautiful coon songs.” Chief 
of all, “ He charges only twenty-five cents a lesson, and 
does n’t keep his scholars near ;so long as Mr. Blank.” 
Heaven forbid that he Bhould! Indeed, it takes him 
not long to lay hare his stock of teaching material, and 
then his pupils are “finished,” for a short time to be 
exhibited to admiring friends, when, presto! they 
have to begin at A, B, C, with another teacher. 
If you take time out of your busy life, curtail your 
needful, regular practice, and with infinite labor and 
the utmost patience prepare a program of not too clas¬ 
sic music ; in this uncultured town the opening bars are 
usually the signal for general conversation. Are you 
invited to play at a patron’s home of an evening, yon 
are compelled to digest minute descriptions of Mrs. 
g_>8 bonnet, along with scenes of romantic chivalry 
and gay pageantry, or of military order, called up by a 
Chopin polonaise. Or, perhaps, you hear a lengthy con¬ 
troversy on the proper method of making butter along 
with the mournful adagio of a Beethoven sonata, or the 
exquisite eantilene of a Mendelssohn Song Without 
Words. ... . 
You might refuse> play, bnt each time you think, 
“ Perhaps this once I may awaken their souls and force 
their enjoyment through sheer sensuous beauty of tone. 
Not so ; buzzing as before, the climax » reached when 
one of the loudest “ buzzers” asks yon to play some¬ 
thing fast.” You graciously comply with adainly tar¬ 
antella ; this failing to satisfy, either, yon wisely give 
up the fight,” or improvise some horrible d«**t>on in 
dance-hall style, over which, for weeks, you blush to 
think and tremble lest it become known to your 
brethren that you served np snch unprofessional messes, 
our dear«‘ Old Fogy ” says ‘ ‘ hot and 
In such towns are many martyrs Will'd by nroom 
stances to spend the most fruitful part of their lives , 
men and women to whom a performance once a year 
of some rare artist, of some oratono or great choral 
work, would serve as a constant inspiration during 
W^Unfortunately, snch is the greed of gold implanted in Untoriuuduc », as plnlan- 
the human breast, ^ ^ Umt 
thropists. A con but once in a hnn- 
—- 
PT * TrfS. n” public u*., tat tf »tat 
! (TrfDrtl only ttat mall of one popn- 
-:-rrc=——-** 
influences the most ? pr0vision made in 
a—* ;“1*£L*»■ 
our public-school system mr band 
Lra^.oUr^rc;=rrr 
ogmze form, to f well-sculptured marble, 
perfect bit of landscape, is so much nearer to the majesty 
and grandeur of a generous Father who has provided 
naught but the sublime for his children, if they will 
aUow their eyes to see, their ears to hear, and their souls 
to feel. 
To appreciate the masters we must, like them, com¬ 
mune much with nature, quaff life’s richest blessings, 
but as well must we drain to the dregs life’s cup of woe. 
Thus, whatsoever we win from the dross of our lives, be 
it knowledge gained from hooks or from observation or 
ability to appreciate true beauty of whatever form, all 
should tend to broaden the intellect, to increase our love 
for our fellow-man, to converge to the point of the 
spiritual, hence to God. Therefore does it behoove us to 
fit well for their tasks those who are destined to have 
charge of the affairs of the next generation. It is our 
duty to lay a sure foundation during the formative 
period of child-growth for broad education and noble 
attainments, lest by our more sordid American habits 
we stunt or at least retard the intellectual, which is the 
best progress of the world. 
A home of poverty need not be a home of degrada¬ 
tion, to exemplify which we have innumerable instances 
in history. Neither is a house of wealth necessarily one 
of refinement, as we see every day. Although the mod¬ 
ern child must of necessity absorb much polish in our 
schools and colleges, the polish is at best temporary when 
the child is subject to untutored minds at home. Many 
generations of the highest possible art and general cul¬ 
ture are required to produce a musical nation or distinc¬ 
tively national music. 
Publishers inform ns that there is a constantly in¬ 
creasing demand from all quarters and from all classes 
for more and for better mnsic. Good editions of the mas¬ 
ter-works find ready sale, and much familiarity with 
these products of genius and appreciation of them is 
shown even among persons of meager opportunities. 
The merest tyro in art usually realizes that proper inter¬ 
pretation of music is acquired only by exhaustive study 
of theory and harmony. 
The day of Richardson i* dying out. Good teachers 
teach more technic (usually orally) as a chief means to 
intelligent interpretation. Improved systems of kin¬ 
dergarten training in mnsic make the early stndy a 
constant source Of delight to teacher and pnpil instead 
of drudgery as heretofore. Whereas only capable in¬ 
structors are now engaged in our schools and colleges, so, 
too, the ranks of the music profession are being filled 
with men and women of broad general education, as 
well as special education. 
Although light salon music of the Ascher type com¬ 
prise the programs of some small seminaries, usually 
there is to be found one or more capable musicians in 
the locality of the seminary to offset the bad influence. 
So long as there is demand for vaudeville, trashy 
music will find a market, but the evolution of music is 
the sure and steady outgrowth of modern civilization, 
and the time is not far distant when few people will 
have the temerity to request of any musician aught but 
the best in mnsic, any more than they would ask an 
elocutionist to render aught but the beat in literature, or 
an orator to give aught but the mightiest product of his 
brain. Unite, then, ye professionals and amateurs, in 
one loyal bond of good fellowship. Away with those 
petty strifes and jealousies which mar your best efforts 
to upbuild and strengthen the cause of true art culture. 
Away with those affectations which many people think 
peculiar to the whole race of musicians. Be business 
men and women. If you have but one talent, use that 
talent well, and your reward shall he great as that of 
him to whom was said, “Well done.” 
The art of the teacher, the art of simple explanation 
and clear illustration, the art of putting questions and 
of stimulating pupils to thoughtful work, is one that » 
not as a rule, a matter of the ordinary traimng either 
in a conservatory or in the course of stndy under a pri¬ 
vate teacher. Pupils should occasionally be asked to 
give lessons, and under the eye of the teacher, subject 
to his guidance, gain experience as well as fix in their 
own minds the principles they have been taught. 
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THIRD PRIZE ESSAY. 
THE RELATION BETWEEN THE MUSIC 
TEACHER AND THE PUPIL. 
BY WILL ARTHUR DIKTRICK. 
Will Arthur Dietrich. 
Mr. Diktrick wr» born in Lockport, N. Y., graduated from the 
Lockport Union School in 189S, and was a member of the school 
glee club. The year following his graduation he entered the clas¬ 
sic course of Oberlin College, graduating in 1897. In connection 
with his college work he studied singing with Prof. A. S. Kimball, 
of the Oberlin Conservatory, and for fire years sang with the Ober¬ 
lin College <4lee Club throughout the United States. After graduat¬ 
ing from college Mr. Dletrlck decided to enter the ministry, and at 
preseot is in the middle year of the Oberlin Theological Seminary, 
from which he will graduate next spring and will enter the Congre¬ 
gational ministry. During hiscollegiate work he has had consider¬ 
able experience as a choir director, both in Elyria, 0., and Oberlin. 
During the coming summer he will be at Silver Creek, Chau. Co., 
N'. Y., In chargo of tho cbolr of the First Presbyterian Church, and 
will also conduct a choral union and teach singing. The branch of 
music to which he especially Inclines is vocal. 
Few relations in life are all they might be. Until 
the world reaches that stage of perfection where every¬ 
thing U what it onght to be, or, as the philosopher Lotze 
pats it, where the three realms of “The Mast Be,” 
“ The Is," and “ The Oaght To Be ” are reconciled, and 
“ What must be is, and what is, onght to be,” we shall 
often have occasion to distinguish between the actually 
existing relations of things and their possible, intendedi 
or desirable relations. 
Our present subject is susceptible of this treatment 
and may be viewed in two lights—first, the actual rela¬ 
tions commonly existing between the music teacher and 
pupil, and, second, the ideal relations which ought to 
exist between them. The reason for such a treatment 
is found in the fact that oftentimes the first step toward 
the betterment of a condition is a clear understanding of 
its poverty in the light of its possible wealth. The 
miner, yesterday rocking his gold-cradle of river sand 
contentedly enough, will instantly move to day when 
he hears that over the pass yonder gold lies in nuggets 
instead of sand. Knowledge of the possibility of at¬ 
tainment is the root of action toward attaining. So it 
may be that in considering what the actually existing 
relations of the music teacher and pupil are in the light 
of what they should be, we may be helped to bring 
“The Is” and “The Ought To Be” in music nearer 
together. A relationship, like an electric circuit, requires 
two wires with currents flowing in opposite directions. 
So in considering both the real and the ideal relation¬ 
ships of music teacher and pupil we may look at them 
in a twofold way—the music teacher from the pupil’s 
standpoint, and the music pnpil from the teacher’s 
standpoint. 
The Common Attitude of the Pupil. 
It is to be feared that the teacher is to the pnpil sim¬ 
ply an indifferent stepping-stone by which the brook of 
music may be crossed and the opposite grassy bank of 
social culture and accomplishment attained. The teacher 
is a mechanical contrivance for the induction of certain 
musical compositions familiarly dubbed “pieces,” with 
which company may be entertained, popular approba¬ 
tion won, and a sort of delicions supremacy secured and 
maintained over envious companions. The teacher is 
simply a hired servant whose time and skill is bought 
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to be used or wasted like so much butcher’s or baker’s 
or grocer’s wares. Or the teacher is regarded as a ma¬ 
chine to be rented by the hour like a boat or a buggy or 
a bicycle. Too frequently there is no recognition of the 
will and the mind and the patience involved on the 
teacher’s part, no recognition of the teacher’s personal¬ 
ity. With so artificial an aim in studying, and so 
mechanical a view of the teacher, it is not surprising 
that the results of such study should be artificial instead 
of artistic and mechanical rather than personal. Instead 
of studying music, the pupil is studying fascination, the 
art of pleasing people, accomplishment in the social 
sense of the word. The kind of study done by some 
pupils reminds one of Coleridge’s facetious classification 
of readers; we may say with equal applicability that 
there are the four classes of pupils as well as readers. 
First, the “hour-glass” pupils, into whom and from 
whom instruction runs, like the sand, without leaving a 
trace; second, the “sponge” pupils, who soak np a 
limited amount of instruction to yield it again on press¬ 
ure in the same shape, though slightly muddied by the 
resident soil of the sponge ; third, the “jelly-bag ” 
pupils, who seem only to retain the stems and skins of 
the instruction and allow the juice to escape ; and fourth, 
the “diamond hunters,” vigilant to search out and 
quick to appropriate the gems of truth. 
From the preceding considerations it is evident that 
the pupil is blameworthy for the artificial character 
of the results of study. But here, as elsewhere, it often 
happens that two or more persons may each be entirely 
to blame for an occurrence. Not long since a Western 
judge condemned and sentenced three men, each for being 
totally responsible for a certain accident. A west-bound 
freight-train on a mountainous section of the road was 
blocked by a huge boulder which had rolled on the 
track. Before it could be removed and the train allowed 
to proceed, a fast passenger-train overtook and ran into 
it. Several lives were lost. Investigation proved that 
the accident was due to the carelessness of the track¬ 
walker on that section, who had failed to make his trip 
on time ahead of the train. It was also shown that the 
operator at the last station was to blame for passing the 
second train before the first reported at the next station. 
Finally, the conductor of the freight-train was responsi¬ 
ble because he failed to post a flagman on the rear track. 
Each one of these men was wholly to blame for the 
casualty, and the fact that they were associated did 
not relieve one from the slightest responsibility. There¬ 
fore, in like manner it is true that, though the pupil is 
to blame for the artificial character of the results of 
study, the teacher may also be responsible. 
If it is true that a low estimate of the teacher on the 
part of the pupil is one cause of fault, how much more 
it is true that an underestimate of the teacher’s function 
on the part of the teacher is fatal to the best results. If 
the teacher is not filled with a sense of the importance of 
his position as a teacher of music ; if, as with Paul, he 
does not say, “ I magnify mine office,” he can no more 
expect large results from his teaching than the small 
boy with the bent pin and cotton thread can expect black 
bass he is n t prepared. It is the enthusiast who is 
successful. All the great successes in art and improve¬ 
ments in its methods are due to the efforts of enthusiasts. 
Enthusiasm raised Haydn from the position of bootblack 
and chore-boy in Porpora’s studio to his rank as artist, 
composer, and teacher. Many teachers lack this en¬ 
thusiasm because of an underestimate of their calling, 
but some, although aware of the importance and oppor¬ 
tunity of their vocation, fail to live up to the standard 
they recognize. 
The Common Attitude of the Teacher. 
The pupils often figure in the teacher’s mind as a pro¬ 
gressive row of figures with dollar-marks before them 
which are to be converted into cash by a process called 
lessons,” at the expense of the least possible labor. 
The pupil is an Aladdin’s lamp, which must be rubbed in 
order that the genii may bring the desired viands or grant 
the wish for luxuryor wealth. Is such a cold-cash or bread- 
and-butter view of the pupil likely to produce a musician? 
I apprehend not. “ The laborer is worthy of his hire ” 
says the Scripture, and it is true of the teacher as well 
as the preacher, but the teacher’s labor should be the 
same labor of love that is expected of the preacher 
The financially successful teachers of to-day are those 
who teach art with that love for art which awakens a 
similar love, and kindles a similar flame in the pupil’s 
heart. In our atmosphere fire catches, ice does not 
Results come from something more than a cash interest 
Some one has divided occupations into three classes- 
trades, professions, and calling. Assuredly music belong 
to the highest class. The mistake so many teachers 
make is to regard their work as a job instead of a calling. 
Definition of Music and its Bearing on 
Teaching. 
A chief difficulty in the study of music is a miscon¬ 
ception of what music is. In his beautiful essay on 
“Friendship” Hugh Black says: “We consider the 
sound to be the music, whereas it is only the expression 
of the music and vanishes away—above the sounds is 
the music that can never die.” Without the true con 
ception of the inward character of music no study and 
no teaching will avail to produce music. We may gain 
considerable knowledge about music, but a knowledge 
of music itself will be lacking, and between these two 
sorts of knowledge there is a wide distinction, as Mr. 
Mathews has rightly observed. The expressive term 
by which music is defined as “ Tone Poetry ” suggests 
the real nature of it. Just as poetry is not the words 
or the rime or the rhythm, but is the thought thns 
expressed, so music is not the time or the tone, but the 
thought embodied by them. The teacher who would 
teach music and not mere sound, and knowledge of 
music rather than knowledge about it, must hold to this 
higher and true conception of its nature. 
Characteristics of the Ideal Pupil. 
For a pupil to begin study with such a knowledge of 
the nature of music or a consciousness of his own possi¬ 
bilities is, of course, a priori unnatural. But there is 
one quality which must characterize the pupil’s attitude 
if he would attain to music—namely, faith. St. Augus¬ 
tine defines faith as “belief upon authority.” Pauls 
legal mind seized on this phase of the idea when he 
said, “Faith is the evidence of things not seen.’ 
Since inevitably the pupil starts out with but little 
knowledge, it is requisite that he put himself into a 
receptive attitude if he would grow in knowledge. He 
will be constantly on the watch for truth. In no way 
can truth be had so quickly and purely as when it 
comes from the teacher. Truth may be found elsewhere 
in many places, but, like gold-quartz, it must he crushed 
and extracted and refined before it is usable; but the 
instructions of the teacher are the nuggets of pure gold 
that need only to be minted and they are coin. The 
quality which will enable the pupil to appropriate the 
truth is that faith already defined. It maybe true that 
“ All roads lead to Rome,” but there are ways long an 
short, and if the pupil possesses faith which will lea 
him to take the path which others have trod before hint 
and found wisest, he will shorten the way and ec®^ 
mize labor and more quickly reach his goal. Let ® 
be patient of technical work and exercises and tn 
Let him be attentive to instruction and work wit 
perseverance born of bis faith, and he may be con 
of the result. “According to thy faith he it 011 
thee.” 
Characteristics of the Ideal Teacher- 
Louis Ehlert truthfully says: “Probably n0 
taught by so immense a number of uncalled ones 
art of tone. . . . There can be no pure gospel ^ ^ 
out pure disciples,” and pure discipleship m ^ 
religion can be attained only through love. TCwjj0le 
teacher’s summary virtue. It embrace8 t e ^ 
decalogue of the law of teaching, comprise8 
teacher’s qualifications. Love is the root ol 
tial enthnsiasm of which we have spoken, an e^ ^ 
asm able to make Haydns out of bootblac -s an)^)aCje8 
delssobns from courtiers. Love surmounts 0 
and removes barriers. It purifies, strengt ens^^ 
structs. We can forgive the mistakes ot a e® reDie<)y 
is filled with the love of bis art, for that lov e ^ ^ 
the deficiencies. Love coveretb a multitu ^ magter- 
But such love is more than mere liking , 1 18 
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. fillin„ the soul of the teacher and bubbling out 
ChU action and environment. It will calm troubled 
1 ike oil It will spread like forest-fire from his 
T pupiis’ and will inspire their work. “ Be- 
tfilw urea? a matter a little fire kindletk.” 
h°T aching 1 What does it mean ? What is it to teach ? 
Ts Aching the instruction, oral or written, which, when 
“Z t0 the pnpil, fulfils duty and terminates obl.ga- 
Ids” or volumes. The life teaches a lesson eriber 
Illlel or counter to the instruction of lips and pen. 
We are apt to undervalue this unconscious teaching. 
We fancy that the hour we spend with our pupils is 
important for the definite instruction we give, and we 
forget that the very gesture or tone of voice, the mental 
atmosphere in which we are, teaches an irresistible 
object-lesson. 
The greatest teacher who ever lived knew the power 
of a life in harmony with His teaching. He did n’t begin 
to teach until He was thirty years old, and then He had a 
class of only twelve disciples who studied with him for 
but three short years, and, lo ! the world is full of Ilis 
teaching. The great fact of Jesus’ teaching was not 
what He said, but the life He lived. As teachers of our 
art, we are stewards of the treasuries of a realm. We 
may dispense the treasure to those able to receive and 
nse it, hut we are responsible for the use we make of 
oar stewardship; responsible to our pupils, to ourselves, 
and to God. “Here, moreover, it is required in stewards 
that a man be found faithful.” 
FOURTH PRIZE ESSAY. 
VOICE AND VANITY. 
BY CHARLES A. FISHER. 
THE ETUDE 
Mr. Fisher has always taken a more or less active interest in all 
important questions of public policy, especially in their bearing on 
educational progress; he was recently elected vice-president of the 
Professional League of St. Paul. 
Although to a large extent German in his associations and train- 
ing, he is an ardent admirer of the beauties of the English language 
and an uncompromising advocate of its thorough adaptability to all 
the requirements of song. 
Charles A. Fisher. 
Chas. a. Fisher, teacher of the voice in the city of St. Paul, 
•QDesota, was born in Baltimore and received his early musical 
raining from his father, and as a chorister at Grace Episcopal 
Uurch. in that city. 
After graduating from Baltimore City College he entered mercan- 
siid Cl>n^aue^ to apply himself, in his leisure hours, to the 
f of music and literature, finally entering the profession as a 
"“Sing teacher. 
Among the prominent instructors to whom he acknowledges hlm- 
j 100,1 deeP!y indebted may be mentioned: 
^tZ ^inc^e* ^or a number of years at the head of the 
direc e^artmen^ the Peabody Conservatory of Music, and first 
/a. ^0r Oratorio Society of Baltimore ; Edward Bellwidt 
q. ausen—Bellwidt), chief professor of singing at the“Hoch 
lite?itTlt0r*Uin,W ^raa*fort“°n-the-Main, Germany; in English 
*n<l i Th a°a laagaa8®i Professor Henry E. Shepherd, of Baltimore, 
dat, ? ^eraiaa language and literature, Professor Chas. F. Had- 
"*|*i of the Baltimore City College. 
in the teacher, choir leader,—notably in the Episcopal and 
•loos w man ( at‘!°^c services,—and as director of choral org-uni/a- 
Hjjj’ .r'' *'i8*’cr enJoys favorable repute on the Pacific coast, in 
,i, Mountain country, and in St. Paul, where he located some 
»oic* i” a*°’ where he is now occupied as a teacher of the 
»ndiL.D,lniCt0rof s*sht-singing classes, chorus director, essayist, 
Uet n00 mUMcal ,0pics. 
Qttn ^nown for his translations of song-texts from the Ger- 
and as the author nf ‘ ■ — w OJ 
Vanity is a potent factor in every walk of life. We 
are brought face to face with it to a greater or less ex¬ 
tent in our relations with our fellow-creatures, and even 
with ourselves. The teacher, particularly the teacher 
of an artistic accomplishment (painting, elocution, 
music), finds himself called upon to cope with it, and 
none, perhaps, to snch an extent as the music teacher. 
And yet, among all the noble army of music-teaching 
martyrs, it is safe to say that no one finds this weakness 
presented to him so frequently and to such an extent as 
the teacher of singing. 
A young person, having attained a certain degree 
of proficiency in playing some instrument, may be 
aflected by the malady, but the severity of the attack is 
apt to be very much tempered by the protracted effort 
he has been compelled to apply in order to become even 
a passable performer. 
A young gentleman (or lady) who, after a limited 
course of instruction in harmony, has budded forth as 
the promising composer of a song or a waltz or a march, 
while prone to catch the infection, is almost sure to 
have the delicious dreams of fame and fortune rudely 
disturbed by the cruel and inconsiderate voice of criti¬ 
cism, as well as by the failure of the public to purchase 
a copy of his composition. 
But let nature, in her lavish carelessness, bestow on 
some weak mortal the gift of a mellifluous throat, and 
the insidious evil in its severest forms is almost sure to 
follow. In case of a tenor voice, the manifestations are 
likely to be of the most violent character, family, 
friends, business-all the civic virtues,-are either 
totally obliterated or more or less obscured in the mind 
of the unfortunate victim. We see handsome and accom¬ 
plished young women forsaking happy homes for the 
uncertainties of a public singer’s career. Worthy young 
men, who have made good beginnings as reliable gro¬ 
cery and drygoods salesmen, as druggists or railway- 
clerks, suddenly develop an insane yearning to embark 
in a profession in which they are almost certain to wind 
up as inferior opera-singers. Even excellent carpenters, 
bakers and locksmiths, laboring under the pernicious 
spell have been known to go astray, to the common 
detriment of mankind, in these days of practical prog¬ 
ress and material expansion. 
Snrely there is no vanity like unto this vo.ce-van.ty ! 
It is so easy to create a good deal of local stir with a 
bit of good, natural voice. Onr relatives b«ome so 
proud of us; our friends are so ready to applaud us, and 
all with so little real effort on onr part; simply a few 
fine tones ! Ah, the intoxication of it! 
B ft onr relatives are apt to modify their adm.ration 
with wise counsel, and our friends may get tired of 
applauding the same phenomenon toooften The e 
raight thus still be some hope ior the patient if 
aslikel’y to be injured by any « S 
"TSoT*. »<i w »■»»■«“““ *" 
A young la y, ^ appHes to a teacher for 
and possessed * kuowp that she is a refined 
singing-lessons. T family, and that her father 
young woman «”****£'„ «nred income of 
h0lf8 “ SSI y^ar. She is the only daughter, and 
perhaps $10,000 a^y ,eted witb the teacher 
before arrangements a 1 j 8 with the 
,u„,» 
ultimate object ol g0U1K 
She is evidently stage-struck (operatic Etege-struek), 
and the teacher knows that her qualifications will prob¬ 
ably never carry her beyond the pale of light opera. If 
he can not persuade this young lady to learn something 
about music for her own pleasure and culture, is it not 
better for him, and for her, to lose this one pupil, than to 
foster her emotional and misguided longing for the 
glamonr of the footlights and the intoxicating inceDse of 
popular applause? 
It may be objected that light opera has its justifica¬ 
tion, and that somebody must sing iD operatic produc¬ 
tions of this class. But, if we must have light opera, 
certainly there is a sufficient supply of eligibles for 
that branch of the service. Are there not plenty of 
Cinderellas with good voices [and the bugbear of the 
cruel stepmother — glad to escape fiom chores and 
drudgery ; young women who have all to gain and 
nothing to lose ? Ah, yes ; but they have n’t the money ! 
And yet it would pay a teacher ten times over to give 
an occasional pnpil of that sort the necessary instruction 
and rely on the future for reimbursement Sucb pupils 
rarely fail to Tepay the teacher at the first opportunity. 
There are singing teachers, no doubt, who, considering 
this entire argument as altogether too utopian, would fain 
ask, “ If I am not to induce singers to go on the stage, 
what is to become of my business?” To these there 
can be but one answer : that they might be engaged in a 
better business. 
The circle of pupils from among the well to do middle 
class that looks seriously on the study of music as a 
means of culture is rapidly increasing in this country. 
Of course, there are, and always will be, a great many 
people who consider music simply as a flashy accomplish¬ 
ment with which to “show off,” but many a teacher 
will recall with a thrill of pride and pleasure the in¬ 
stances in which be has gradually convinced a pupil of 
the strength of the old Greek maxim, that it is far more 
desirable to be than to appear the best. 
In most European countries they have long since 
learned to look upon an education as incomplete with¬ 
out a good knowledge of music, and boys nnd girls are 
tanght very early in life to consider it OBe of their most 
important studies. This view of the subject is not with¬ 
out many and powerful adherents in the larger commun¬ 
ities of the United States, iu a number of which we 
already find the family string-quartet, for example, in a 
promising state of development. 
The teacher of singing, too, has eutered this field for 
his share in aiding the beneficent influence—a field in 
which to “ voice culture ” pure and simple, is added the 
dignity and the powerof a broader culture. How much 
better for the community, how much more inspiring and 
gratifying to the teacher, is this than, by truckling to 
personal vanity and stage-struck folly, to assist in 
launching ill-advised youth on a pathway studded with 
moral pitfalls and bristliug with hitter delusions ? 
What becomes of the old operatic chorus singers—aye, 
and of the great majority of those who, for a brief sea¬ 
son, flaunted their voices and their tights in the dazzling 
solo rides of popular operetta? Do you know, kind- 
hearted reader, what becomes of them ? Ask the old 
storm-beaten professionals to toll you the truth about 
the miserable creatures that haunt the stage entrances of 
the great theaters and opera houses. Surely music was 
not intended to add to the miseries of existence ! 
To every teacher comes the day when his powers fail 
and younger men step forward to take liis place. 
These are the days of reflection and retrospection for 
the old teacher who has l>een laid on the shelf the 
davs when “honor, love, obedience, troops of friends,” 
and the various comforts that are popularly supposed 
to gather round old age should be his. What a ret¬ 
rospect tor one who has spent his life in indiscrimi¬ 
nately encouraging young people to “ go on the stage ! 
What a retrospect, as he sits in the evening twilight of 
his declining days, counting the wrecks that strew the 
bleak and dismal shore of operatic failure-the wrecks 
for which be himself is directly accountable ! 
_“Attempt the wonderful tilings to day that you 
expect to do to-morrow.” “I have done,” not “I 
will." is the true motto. 
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CECILE CHAMINADE. 
BY WARD STEPHEN'S. 
[Some time »go Mr. Stephens promised to write for Thr 
Etude about Chmminade, the popular composer. Mr. Stephens had 
exceptional opportunities of informing himself, as will appear from 
the sketch which follows.—Ed.] 
I first met tills now popular composer at an after¬ 
noon recital devoted to her compositions, as well as 
to those of Lalo. It was four years ago, and as I had 
never seen a photograph of this charming artiste my 
imagination naturally kept me busy painting all kinds 
of pictures of her. My knowledge of French at that 
time being very limited and her English about as good 
os my French, we carried on a conversation in German, 
but in a very low voice, I assure you. The French have 
no love for the Germans or their langnage. 
I suppose Cbaminade might be called a brunette, 
although she is not very dark ; her eyes are very large, 
round, and brown, with that absent-minded look iu them 
so peculiar to artists; her hair is of a light brown color, 
whieh she wears short and curled ; her under-lip is 
rather large and protruding, and her chin very short. 
She is of medium height and good bnild ; her hands, 
however, are very delicate-looking things, and when she 
plays you wonder where the strength comes from. I 
have been told that Chaminade is over forty years of age. 
She does not look it. She is not married ; neither is she 
beantifnl; but in conversation her face lights up with 
animation and a smile which grows very fascinating. 
On this occasion Chaminade was the attraction, and 
her playing, as well as her compositions, compelled the 
admiration of all present. I was invited to call and see 
her at her own home, which I did a few days later. 
I boarded a train at the 11 Gare Saint Lazare,” and in 
thirty minutes I arrived at Le Vesinet, a charming 
suburb of Paris, and about five minutes from Saint Ger¬ 
maine. It is one of the prettiest and quaintest spots in 
France. 
A walk of about five minutes brought me to the Boule¬ 
vard du Midi and face to face with a huge iron gate, and 
on it the number 39. I rang a ,bell, and iu a few mo¬ 
ments the gate was opened by a servant, who informed 
me that Mile. Chaminade was at home. 
In looking through the iron gate I had caught a 
glimpse of a very pretty garden, and now that I was on 
the inside I felt shut in from the outside world, like one 
in hiding. A short walk of a few yards under well- 
shaded trees brought us to the house, which could not be 
seen liefore, owing to the foliage. 
I just had time to cast one glance around the place 
when I was greeted with the genial face and warm hand¬ 
shake of Madame Chaminade, the mother of the com¬ 
poser. Her hospitable greeting put me at my ease at once, 
and in a very few moments Mile. Chaminade came into 
the room. We seated ourselves around a grate-fire for a 
few minutes’ conversation before dinner-hour, and, 
strange to soy, did not talk music. 
We were in the parlor. In one corner of the room were 
two pianos—an Erard grand and an upright; a few pho¬ 
tographs, among them one of Tosti, were also hung in this 
corner. Cliaminade’s compositions, neatly bound, were 
there in a little bookcase for ready use. Dinner was 
announced nod I was nshered into a square room on the 
other side of the hall. The house reminded me of some 
of our old Southern plantation houses, with lots of room 
and a chance for the fresh air to get in. 
The house was completely surrounded with gardens of 
flowers and vegetables, for Madame Chaminade grew 
her own vegetables. 
At the dinner-table we got to talking about mnsic and 
musicians, and I found ont that Chaminade is no lover of 
Wagner's works. She informed me that she had com¬ 
posed when a child, and had some lessons with Godard 
a little later in life, but that she virtually tanght hereelf. 
She has composed over four hundred things—songs, 
piano solos, dnets, orchestral suites, ballet music, organ 
music—and, in fact, written for every instrument. 
She was, at the time of my visit, under contract with 
Enoch, the publisher, to write so many things every year 
for a period of three or four years. This hand icapped 
her to a considerable extent, and I could at once under- 
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stand how it was tliat some of her compositions should 
seem to lack inspiration. 
For years she has devoted herself to composing and 
concertizing in France and England, and of late years 
she has become very popular in England. She is, in fact, 
a great favorite with Queen Victoria. 
Chaminade tells a very amusing story about the 
Queen’s gift to her. She had played at the Queen’s 
palace during the Jubilee celebration, and a short time 
after that the carriage of the English Ambassador at 
Paris drove up in front of her house at Le Vesinet, and 
two men in gorgeous livery alighted carrying with them 
a large parcel. Chaminade was frightened on seeing the 
men in her house with such an ominous-looking package 
completely covered with seals, and when she was told that 
the Queen had sent it she almost fainted. After break¬ 
ing open the seals and unfolding many layers of paper, 
she found a photograph of the Queen, with the autograph 
of Her Majesty. 
Chaminade has since then frequently played before the 
Queen, and when she plays in Queen’s Hall, London, 
which seats about two thousand people, many are turned 
away at the door. 
In Paris she gives her recitals in a much smaller place, 
and they are generally preceded by a lecture or an 
Ckcile Chaminade, 
analysis of the compositions on the program, usualb 
some prominent musical critic. These recitals' 
intensely interesting; new compositions are introdi 
in this way, and, again, one has an opportunity of hea 
some of the best siiigers in Paris. I might say r 
here that Chaminade considers Pol Plan con the fi 
artist she has ever heard. 
After dinner was over we adjourned to the parlor 
Ghammade brought out a lot of music for two pia 
and for about two hours we had a good time of it p 
mg duos, solos, and reading songs. 
In a few weeks I was agreeably surprised by receh 
another cordial invitation to dinner, and I went ' 
time I was introduced to Chaminade’s sister, who 
the wife of Montz Moszkowski. This time Mile. Ch 
inade took me upstairs to her workshop, a veryattrac 
ittlc room on the second floor back, and overlooking 
vegetable garden. How quiet the place was 1 
tnrhlT1WUd Chaminatle; "here I can work nn 
noisy city ””CVer ^^ory work in 
‘he,room hn“8 large wreaths, which had l 
‘‘ This was presented to me in Marseilles,” she * 
where I conducted my ballet-music suite. I am , 
proud of it. I do my best work at night. I can think 
better and I have more ideas. I love orchestration and 
were it not for my concert work I could be found always 
with my book on orchestration (Berlioz).” 
“ Do you teach it?” I ventured to ask. 
“No,” she replied; “hut if you will study it with 
me it would give me great pleasure to teach it.” 
“ Do you contemplate going to America?” I asked. 
“ Yes, some day. I have already been approached by 
several managers, but Mr. Enoch, who looks after all of 
my affairs here, has arranged for nothing definite as yet 
I should like to see America, and I have received many 
letters from musical societies and clubs which have hon¬ 
ored me by naming them after me, assuring me of a 
warm welcome when I do visit your country.” 
“ Do you like England ? ” 
“ No. I am always glad to get back to Paris.” 
“Do you like the English language? ” 
“ It is not so bad as the German language, and it is 
painful for me to hear my songs in English. They 
should only be sung in French.” 
Some time after this visit I wrote to Mile. Chaminade, 
asking her if I might bring to Le Vesinet a few friends 
of mine—American musicians—who would like to have 
the honor of her acquaintance. 
Our party was composed of Ethelbert Nevin, Charles 
Galloway, Ronald Grant, Mr. Rogers (a baritone), and 
myself. Needless to say, we had a glorious time. 
Chaminade played, Nevin played and sang, Rogers sang, 
and I played with Chaminade her “ ConcertstUcke." 
Autograph albums were produced and lovely things 
written in them. Chaminade’s hospitality, modesty, 
and genius left a deep impression upon all present. 
One day I met Fred Schwab, the well-known man¬ 
ager, on the street in Paris. He asked for an introduc¬ 
tion to Chaminade, with a view to arranging for an 
American tour. We all met in Mr. Enoch's office, and 
it was eventually understood that Chaminade would 
make a tour of the United States in 1898, and I was cd- 
gaged to play the two-piano works with her. The war 
made Mr. Schwab afraid to go on with the original plan, 
and it was finally abandoned. She may come neit 
season—perhaps in January—for a short tour. 
Chaminade is not a great pianist, like Carreno, Essi- 
poff, Clara Schumann, Bloomfield-Zeissler, or Aus der 
Ohe, but she plays her own compositions as no one else 
could play them, and when she plays the accompani¬ 
ments to her songs it is a double treat to hear them. Iu 
Paris she is called “Sainte Cecile.” 
I have often heard Augusta Holmes’s works compared 
with those of Chaminade. In truth, they are not to be 
compared at all; they are very different, and, while the 
compositions of both are interesting, Chaminade s are 
the more so of the two. 
I spent one summer in Switzerland—in Lucerne—and 
while there I wrote to Chaminade, asking her if 500 
francs and expenses would bring her to Lucerne to phJ 
a concert with me. She replied that she would gladly 
give her services gratuitously if I would pay her travel 
ing expenses. This shows a big-hearted woman, and as 
I got to know Mile. Chaminade better I found her to to 
one of the loveliest characters I have ever met. She is 
frank in her manner and thoroughly in earnest with lid 
work. She has no bitter words for anybody. She says 
that Wagner’s music is not singable, and does not appea 
to her. She thinks Massenet a very great man musical y. 
and also in point of technic. Saint-Saens, also, she *® 
great respect for, and is a warm admirer of Godard, 
loves France and the French people ; most of her h e *• 
been spent in Le Vesinet. . 
Moszkowski told me that at one time she gave prompt 
of being a very great pianiste, but that she devote 
of her time to composition. ■, w;;i 
Chaminade feels that after every performance ^ 
be her last one, owing to extreme nervousness, j)pr 
she keeps at it. The French people idolize her, a ^ 
songs are the most popular in French salons to- a • 
England and in America it would be difficult to 1 oI- 
a program of a song recital without finding some 
Chaminade on it. ,.mrs_-bd 
But as yet we have not heard her greater tn N^toi8 
orchestral compositions, in which she strong y* w»s 
“Delibes.” The portrait accompanying this an 
made from a photograph she presented to me ' ul;ed 
and is the only one she favors, being niucu p 
when others are printed. 
rag-time music. 
by c. crozat converse, ll.d. 
Beethoven. 
Rag time music has a respectable genesis; an old, 
venerable one, indeed. We need not go farther back 
than to the music of the god like Beethoven to find ex¬ 
amples of rag time music ; though formerly known nn- 
deramore respectable technical name,—that of syncopa¬ 
tion. So rag-time music is, simply, syncopated rhythm 
maddened into a desperate iterativeness; a rhythm 
overdone, to please the present public music taste. 
Because of the present public fondness for it, that 
philosopher who contends that all music is popular, just 
so far as its rhythmic movement—not its melodic, or 
harmonic—is popular, is happy in his putting of a fine 
point on it. “Ah !” he knowingly exclaims, “music 
altogether is nothing unless rub-a-dub, rhythmic ; rag¬ 
time, in a word.” 
Here is another notational illustration of the early 
genesis and perennial usefulness of rag-time mnsic, 
from the great tone-master, Haydn. It is a section of 
one of his variations on the Austrian National Hymn, 
which he composed. It constitutes that step—from a 
sublime hymn to the ridiculous tonal halt—which the 
cynic critic loves to roU under his tongue : 
Haydn. 
-T - w- i J ^ pJ' 4 
• *_i 
1 1 
.-J * ^ J 
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From this grand Austrian Hymn, let ns turn to one 
of the sanctified Gregorian tones, which opens with a 
favorite rag time phrase, thus : 
Can - ta - te Do - mi - no. 
This Gregorian notational excerpt shows that, even in 
church mnsic, the people of all countries and times de¬ 
mand that tonal variety of which the great classic 
authority on the fugue, Anton Reicha, says, “ Variety 
is the very soul of music ; and is, with respect to that 
art, what proportions are to the mathematics.” And 
this is Gregorian rag-time. 
The following selections from the wild music of the 
wild Fantees show that rag time is not a creation of 
musical culture, but an adoption of a very old, very 
wild, yet very human rhythmic form : 
This Fantee dirge-music is especially interesting for 
its illustration of the funereal use of rag time by the 
Fantees, in marked contrast to its modern, mirthful 
use. 
Numberless are the rag time instances in the fugues 
and other compositions of Beethoven’s distinguished 
teacher, Albrechtsberger, who says, practically, in them, 
No rag time, no fugue.” Numberless are they, too, in 
the fugues and other works of all the composers since 
the morning stars were created and sang together. They 
are horn of that soul of music, variety ; they are an 
integral part of tonal mathematics, the essence of human 
“ng. Call them “ coon-time,” “ rag time,” syncopated 
time, or what-not time ; they unquestionably meet the 
musical exigencies of man’s present mundane environ- 
taent. If yon were to ask me if rag-time will obtain 
among glorified souls when time is no more, I, naturally, 
would hesitate as to uttering an opinion, to be taken as 
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an indisputable dictum ; though inclined to agree with 
the philosopher already quoted herein, that, so far as 
man remains, in the great hereafter, as he now is, so far 
will he desire and demand rhythmic music—“ rag¬ 
time,” “coon-music,” syncopated music, rub-a-dub 
music. In proof of this opinion, I would refer the 
skeptic reader to the material images in the Revelation 
of St. John. 
The tone-philosopher, of all times, declares that music 
is only rhythm. 
He “knowingly exclaims” thus; yet the profound- 
est present student of music must feel, as have felt the 
tone-masters, from Beethoven to Wagner, and would 
exclaim, as did St. Paul before the noble Felix, “ex¬ 
cept these (rhythmic) bonds! ” The more one studies, 
and the deeper one delves into the tone-wealth of the 
masters, the more does he realize their sonl-chafiDgs at 
these bonds. 
That rag-time is musically effective, nobody denies. 
Watch its effect on any audience, if you happen to think 
differently about it from everybody. Nevertheless is rag¬ 
time of the earth, earthy ; rub-a-dub, rub-a-dub; of the 
lower, lowest earth, earthy ; though Beethoven employed 
it; and, with a questionable artistic taste in the foregoirg 
example, be it said, even touching that god like master. 
The more one studies, and the higher one gets, with 
Beethoven, Wagner, and Dante, into the empyrean, the 
more will he chafe at rhythmic cabining and crib¬ 
bing. Heaven surely has no baton-wielder, time- 
counter ; for time, of all kinds, is, or will be, no more 
there ! 
Present rag time is a ligno-mnsical stimulant. The 
ordinary mnsic-listener wants to hear something mu¬ 
sical that sets the head to nodding and the loot to 
stamping ; something which he can grasp and compre¬ 
hend with his present rhythmic sense, somewhat as he 
does a cane, because of his Simian descent. The 
ordinary music-listener is blas6, as the French say. 
Mnsic to be enjoyed by him must be of the most pro¬ 
nounced, accentuated rhythm ; tonal caviar. Note the 
Sousa music, in this regard ; each strain of it is of a dif 
ferent, yet public-attractive, rhythm ; a rhythm adroitly 
chosen so as to preserve a certain general, artistic una 
nimity of movement; one which shall not antagonize, to 
the extent of an open protest, the highly critical listener. 
Note, too, the openly confessed, nude rag-time, “coon 
time” pieces, without any nonsense of affectation about 
them They might offend the high-church sense of 
open-mouthed, professed respecters of the proprieties of 
classic music ; notwithstanding, when judged by the 
criterion of pure, general popularity—the popularity 
which obtains at our summer-gardens—they seem to ■<■ 
t one with the present demand of the present general 
mhlic When we have said thus much, let us not forget 
he quotation from one of the great Beethoven’s most 
topular overtures which heads this paper. 
The present American music-age has in it a noisy 
lenient which exalts rhythm, pure and simple, above 
one. America, generally, is not yet educated deeply, 
horoughly enough in a musical regard, to be able to 
-xercise a well-disciplined, discriminative judgment 
ouching the matter of music. Hence it wants reg¬ 
ime in its music just now, not as Beethoven, Haydn 
rod the other old masters sparingly used it, as the gor- 
Mand does pepper in his food ; it wants its music to be 
does pepi haTe made rag time 
'lawic^as'the^ustoantiquary must admit; and thato.d 
master who first used it doubtless did so ,n order to 
relieve that early rhythmic current whose 
uniform intervals. Music students ever find the analjs.s 
uf mnsic accents a very interesting matter, one to which 
may profitably attend. Therefore, be present 
phase of American musical feeling well may be noted by 
C- it doubtless will be cited and commented upon 
‘ ' “he musical historian of the future, who may find 
that some class-music collector of to-day has, not un 
that som an(j bad bound in volumes, 
^dtem to -me puhhc library, all the rag- 
and deposited themm * P ^ Judging 
time tunes that of music in the Old World, 
ZXSfX tit rag time by some other name, 
perhaps—will be much in evidence to that brstonan, ,n 
the music of his day. 
HOW DRUDGERY CAN BE LIGHTENED. 
BY AIMfiB M. WOOD. 
By the organization of a “club,” which meets one 
evening weekly for the discussion of questions bearing 
upon music life and study, a young and energetic piano 
teacher greatly increased and stimulated the interest of 
a number of pupils belonging to her own class and to 
that of a vocal teacher, who has joined with her in the 
enterprise. The system pursued required from each 
pupil the preparation of a brief essay expressing clearly, 
and in as condensed a form as possible, her own views 
regarding the subject chosen for the evening. In this 
manner not only are the thinking faculties aroused, 
quickened, and concentrated through direct expreision, 
but subjects are presented for contemplation and anal¬ 
ysis, which might not otherwise awaken more than a 
passing thought. 
The topic, “Work vs. Drudgery,” recently brought 
to light the fact that only one out of the number of stu¬ 
dents regarded work as anything less than actual drud¬ 
gery,—that is, the words were considered synonymous, 
—and under this heading were ranged all scale practice, 
technical exercises, practice with the metronome, aDd 
memorizing. Strange as it may seem, the pupil in ques¬ 
tion from the very beginning of her study had mani¬ 
fested no particular aptitude ; on the contrary, she is a 
slow but earnest plodder, possessing, however, a great 
love for music in general, and, as a piano student, for 
her instrument in particular. Her work is always better 
aud more satisfactorily prepared than tliat of many who 
acquire with greater facility, and she is looked upon by 
her teacher as a most promising pnpil, as, in fact, 
already a success. And the secret of this was brought 
to light through the one page of her briefly-worded but 
comprehensive essay. Drudgery, so called, held no 
place in her vocabulary. 
She was in love even with the mechanical routine of 
her daily practice. This young girl, either consciously 
or unconsciously, discerned and infused into her chosen 
line of work that quality which was substantially the 
motor power animating every “ genius ” or great light 
the world has known, which lies back of “talent,” 
defined by Webster as “skill in accomplishing,” and 
which is simply the spirit of enthusiasm. 
Energy and aspiration were awakened through the 
bearing of this essay in one member of the class, a stu¬ 
dent possessed of unusual talent, although an acknowl¬ 
edged drone. 
“I can not conceive,” she remarked, later, to the 
plodder, “ how it is possible that yon find, as you say, 
actual pleasure in the practice of scales and exercises. 
To me such practice is more than work ; it is downright 
drudgery. I do only as much as seems absolutely 
necessary.” 
“ I think it is much in the way one looks upon it," 
the young girl replied, “and also in the way it is done, 
and in the time selected for it,—which should be an 
hour or more in the morning, if possible. The liking 
for any one thing can be cultivated. Make up your 
mind yon will like it, and don’t give up, and yon will 
goon find it not so hard. I am sure I ain right.” 
“ 1 believe all that is the trouble with most of ns who 
consider practice a burden is sheer slothfulness,” said 
the awakened pupil, adding, with a determination which 
augured well for future results, " I, for one, mean 
to try your rules 1 Since it is certain that technical 
work must always form a principal feature of music 
study, every help toward overcoming the monotony of it 
should be welcomed, and at least given a thorough trial ; 
but I had never before thought of it in any light than 
that of an unpleasant, yet necessary routine ! ” 
An unpleasant, but necessary routine ! If this be tlie 
attitude taken by either teachers or pupils toward a 
portion of music study recognized as indispensable to 
the performer throughout his career, the result* will 
become manifest, inevitably, in a harvest of weariness 
and discouragement. Success is incompatible with a 
pessimistic attitude toward any portion of one's work. 
When the seeds sown with the child's first lessons are of 
courage and animation and interest for every detail of 
the daily practice, a healthy growth, encouraging both 
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to the pupil and to others, will be the outcome, and 
there will be fewer weeds of indolence, listlessness, and 
impatience cropping up to hinder or prevent progress. 
Activity is a law of nature, and is a sign of a normal 
individuality, and thus no truer happiness may be found 
than that realized through work and the consciousness 
of progress ; the daily unfolding of new powers, a con¬ 
stant perception of still greater possibilities. The be¬ 
ginner and the advanced student, even the “ arrived ” 
artist, stand upon equal ground here ; since to progress 
there is no end, and the satisfaction found in daily 
achievement, whether it be the conquering of a hard or 
a simple exercise, thus clearing the way for one of higher 
grade, the memorizing of the “ first piece,” or of some 
most difficult composition — this satisfaction gained 
through attainment may be experienced and enjoyed 
alike by all. 
Progress is free, and to glean its fruits and benefits 
remains a mere matter of choice with the individual ; 
but one must be inspired with love for every detail of 
the essential means and with an enthusiasm which 
would render such details far from distasteful, because 
recognized as necessary steps to the end to be attained. 
The moment one’s work degenerates into drudgery, in¬ 
terest and enthusiasm take to themselves wings, while 
progress, with all its attendant joy, satisfaction, and 
encouragement, becomes impossible. 
The essay of the pupil referred to above no doubt 
presented this subject to her student-comrades in a novel 
light, and since her theory was well attested and borne 
ont by results in her own individual music life, the 
ideas could not have been other than impressive. We 
append, with her permission, the followingextractsfrom 
her article : 
“ * Drudgery ’ may be called work that is done rather 
from the head than from the heart, and I think may be 
wholly abolished or overcome simply by putting more 
enthusiasm into the labor to be performed. ... I 
believe there is no such thing as drudgery to the one 
who loves his work. ‘Love begets love,’ and to culti¬ 
vate a love for the most trying ami difficult tasks will 
transform these very difficulties into pleasant opportu¬ 
nities for achievement nnd daily progress. ... A 
great pianist was once asked if the mechanical part of 
his work, which occupied several hours of each day, was 
not disagreeable to him, and this world-renowned artist, 
who possesses the power to move vast audiences to the 
height of enthusiasm, answered, heartily, ‘Not in the 
least! I do not allow it to take that attitude toward 
me .’” 
PERSONALITY AND PIANO TEACHING. 
BY KLOKKNCK M. KINO. 
Thkbb is (or was) a distinguished teacher of boys 
in New York City whose method of instruction was all 
his own. He would first find, as he said, each boy’s 
“center of gravity,” and then proceed to educate him 
from that standpoint. And, after all, is not that the 
ideal teaching? The art itself is heaven-sent, forteach- 
ers are born and not made, and the ideal teacher should, 
possess the sixth sense—self-effacement. 
Applied to the art of piano-playing, we have seen, too 
often, in our country the glaring absurdity of perform¬ 
ers who are lauded not so much for their own merits 
of interpretation or touch of the divine fire as that 
they have been the pnpils of the great Somebody or- 
other ! 
Sift the matter down and, nine cases out often, there 
have been no more lessons than yon can count upon the 
fingers of one hand. 
It is unfair to aver that the great exponents of piano 
music neither are nor can be excellent instructors. The 
contrary has been proved by examples. Still, it must 
be admitted that the temptation is great for such a 
teacher to impress his own personality upon the pupil 
rather than by the long, slow, patient process to bring 
out the pupil’s own individuality. We are much more 
apt in that case to have the rank and file branded with 
tje Rubinstein or Paderewski hall-mark rather than by 
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a diversity of excellence in accord with the number of 
students. They are like the marionette-like members 
of a particular school of elocution who betray their 
identity by every trick of gesture and modulation of 
voice ; not the highest attainment of art, all told ; very 
much like rows of identical Queen Anne houses built 
upon speculation to rent and to sell, but certainly not 
a feast for the tired eye, which roves over the dull 
monotony, wild with a desire to see one outre window, 
to behold one variation from the job-lot plan! Oh, 
for a cornice askew or an unexpected door ! 
Liszt was a great maestro ; but why a Greek chorus 
of Liszt lay figures to be ushered in like the ballet 
in a spectacular play or a travesty upon the passing 
show ? 
Nature is wonderfully chary of her patterns. She 
does not do work in duplicate. Why, then, in the name 
of common sense, should we render human nature 
abnormal by trying to force it all upon one un¬ 
bending mold ? Much that is fair, but fragile, gets 
worsted in the encounter, and comes ont a broken vase 
at best. 
Why should the charming interpreter of the Schu¬ 
mann lyrics and the Mendelssohn “Songs Without 
Words,” who has a gift apart for the chimney corner, 
be crucified upon the rack of octave-mad Hungarian 
rhapsodies and whirring spinning-songs? They must 
ever elude her grasp. 
On the other hand, the inspiration and applause of a 
vast audience, necessary to the player of bravura music, 
would all be lost in the quieter walks of musical life. 
We would always seem to consider music as successful 
only in the glare of the footlights, with the great sea of 
human faces beyond in the spectacular boxes, in the ap¬ 
plauding pit, and the echoing galleries. 
We act very much as if its efficiency were to be reck¬ 
oned by the ticket office receipts, and its success by the 
glaring head-lines in the morning papers. 
As a matter of fact, the music of quiet life has its full 
artistic value and compensations—the relief for over¬ 
charged spirits, the comfort to the restless Sauls, and 
the joy of homes that must ever be countless. 
Teach the birdlings to use their wings, oh, wise 
teacher, and whether, like the eagle, they soar up beyond 
your vision into the blue sky and become part of the 
vast universe of silver stars, or whether they gently flit 
from bough to bough in the green, leafy trees, a rest for 
the tired eyes and the aching heart, you will not have 
lived in vain. They are perfect of their kind. 
The egotism of pupils is the bane of the life of every 
self-respecting teacher. Technic must ever come first 
afj a foundation of solid masonry. 
As Rosenthal has put it, “The piano is a thing of 
wood and iron, not easily made sensitive to the sympa¬ 
thetic touch'; therefore,” he continues, “I would say, 
firstly, technic ; secondly, technic ; lastly, technic 1” 
There is nothing I hold so valuable a factor in artistic 
piano-playing as a much-pruned and well-directed 
egotism. 
reflAectteiCh,er8’ 7 “* t<>0 “Pt ‘° 40 8hi”« * the 
reflected glory of our pupils’ achievements. We are too 
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COMMENT ON THE PROGRAM OF THE NEXT 
M. T. N. A. MEETING. 
The Twenty-first Annual Convention of the Music 
Teachers’ National Association, to be held in Cincinnati 
during the third week in June, deserves the largest 
attendance ever had at such a gathering, because of the 
scope and magnitude of the undertaking. 
The hearty support of the citizens of Cincinnati has 
made it possible for the officers of the Association to 
assure visiting members that the programs will be pre¬ 
sented in their entirety, or with but slight changes. 
The departmental sessions, in charge of teachers of 
large experience, should prove of great value to all 
teachers of the different branches of the art. These 
sessions will be conducted very much on the order of 
round-table discussions. Some musician of ability will 
be invited to open the discussion of a topic by reading 
a brief paper on the subject assigned, or by a short 
address, and then the matter will be open for general 
discussion by the members in three-minute speeches. 
The concert programs speak for themselves. Never 
before in the history of the Music Teachers’ National 
Association has the American composer been placed 
before his fellow-musicians in such an advantageous 
position. 
Usually but very few American works are performed 
at the National meetings, but on this occasion the 
American composer will reign supreme. There are 
those who think it unwise, and not for the best interest 
of art, to give concerts Of American compositions alone, 
who, with a considerable show of justice, hold that 
the American composer and American mnsic will 
never attain their rightful position in the musical 
world until they are measured by the same stand¬ 
ard and weighed in the same balance by which 
their European colleagues are judged. This is un 
doubtedly true; and, were these concerts intended 
primarily for the usual concert audience, we would 
entirely agree with the objection offered ; but as these 
concerts are to be given especially for and to the better 
class of musicians of our land, we can not see the force 
of the objection. Many of the best of our musicians 
are totally unaware of the quality and quantity of 
works written by resident Americans during the last 
decad, and the concert programs of the coming meet¬ 
ing will afford an opportunity to hear some of the best 
works. The Program Committee has but one regret in 
the matter, and that is the fact that the number of con¬ 
certs does not permit the performance of many meritori¬ 
ous works which really deserve this recognition. There 
was room for but so many numbers, and others will 
have to wait until another time, much to our regret. 
Those whose works are not on the program should give 
the Association as hearty a support in this effort for 
the recognition of American art as though they were 
represented. 
Let every one come prepared to enjoy the feast ol 
music, good fellowship, and reason, forgetting personal 
preferences for this or that thing, and encourage the 
present and incoming officers by their presence and 
manifestation of good-will, and the meeting of '99 will 
go down in the history of the Association as one of the 
best of its life. 
One of the best things a musician can do for his art 
is to bring before the people the position that music 
should occupy in the general scheme of education. 
Music stands as the representative of the esthetic life 
in general. The world at large often gives to the term 
education” the meaning of simply a collection of 
facts and theories, to the neglect of the esthetic sense. 
Rut when we exploit the real place of music in the 
scheme of education, we are opening the way for all 
that goes to make up a higher and better esthetic lifo 
which is part and parcel of that higher culture that all 
truly educated men and women view as the worthy ideal 
of the race. 
It is toward this ideal that the American teacher who 
is in love with his work is constantly striving, and 
toward which he should carry his pupils. 
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LES DEUX ALOUETTES. 
Revised and fingered by Constantin v. Sternberg. TH. LESCHETIZKY. 
* The composer seems to have been inspired to this piece rather 
by the flight of the larks, than by their song] the light, rocki 
motion, as they wing and swing themselves in the air; should ‘be 
borne in mind while executing the arpeggios. 
A The indicated subdivisions are recommended for preli»'tt' 
«>y practice; later on, as mechanical certainty allows a A#"r 
treatment, they will obligate themselves. 
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RHYTHM, and its relation to music. 
by peecy goetschius, mos. doc. 
I. 
Definitions. 
Of the three essential elements of musical composi¬ 
tion-rhythm, melody, and harmony—that of rhythm 
obviously underlies the others, and ranks, therefore, 
first iD the order of evolution ; without rhythm there 
can be no intelligible melody, and without melody no 
harmonic utterance is possible, no music conceivable. 
This reveals the necessity of early and thorough appre¬ 
hension by music students of the leading principles of 
rhythm, and emphasizes one of the duties of the teacher 
—that of imparting the requisite information, to this 
end. 
The deplorable general uncertainty of conception and 
confusion of definition and exposition in the domain of 
rhythm (touched upon ably, but too briefly, by Dr. 
Hanchett in The Etude for December, 1898) appears to 
me as incomprehensible as it is inexcusable ; for, with 
the exercise of a very little exact thought, the conditions 
of rhythm in music will be found simple enough for the 
grasp of the youngest beginner of musical study. 
The term rhythm is applied collectively, in music, to 
the mechanical substratum—the chambers, so to speak, 
where the motive power is generated and controlled, and 
whence, therefore, the very life and movement of the 
musical concept is drawn. But, in reality, rhythm is 
only one of four elements, which are involved equally in 
the exposition of the principle of motion—namely, 
time, meter, rhythm, and tempo. 
lime is a section of eternity. In common usage, it is 
a synonym of duration, and represents, in its applica¬ 
tion to music, the number of minutes 'or seconds which 
must elapse in the expression of the series of tones which 
the musical sentence comprises. 
Meter is a synonym of measure, and concerns, of 
course, the measurement or division of this span of time 
into equal, absolutely equal and regular, units of dura¬ 
tion. It is true, there is (though there need not be) a 
chance of misconception in the nse of this word ; for it 
■nay be expected to signify a sum of units, as in the 
terms quart-measure, or yard-measure, and, in the 
musical terms, measure and short or long meter. Still, 
our terminology is sufficiently exact about these dis¬ 
tinctions, and it is easy enough to limit the word 
measure ” properly to the idea of a quantity or sum 
of time-units (beats)—i. e., a larger unit of division. 
The function of meter is to measure ; whereas, the factor 
known as a measure is a noun of quantity. 
Rhythm, derived from Greek rhytmos, signifies order or 
arrangement; it is even used, by early Greek writers, 
*>t reference to the disposition or arrangement of the 
urniture of a room. In music it concerns the grouping 
an*j1®fmenk °T tones (or time-units) with respect to 
en istinctions of weight or length—that is to say, the 
oment the absolutely equal and regular” metric 
.* ecotne varied or differentiated, the condition of 
mythm emerges out of meter. 
Tempo is an Italian word, of which the English equiv- 
18 movement, or rate of speed, 
far *?Ur C*’V'8‘0UH the rhythmic element are in so 
phases f epen<*ent' as they constitute four successive 
tjme, ° Pr°gressive artistic development. Without 
luantit616 C0U?d ^ no meter, for time is the (abstract) 
'tatinc-t^ 01 °^eCt k° measured. Without meter the 
Aythm 0M woulfi be impossible, because 
8011 and"170^68-^^Wntiation, consequently compari- 
thjt 0r comParison demands a standard—in this ease, 
the metric38'*7601611*’ ^‘thout rhythmic vitalization of 
telliiHM710 t^'eciple, the distinctions of tempo are unin- 
lithe '“significant. 
t*'wefourtl8efanC* particaIarly in the qualification, of 
most stri V* mD8*Ca^ terms, it is necessary to guard 
here that a ' ^** essent'al distinction of each, for it is 
ing nncertainty of their true origin and mean- . 
fusion most clearly, and propagate con- 
Hi . pupils. 
distent .,|Uant^’ hut, being abstract, it is scarcely 
• ,n music, to qualify it at all. It is not con- 
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sistent, though sanctioned by long usage, to speak of 
I time, or of 1 duple ” time, or even “ rapid ” time ; 
for, as will be seen, these attributes qualify other di¬ 
visions of the rhythmic element. The confounding of 
time with tempo will be touched upon below. 
Meter, likewise, can not justly be qualified in music ; 
it represents a process, and music concerns itself only 
with the results, not with the mechanical details of the 
process; hence, “long” or “short” meter, “quick” 
meter, “iambic” meter, and so forth, are, strictly 
speaking, anomalies. The acceptance of the term 
“ metric foot” in prosody is no valid authority for its 
adoption in music ; the terminology of different arts for 
parallel ideas may vary without fault when influenced 
by diversity of art-material. On the contrary, measure 
being a more definite, concrete division of time, admits 
of qualification by dimension ; it is proper to speak of a 
large or small measure, of simple or primary measure, 
and compound or divisible measure. The so-called 
time-signature should be called the measure signature, 
as it indicates not the time as totality, but the character 
of the broader divisions of time which contribute to the 
definition of the fundamental rhythmic arrangement. 
Hence, we should say “ f ” measure, “ f ” measure, etc. 
The terms slow or quick or flowing measure are only 
excusable in poetic allusions, where—by license—meas¬ 
ure is employed as a synonym of movement. 
The qualifications of rhythm, as the most vital of the 
phases under consideration, are so manifold that they 
must be treated separately at length in a second section 
of this article. 
Tempo can only be qualified by adjectives of move¬ 
ment ; thus, we can say quick or slow tempo, perhaps 
even stately, spirited, graceful tempo, etc., for which 
rates of motion the Italian terms adagio, allegro, presto, 
with their intermediate qualifications, are used. Certain 
inaccuracies in this respect have been engendered by the 
supposed coincidence of meaning between the words 
time and tempo. It is true that tempo is derived from 
Latin tempus, time ; but its application implies the atti¬ 
tude of the individual toward the abstract principle of 
time. In point of fact, time does not move ; what is 
popularly designated the passage of time is, in reality, 
the progress of the individual through the realm of time ; 
this progress is regulated by the conception of the in¬ 
dividual, who qualifies it, accordingly, as last or slow 
tempo, or rate of motion. 
[The Etude for July will contain a further discus¬ 
sion of the subject of Rhythm by Dr. Goetschius.] 
A CHARACTERISTIC AMERICAN INSTITUTION. 
BY CHABLES W. LANDON. 
About the middle of this century Dr. Lowell Mason 
egan a series of “musical conventions.” These lasted 
om a few days to a few weeks. The revival of the 
inntry singing-school was an immediate result, as also, 
lore remotely, was the introduction of sight-singing in 
le public schools. The eminent teachers associated 
ith Dr. Mason were solicited to give private lessons, 
id out of this grew the now famous “summer music 
:hool.” 
The best musicians have been obliged to study hard 
r half a life-time to bring themselves up to the best 
mt there is in them. What folly, then, for a young 
acher to expect to “ learn it all ” in a course of from 
vo to six weeks at some summer school! 
But let us look at the case as it is, and not as it seems, 
irst of all, our inexperienced teacher has already been 
udying music for some years. The native talent, 
le ambition, and desire are there, and with this some 
cperience as a teacher, whatever that may be. Here, 
rtainly, is a foundation to build upon. We have all 
en workmen digging and laying the wall for the 
undations of a house ; then came the carpenters, and 
‘fore we realized what was being done the house was 
fished and a family living in it. Every experienced 
acher knows of cases where some faithful teacher had 
ven a pupil a solid foundational training For some 
use the pupil has changed teachers, and fallen into the 
hands of a teacher who gave a few showy pieces; and 
lo ! “ What marvelous advancement the pupil made upon 
getting a new teacher ! ” 
As a people we are always looking for quick results. 
Our churches vote to change from a quartet to a chorus 
choir, and the congregation and generally the church 
officials expect a fine chorus to appear in the choir-loft 
the next Sunday, singing as effectively as some cele¬ 
brated choir, not thinking that a chorus choir is a plant 
of slow growth. But suppose that some good leader has 
trained the voices so that they blend smoothly, that he 
has made them skilful readers, and that each singer sings 
correctly and in good time, with good voice quality ; 
then along comes a celebrated drill-master, and in a few 
rehearsals teaches them the expression of the pieces that 
they have already learned. Behold ! “Why, that musi¬ 
cian has made that choir sing better in two or three 
rehearsals than our regular leader has in a year's work, ” 
say our good church people. 
If the regular leader were more expert in sight-read¬ 
ing and mechanical drilling than in effective expression, 
then the choir learned much of value when they took a 
few lessons of the celebrated drill-master. This, in a 
measure, illustrates the summer-school idea. 
But there is another feature that is peculiarly Amer¬ 
ican. We have a few celebrated teachers who have had 
an extended experience in instructing ambitious young 
teachers, who have left their classes for a lew weeks or 
months to study. The intelligent questions that these 
young teachers have asked, the experiences they have 
related of special cases in pupils, the need of advice re¬ 
garding what to do, have given the great teachers an in¬ 
sight into the special needs of young and inexperienced 
teachers who have not been able to prepare themselves 
as thoroughly as they should—young teachers who know 
more about playing than teaching. Thus the “summer 
school” teachers have succeeded in condensing a great 
mass of knowledge of exactly the help and information 
that inexperienced teachers most need. Furthermore, 
the American mind is elastic ; it is not bound down to 
moss-grown traditions ; it dares to think and speak its 
own thoughts. It can take in a mass of fundamental 
principles and then, at its leisure, work them out to 
practical results. 
There are two classes of teachers who need to consider 
the summer-school question : Those who have a secret 
fear that their pupils and pat rons will think less of them 
if they go ofl for a few weeks of study now and then, for¬ 
getting or not knowing that they all will take interest 
in the fact that their teacher is progressive, and is giv¬ 
ing them the best new ideas in music teaching. 
The other class I once belonged to, and that honestly. 
I did not believe that a few weeks’ study would do 
what it ordinarily took years to accomplish. This 
doubt has already been answered in the foregoing. But 
to this may be added : It is not pretended that four weeks 
of summer study will do wbat four full years of hard 
work will accomplish. What is claimed is : The student 
comes to the summer school full of experiences wherein 
he needs help. He does not know how to get bis pupils 
to do the finer things of touch and expression that he 
wishes them to do. He is not quite clear on a thousand 
and one things; has quantities of half formed ideas, 
needs, and wants to know more about the pedagogics of 
the best forms of teaching ; wishes to become skilled in 
some celebrated method—for instance, the Mason system 
of technic ; be wants to get out of the narrow ways that 
he knows he has fallen into, because of the limited 
musical opportunities in his country town ; wants to 
hear the experiences of fellow-teachers, and to get a fund 
of new and fresh ideas. This and more the best sum¬ 
mer schools will give him. Then he will go to his next 
year’s work with new and added confidence. He will 
find his pupils interested in their music study, even 
practicing technic with interest. His pupils will come 
to him with perfect lessons, instead of ingenious ex¬ 
cuses. Parents will note the rapid improvement in 
their children's music and will talk of it to friends, 
and classes will grow and pupils will continue to study 
music longer ; through these things the teacher will have 
more and more of the better class of pupils, for it is tbe 
good players among his pupils that bring him the best 
patronage. 
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AMERICAN STUDENTS ABROAD. 
BY ALEXANDER M’ARTUUR. 
Unless an American student has enough money to 
last him for at least three years of study abroad, he had 
best remain at home, for in most of the large cities of 
the United States the best teaching is quite equal to 
that of Europe, and students who can ill afford the ex¬ 
pense of study abroad should remain at home and save 
themselves much misery. Study abroad can not be 
done cheaply, und by the time a young student is fed, 
clothed, and lodged, his lessons, music and concert 
tickets paid for, and the expense of travel added, it will 
be found that such a thing as studying abroad cheaply is 
a chimera. It simply can not be done. Students are 
almost always growing boys and girls, and food must be 
both good and plentiful. The wear and tear of music 
study on brain-tissue and on the muscles is enormous, 
and, to counteract this, a large and well-ventilated 
sleeping room, which, of course, by day is a practicing 
room, ia a necessity. All these things cost money, and 
the student, once he is abroad, will And that the esti¬ 
mate he made for himself in America as to foreign 
study ia very different to the actual amount of bills 
presented to him lor payment. 
Once the student leaves the shores of America he 
should set bis face absolutely against all things Ameri¬ 
can. It ia folly of the worst kind to make camaradet of 
Americans abroad, yet this is precisely what most 
American students will do. They look around to find 
out their compatriots, and forthwith they form a coterie 
of their own, avoiding rather than seeking intercourse 
with their foreign fellow students. Of coarse, it can not 
be denied that a student from Philadelphia or Califor¬ 
nia would be much more sympathetic to the average 
American than one from Berlin, Paris, Vienna, or 
Milan, but sympathy is not what the student leaves his 
home and country for. He leaves it to become a good 
artist, to gain an insight into sentiments and ideas be 
has not, and the only way to do this to the best advan¬ 
tage ia to mix freely with foreign element about him. 
The difficulty as to a foreign language is speedily over¬ 
come by young people. From the start the student 
should see that he speaks the language of the country 
he ia in. He will find this ia a hard thing to do in Ger¬ 
many, for I never yet found a German who could use 
three words of English that did not want to air 
them ; but American students do n’t go to Europe to 
teach German students English, end they should speed¬ 
ily assert this. 
As to living in boarding-houses run especially for 
American stadenta, let ail beware of them. Sixteen 
sleeping-moms, and pianos or violins in all of them, 
make life a very hell on earth. Of course, the finding 
of lodgings is always a difficult matter, but students 
will find their professors willing to help them in this. 
They should invariably choose a house in which no 
other American is to be found, and one in which they 
are forced to speak anything but their own language. 
The first thing and the hardest the American student 
abroad has to get used to ia the slowness of life gener¬ 
ally. Enropean artists are not to be hnrried, for the 
reason that long experience has proved to them that art 
rao not be rushed. There is no short cot to knowledge, 
and the only foundation the artist can bnild on is one 
of time. It will come hard to go-aheail Americans to 
learn this lesson, but learned it must be. At times it 
will seem to tbe student that his professor is unusnaliy 
slow and tedious. He will be set to study Haydn when 
he feels himself able to roaster Schumann or Wagner, 
but time will show him the wisdom of this slowness 
and its benefits. 
American students who go to Europe with the idea of 
taking a few months' finishing lessons will find they 
make a sad mistake. European professors will rub their 
eyes, look astounded, and smile at an ignorance it would 
be futile to fight. They can not turn studente away. 
They can only do the best possible. At the end of a fe w 
mouths the student will find his trip to Enrope has done 
him no good, but. on the contrary, positive harm. He 
will lose self-confidence and gain nothing. 
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A student who has leisure and means to enjoy a trip 
to Europe should give up all idea of taking lessons. He 
should go abroad to listen to good music and plenty oi 
it to inhale an atmosphere eminently favorable to art. 
He will find men abroad who follow art for art’s sake 
alone, not “for the money there is in it,” and who shun 
rather than court publicity. He will find he is among a 
people where a great artist, even a promising student, is 
more respected than a millionaire. He will be able to 
listen to the best operas, the grandest symphonies, to 
have a seat at any concert for a quarter of a dollar, and 
he will find that art abroad is not a fashion, bnt a cult, 
a religion. 
Three years abroad is the least that a student can 
profit by. The first year he will spend in getting used 
to new ideas and new methods, the second year he will 
find himself understanding these, and the third year 
will leave him master of them. 
These three years will be the happiest years of his life, 
if he knows how to appreciate them. They will do 
more for the esthetic side of his education than six spent 
under a professor in America ; not because the instruc¬ 
tion will be better, but because tbe outside influences 
are more beneficial. The hurry and bustle of life in 
America will be changed for a condition of calm serenity 
eminently favorable to art study. He will find people 
all around him who are artists in spirit if not in educa¬ 
tion. A new opera will be an event in the life of the 
whole city, and the poorest chorus-girl will sing for the 
love of art rather than for the paltry salary she earns. 
To make the most of his years of foreign study the 
student should, from the beginning, endeavor to live the 
life of the land he is in. He should read the daily papers, 
mingle with the people, attend the theaters, study the 
literature, and avoid Americans. If he once gets among 
the so-called American colony, the temptation to be with 
his own people will be too strong. It will come hard, 
of course, to avoid them, and his home-sickness will 
be terrible; bnt the benefits will he great, and, after 
all, it is for these the student goes abroad. Besides, it is 
remarkable how very much alike human nature is all 
over the world, and, the first bitterness over, the student 
will find a thousand things to interest him in his foreign 
companions and foreign surroundings. 
PROGRESS. 
BY CHARLES C. DRAA. 
Looking at this subject from an educational stand¬ 
point and comparing it with other branches of educa¬ 
tion, one most admit that the past twenty years of 
music life in America have been strictly a period of 
evolution. One has bnt to glance at this or that teacher 
who persistently clings to old ideas, which have long 
since given way to more improved methods, to see the 
depth of this statement 
--J ) IV.J.V.UV, uinwiJi_ __ ^ 
great masters were touched upon bnt lightly by th 
average private teacher—and, I dare say, by man 
academies and colleges which gave “ thorough courses 
of training to music students. What a contrast is th: 
to the present condition of aflairs ! Now the publish® 
are crowded with orders for works on the above subject 
teachers and students are both eager to know more < 
the history of music and of the master-composer, and 1 
learn of the hidden mysteries of the “art divine.” 
The question now arises: What are some of the cansi 
of this marked progress ? Before answering this w 
must admit that the distinctive characteristics of tl 
American musician are ambition and a constant strivir 
to acquire something new. Acknowledging this, an 
then comparing former methods of teaching with thoi 
of the present, considering the influence which oi 
musical magazines especially The EnjDK-have upc 
their readers, and the effective work done by our coi 
cert pianists and lecturers, it is not to be wondered th 
the standard of American musical training has bet 
raised. This evolution is not confined to one State , 
Territory bnt to the whole country, and gives strengi 
to the belief that America will one day be the leadii 
educational center in musical matters. 
MUSICAL ADVERTISEMENTS. 
BY WALDEMAB MALMENE. 
Advertising in the present age seems to have reached 
such a climax that it may he called one of the fine art* 
A glance at the advertisements of our principal bnsin«( 
houses, offering everything at “slaughter” prices,suf¬ 
fices to show their prosperity, while some one else is 
slaughtered. Musicians of late have also adopted a 
mode of advertising akin to that of certain trades, which 
seems to accomplish the purpose. Although they are 
diplomatic enough not to use phrases which could 
openly implicate them as being humbugs, they quietly 
carry on a “slaughter” business. The names of some 
of the greatest artists are their trade-marks, and are 
adroitly used as such. 
A host of prominent piano-teachers call themselre* 
pupils of Liszt, while it is well known that only about 
a dozen solo pianists enjoyed his counsel for such length 
of time as to entitle them to lay claim to the distinction 
of having been his pupils. Liszt was a most amiable 
and genial gentleman, who, once a week, permitied 
a host of pianists who had secured introductions to him 
to come to his house, where he would listen to their 
playing and would give them a little friendly adrice. 
While such condescension was no doubt a great benefit 
and a valuable lesson, yet it could in nowise entitlethe 
players to the distinction of having been Liszt’s pupils. 
Singing-teachers there are in abundance who call them¬ 
selves pupils of Marchesi and Lamperti, without any 
particular claim to such a title. Advertisements can be 
found in musical papers which openly state that the 
advertiser is the only authorized person to teach 
-’s method. The master’s reputation is alwavi 
put forward as a claim of the putative pupil’s merits 
Then there is another class of teachers who have spent 
a summer vacation in Europe, and in the course of a few 
months have taken some lessons of half a dozen promi¬ 
nent teachers. On their return they announce them¬ 
selves as having been pupils of these same famous 
teachers. 
Another paying but “slaughtering” trade is carried 
on by teachers who have invented a “ method ” of their 
own, which puts all other teachers to shame; they pro¬ 
fess to be able to make singers of any one, whether 
nature has endowed him with a voice or not. To add 
three or four tones to the natural compass of the voice 
and to manufacture tenor singers ont of baritones is» 
small matter. The number of ruined voices for whiih 
such unscrupulous teachers are responsible is greater 
than many imagine. 
There is a humorous side to the question of advertife 
ments-—those of people who need the services of mosi 
cians. Here are some taken from newspapers. 
T7IOLINIST.-WANTED, IMMEDIATELY, Of 
V family of position, a thoroughly competent viol w((k]j 
receive full board and residence for 12 shillings sad* P* „ 
in return for three hours’ daily tuition, when he ljsea. « 
lady of the house. AM his other time free. Address 
The Library, Blackheath, E. C.____ 
The editor of the London “ Musical Times m ® 
following pertinent comments: “ If we undent*® 
announcement aright the head of this family o 
tion ’ is anxions to accept 12s. 6d. weekly from » 
oughly good violinist, also three hours’ teachinj!^ 
in return for hoard and bed. It may be that 
residence with a ‘ family of position ’ worth a got n ^ 
and we must not forget that the artist who P* ^ 
12s. 6d. weekly, and gives three hours’ tuit»°n^^^- 
graciously permitted to do what he pleases ^ 
rest of his time. Now, violinists, rush to t e •' 
Here is another which offers $75 a year or 
plicity of services, including organ-playing- 
WANTED, AT ONCE, GENTLEMAN AS OBGANIST, 
help Vicar as Sacristan and Secretary. . music; ’® 
and receive fifteen pounds per annum, wregu ^: p».• 
organ; fairly good choir. Catholic required. 
and good accompanist. Address 4 Vicar, B P 
ter. —— - 
_ ___ ______-— -- " 
The man—no, the “ gentleman ’’—who w_ ^ 
for the post must be Goldsmith’s pattern o 
44 Happy the man who, void of csre aDd 
In silken or in leather purse retains 
A good old shilling.” 
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The following paragraph from an American paper is 
in keeping with the foregoing : 
W ANTED FOR A CHDBCH IN NOVA SCOTIA, A YOUNG 
man to play the organ. He might also get employment in a 
h0D or otherwise to increase his salary, which at the find would 
onlr be 850 per year, but if satisfactory it would likely be increased 
after the first year. Apply, etc., etc._ 
The paltry sum proffered by way of salary is so delib¬ 
erate an insult to anybody competent to fulfill the duties 
of organist that we can scarcely wonder at the hint that 
the person who accepts it “might also get employment 
in a shop or otherwise. ” 
While it is deplorable to notice the menial compensa¬ 
tion meted out to country organists in England, it must, 
nevertheless, be consoling to the College of Organists in 
England that her disciples are more highly appreciated 
in a lunatic asylum. The following advertisement taken 
from the “ Yorkshire Post ” informs us that not only is 
the salary more than four times larger, but, besides 
board and lodging, his uniform is also provided. 
rru ORGANISTS.—WANTED AN ORGANIST TO ACT AS AN 
i attendant at the Durham County Asylum. Wages £45 a year, 
paid monthly, with hoard, lodging, washing, and uniform. Apply, 
containing photograph and copies of testimonials, including one as 
to musical proficiency, to the Superintendent Durham County Asy¬ 
lum, Winterton, Ferry Hill. 
There is another class of advertising in the daily 
papers that is not strictly according to professional ethics. 
Here is one from a New York paper : 
4 N INTELLIGENT AND REFINED YOUNG GENTLEMAN, 
iV a stranger, aged 80, will give guitar lessons to an amiable and 
pleasing young lady just for the pleasure of her company; a sweet 
singer preferred. Please address 44 Friendship," box —, Herald 
office. 
The next shows the ear-marks of the speculator, and 
too great care can not be exercised by those who answer 
such notices: 
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by'playing111 therefore commence W® performance 
Weber’s “Invitation pour la Valse” 
IN OCTAVES !! I 
He will afterwards exhibit his manual dexterity in 
a composition of -his own, called 3 
“THE STORMING OF BADAJOS,” 
in which effects will be introduced such as have 
never before been attempted, and, most probably, 
never wiU be attempted again. 
N- B-—The public are requested not to encore this 
composition, as the exertion of performing it is so 
great that it is necessary to resort to powerful stim¬ 
ulants immediately afterwards. 
This exhibition will be succeeded by the perform¬ 
ance of 
SIGNOR ROVESCIO, 
(His First Appkaravcb) 
whose wonderful talents have never been equalled 
by any Clarionet Player, living or dead. He will 
perform, a solo, in which the peculiar sounds called 
“ Goosing,” usually avoided by performers on this 
instrument, wiH be systematized and brought to 
perfection, in a composition called 
" LIFE IN THE FARM-YARD.” 
This piece is especially adapted for the amusement 
of the younger branches of the audience; and so 
accurate is the imitation of the animals that few 
people would imagine the clarionet to be capable of 
such extraordinary sounds. The Signor will after¬ 
wards produce a novel effect by 
Blowing into the Clarionet at the Wrong End. 
This feat is peculiar to himself, and mast be heard 
to be appreciated. 
T ABIES WITH GOOD VOICES CAN HAVE THE FREEDOM 
lj of instruction, church and concert music, until professionally 
engaged. Address-. 
Here is an old friend. His English, we regret to say, 
is more mixed than it used to he. 
! win,guarantee to learn to play and sing forty-six ah 
Fle»«cal°beforeVp°D* <*uarter 4 *>0°k free; terms very moderati 
A contemporary, commenting on the above, says: 
He now 1 learns to play or sing on the organ or 
piano , he modestly describes his terms as moderate ; 
they used to be, we think, $8 per quarter ; he gives you 
a book free; unfortunately, he does not tell us what 
'ind of a book. But for quantity we can strongly rec¬ 
ommend him. He 4 guarantees to learn to play or sing 
orty six airs on organ or piano in one quarter.’ Now, 
ere are three hundred and sixty-five days in the year, 
ninety-one and one-quarter in a quarter ; hence, 
r readers will observe that the champion teacher will 
da it"1 *° °n or®an a new tune every other 
j J.’ ’'fortunately, modesty again prevents him from 
■ca ing what kind of airs he teaches.” 
n w*D.r^ Bnnn> a well-known London teacher, in his 
Musician,” suggests the following hill 
n ators for an evening’s entertainment : 
Royal musical academy. 
UNPRECEDENTED attraction to the lovers 
OF MUSICAL GYMNASTICS. 
t*rUinmo«lng’nIonday’ February 18, -, the en 
Performan * c eommence with the extraordinary 
Penormance of the renowned 
the HERR SRAECKFINGER, 
foadv^Pianoforte Gymnast, who has al- 
eeontriesnftt,8UC'1 a sensation in all the civilized 
of his mi, i Kfobe, and who holds testimonials 
miraculous powers from 
several of the crowned heads of 
H#rr EUROPE!!! 
in8 his rhan'if»n,’er *la9 already succeeded in bring- 
fiads it n(. , ?nch a state of perfection that he 
r*y impossible to play single notes at 
MR. LUCIUS GRAHAM WALKER, 
the Miraculous Violinist (justly surnamed the 
“ one-stringed prodigy ”) will afterwardsgo through 
the whole of his much-admired performances upon 
a single string. 
In order that there may be no deception in this, 
the violin wiU be brought before the audienoe, and 
three strings broken in their presence. Alter this 
feat, he will exhibit some of his new effects for the 
instrument, which have been received on each rep¬ 
resentation with 
Shouts of Laughter and 
Thunder of Applause. 
Among the most prominent of these will be a pecu¬ 
liar sound got by gently tapping the string, whilst 
the wood of the bow is placed close to the bridge, 
and suddenly drawn up and down the string with 
great force. The portamento, too, so much used by 
singers, and lately by violinists, which consists of 
gliding one note into another, instead of separat¬ 
ing them, as they are marked upon the paper, will 
on this occasion be carried to an extreme. He will 
perform a portion of a well-known concerto, in 
which, by simply using the means above mentioned, 
he will make the most lovely Arniaafc appear a series 
of the most extraordinary wails ever listened to, 
and transform a beautiful composition into a correct 
representation of a concert of cats. This feat has 
always been received with the utmost laughter and 
applause. 
The whole to conclude with the performance of 
the celebrated musical elephant 
JUNO! 
who wUl perform “ God Save the Queen ” upon 
the pianoforte with her trunk, and afterwards walk 
around the circle and present the audience with 
copies of a new waltz which has been composed ex¬ 
pressly for this establishment by her master. 
The advertising by the press agents of musical stars 
displays tbe inventive side of American enterprise. 
Personalities of all kinds, physical peculiarities, such 
as enormous hands or excessive hirsute adornments, 
anecdotes of all kinds are made to serve advertising 
purposes. All the dignity of art is cast to the winds by 
these offenders against good taste, and . musician and 
his art are lowered in the eyes of the general public. 
Advertising may be a good thing for the musicisn, hut 
the line should be drawn rigidly against braggadocio. 
SUMMER PUPILS AND SUMMER STUDY. 
BY FRANK L. EVER. 
The season of the year oometh when tbe summer 
pupil flonrisheth. Bays the mother, 44 When school is 
out, I want my danghter to take lessons of yon.” The 
daughter comes, takes lessons for the ten or twelve weeks 
of vacation, and then quits to resume her school-studies, 
and to forget all she has learned about music. Never 
was a greater mistake made. Music is exactly like any 
other branch of education; it must be studied daily, 
weekly, monthly, throughout the year, if one intends 
to get any practical knowledge ot it. 
Owing to this misunderstanding upon the part of 
parents and pupils, the public school is a aerious inter¬ 
ference with a pupil’s musical progress. So much is 
required of school-pupils in these days that music-les¬ 
sons are either hastily and poorly prepared or else 
dropped altogether during the school-term. In fact, in 
some communities tbe situation has become so aeriona 
that something must be done if the profession is to 
flourish and the children to receive any musical educa¬ 
tion of valne. 
Parents wonld do well to consider tbe advisability of 
allowing their children to drop some of the less essential 
school -studies in order that more time may be devoted to 
music, for, while Ca-sar, or German, or physics, or civil 
government may he of value to a person, tnnsic will 
afford more pleasure in the home, and do more toward 
educating, elevating, and refining tbe taste and moral 
character of tbe child than any other study he can 
pursue. 
Bo often pupils say to me, “ When school is out 1 will 
do better work.” Experience has taught me that this 
is a mistaken idea. I find that in most cases, notwith¬ 
standing the pressure of work, better results are attained 
in mnsic and surer progress made during the scbool- 
temi than in vacation by the majority of pupils who 
take the year round. The reason is obvious. During 
this season of the year the hours of stody are so nicely 
adjusted that, would the pupil learn his music-lesson at 
all, be must use the small portion of time in the morn¬ 
ing, at noon, or in the evening he has set aside for this 
purpose, and use it to the beat advantage, or the lesson- 
day will come around and his lesson be unlearned. 
During vacation be thinks, 11 Oh, well, I have Iota ot 
time ; I will practice later in the day,” and the chances 
are that the day slips by and the piano remains un- 
tonched. 
Mnsic demands, more than anything else, a regular 
practice-hour, and that hour to Iw used to ita very licet 
advantage, every minute of it, if a thoroughly successful 
result is to be obtained. 
To parents we would say : Let the study of music be 
considered just as important as that of arithmetic, gram¬ 
mar, or spelling, and assign a special time for tbe learn¬ 
ing of the leaaon each day, and see to It that tbe pupil 
uses that time in tbe proper way be should. The pro¬ 
fession will appreciate your effort, and your children 
will show gratifying and snlwUntial progress if they 
have the least grain of tnnaica! talent in them. 
An art that the music student must cultivate is that 
of careftit listening at concerts and recitals. For the 
ability to give an appropriate hearing to a piece of mnsic 
deserves to be ranked almost as an art. 
The most vital feature of hearing music to the best 
advantage is to put one's self into tbe mood of the com¬ 
poser. If possible, and it frequently is, it is best to 
know in advance tbe style of tbe piece and to pre¬ 
arrange one’s mental attitnde that there may be har¬ 
mony between mind and mnsic. 
A mind set to an allegro is not going to appreciate an 
adagio, or vice rend. To appreciate a nocturne one must 
have what might be called a devitalised, languid state 
of mind that would be entirely inappropriate to a pol¬ 
onaise or to “friska” movement in a rhapsody,—as 
much out of place as a martial mood would be ia listen¬ 
ing to the nocturne.—- W. F. Qa(t*. 
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COMMENTS BY EMIL LIEBLING. 
Musical Salmagundi. 
V. 
With the tpproachiiin end ot the season every one, afl 
It were, show* a trial balance of work done, reunite 
achieved ; a winter pauses around too quickly for the 
ambitious student, it lingers too long for the trifler. 
While easy enough to work with the former, it is a con¬ 
stant problem how to interest the latter. And yet the 
teacher has to deal principally with rather coy and elu¬ 
sive material ; one expects natural limitations, due to 
youth, inexperience, and thoughtlessness, but it seems 
almost hopeless to battle against the combination of in¬ 
difference and indolence which is so often encountered ; 
especially in cases where parental cooperation is nil, 
nothing need be looked for in the way of progress. 
Many teachers do not assume enough authority ; others 
are foolish enough to arrogate claims which are too 
absurd to deserve recognition. Pupils have rights and 
teachers incur obligations, but so have teachers certain 
rights, which should be enforced ; pupils should not be 
permitted to lapse lessons, nor to trifle with their task ; 
contrary to the Good Book, in which the sins of the fore¬ 
fathers are visited on later generations, the peccadilloes 
of the pupil are invariably blamed ou the teacher. I 
have already in former papers emphasized the urgent 
necessity for the accomplishment of something definite, 
be it ever so little, and at this time of the year it is not 
a bad plan to sum up the season’s work and start in on 
a general review of the leading features which the year’s 
study included ; mark out n systematically arranged 
course of work for each pupil, in the foud hope that it 
will be accomplished during the vacation. 
Vacation! How much the word means! how long anti¬ 
cipated ! how many pleasant plans it embodies, and also 
how quickly it is a thing of the past 1 I advise my friends 
to take long vacations, but am rather addicted to pursu¬ 
ing a vigorous home policy myself; it saves the trouble 
of having to recuperate from the effects of the frolic. 
From the lengthy ontings which many of my musical 
confreres find necessary, I judge that their occupation 
must he very wearing on their nerves; or does, per¬ 
chance, an unselfish regard for the pupil dictate these 
prolonged absences ? 
It is not n bad plan to remain somewhat in touch with 
your class during the summer months. As to yourself, 
do during the hot weather what the farmer does in win¬ 
ter. Mend your fences, sharpen your tools, clean up all 
the odds and ends, and be ready to start in fresh and 
anew when the fnll comes. It is constantly, “ I At 
Wilson est mart*, cite la saison l ” Waste no regrets over the 
post; study its failures and their causes, and deduce a 
salutary lesson therefrom ; and if you commit mistakes, 
do not repeat former follies, but invent new ones And, 
above alt, do not have a long delinquent list of debtors 
for nnpaid tuition—that is, if you can help it. 
There is too much shooting over people’s hesds. The 
public is gorged with food which is entirely beyond 
it and causes mental dyspepsia; pupils are given 
tasks out of all proportion to their ability (or want of it), 
and there is a general disposition to gratify individual 
hobbies at the expense of the unwilling audiences. You 
must speak a language which can be understood, before 
you can hope to make an impression. The people know 
what they do wont, and when it is offered, the money 
is spent liberally. 
When Tansig died, in 1871, his friend Weitzmann, the 
distinguished master of theory and friend of our Mr. 
Bowman, wrote a pamphlet entitled “The Last Vir¬ 
tuoso." It seemed to him that with Tnusig the art of 
playing had reached its zenith and collapsed with his 
untimely demise. A mistaken proposition, for a tre¬ 
mendous aftermath of great pianists has sprang up 
since then. Art is cumulative, it never stops; each 
great epoch simply paves the way for further develop¬ 
ment. Tnusig is more famous now than he was during 
his life-time, when only a limited number of cognoscenti 
appreciated his rare qualities ; liappy mortal, who died 
at just the right time ! 
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It is an open question whether it is wise for an artist 
who has been in long retirement (irrespective of causes) 
to emerge therefrom. The question is pertinent, V by 
this new departure? Will the artist be able to impress 
the new audiences as he did the old? During the 
limited period which is allotted to the successful public 
performer, it is desirable to remain in the public eye, 
otherwise it will be a difficult matter to catch the public 
ear. 
Many musicians are failures because they have never 
ascertained just which branch of the art they are really 
fitted for 1 Some fair pianists might have excelled as 
conductors ; many ambitious teachers would have done 
better on the concert stage; others delude themselves 
with the belief that Providence intended them to enrich 
musical literature, whereas they might have appeared to 
better advantage as lecturers. Versatility is a slippery 
accomplishment, and apt to lead to diffuseness. Weigh 
your chances carefully, and give one specialty a thorough 
trial; bnt if yon find that your best efforts do not war¬ 
rant success, change off for something else. If you can, 
be the leader in your community ; it is a great thing to 
set the pace for others to follow. Think something of 
yourself, and be consistent in yonr mental price and 
estimate of men and affairs. Be generous, genial, and 
communicative ; do not hold back your knowledge, nor 
guard it jealously, but, again, do not squander it. If 
some one plays you a shabby trick, do not retaliate in 
kind, but let him know that yon are “onto him.” Do 
not answer your critics; they can tire you out. That is 
just where Rosenthal makes a serious mistake. He is 
eternally exposing the weaknesses and inconsistencies 
of his reviewers, and has had a tilt with the press wher¬ 
ever he has appeared ; it hurts him and amuses them. 
Of course, there is a pitiable mendacity which we are all 
occasionally exposed to, and which does cause one to get 
a little hot under the collar, but even then it is best to 
stifle your righteous indignation and count twenty 
before you speak out. There are also contingencies 
which make it imperative, as an act of retributive justice, 
to take the bull by the horns and act with firmness and 
decision. In the rare cases where the condign punish¬ 
ment of personal chastisement has been attempted, it 
has usually resulted in the utter rout and discomfiture 
of the attacking party, who is not always a good judge 
of the muscular development of newspaper men. 
Do not start too many compositions simultaneously. 
W bile in Vienna, I fell in with a very enthusiastic 
young man, who thought nothing of sketching the first 
movement of a trio while taking his afternoon coffee. A 
few days afterward he called on me with some manu¬ 
scripts, and I, of course, expected to see the trio worked 
out. Nothing was farther from his thoughts ; he had 
abandoned the former scheme, and was working on an 
overture to Julius C;c«ar. He had invented a dagger 
motive which made your blood run cold with its vivid 
realism, bnt was shy of a Brutus theme; this ended 
the chauces of a successful issue, for the composer, like 
Cicsar, got badly stuck; and so he worried from one 
failure to another, easting his lines for big fish, and not 
even catching suckers. He is now leading a German 
band in Constantinople. 
There is a good deal of needless worry as to whether 
we are to have a distinct vein of American music, and I 
am not so sure that the consummation of this pious wish 
is to be desired. Chopin became greater in the same 
ratio as his music lost its purely Polish characteristics 
and developed a more cosmopolitan vein. I am familiar 
with most American compositions of note, and only in 
very isolated instances have heard musical progressions 
which seemed new and yet legitimate, and withal some¬ 
what partuking of national characteristics. Mr. Horatio 
Parker’s “ St. Christopher ” presents several interesting 
illustrations and examples of this sort of originality 
and in MacDowell’s “Woodland Sketches” I find 
decided cadences which would never have emanated 
HOW MANY MILLION YEARS WOULD IT 
TAKE ? 
BY K. F. BEAL. 
How long would it take to become a Latin scholar if 
you had to depend entirely upon the instruction of some 
one who could only teach you to repeat a few pieked-up 
Latin words and phrases, but could not explain their 
meaning to you by definition? “Why, never, of 
course,” you say. “ How ridiculous ” 1 Yet that, pre¬ 
cisely, is what yon are doing to music if you are simply 
teaching the fingers to repeat, with more or less (gener¬ 
ally less) mechanical accuracy, the printed notes, and 
under the instructions of some one who possesses not the 
remotest idea of the inner emotional meaning of a single 
passage. 
Yes, you may learn to play a little in that way, 
“just to amuse,” as you say. But what will it be? 
You will have to tie up to two-steps, drum-bass dance- 
tunes, and such almost meaningless stuff requiring no 
especial intelligence to interpret. 
When you get a bit ambitions and attempt something 
like the “ Rhapsodies Hongroise ” of Liszt, yon will not 
know the meaning of what you are playing, and from 
lack of interest it will seem almost impossible to con¬ 
quer the technical difficulties, and your performance 
will be remarkable only for the great showers of notes 
that “get lost in the shuffle,” as some one remarked 
about a particular case of rhapsody last week. Or if 
you should succeed better than this, being Greek to yon 
as to the meaning, how can you expect to do it artisti¬ 
cally or with expression ? The teacher who knows Liszt 
in the Hungarian dances knows much of the national 
history and heart character of the wild, passionate, 
spirited Bohemian and gipsy population of Austria- 
Hungary, and will teach his pupil the true meaning of 
these justly famous tone-pictures or poems which exem¬ 
plify the characteristics of a romantic and interesting 
people. Unless he teaches you these things, he is not 
teaching you to understand Liszt. 
Here, you see that music begins to assume proportions 
of more importance than was ever dreamed of by the 
author of “The Mother Goose Two Step,” while making 
the feathers fly off the hammer felts with his world- 
famous “ Hey diddle, diddle, the cat and the fiddle,’ etc. 
In studying that beautiful and fanciful composition of 
Godard, “Ban’s Flute,” what an interesting acquaint¬ 
ance with the beautiful truth typifying mythology of 
Grecian culture is made by the student 1 lo know the 
notes and not their meaning is here, again, most ridicu 
Ions. 
To know Beethoven is to know the history of the jo;-, 
sorrows, hopes, and aspirations of humanity since an 
tiquity. To know Beethoven in Op. 53 is to know w a 
calamities, separations, bloodshed, and terror re'iP** 
constant in Europe for thirty years. What a r0* • 
noble knowledge and culture of mind and heart in 
study of music when properly carried out 1 
Unless a teacher can teach the meaning of music, 
gether with the proper method of its exemplifi®3110®’^ 
will he cheaper in the long run for the class to eD 
him a few hundred or so to go away and prepare or - 
work, and upon his return repay them in tuition 
they can use in lieu of the trash he is now dealing ^ 
He would probably be too proud to study "it i a 
the home teachers, having much to be prou 0 > • 
To be a master of technic and a perfect 
music means that you have been trained to t ie ^ ^ 
of conscientious accuracy and promptness, t 
agency of an elaborate and tested means oi dev op ^ 
and that the seeds of general carelessness a ^ 
pretty thoroughly eliminated from your 
curacy and promptness, great points of ebarac 
which make you a reliable and trnatwortbY 
the affairs of life. Add to this acquired s“u “ ot fie 
hand the beautiful knowledge and heart-c ^,^*4 
arts, and you will become powerful torenu e inteDdrd 
the sweet and uplifting influences which ’ .^jowl 
you should. Like the Mother Goose rimes, ^ fdu- 
two-step may not exactly harm. Oh, n0 ’ ,._^not *TfB 
cation yon seek is found in them not a waste pi*- 
in “rag-time” ; so, yon see, you should noe 
cions moments upon them. 
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an ideal summer school. 
by PERLEY DUNN ALDBICH. 
The time is fast approaching when every music 
teacher in the land is considering how he will manage 
to pat in the summer to the best advantage. Some are 
considering where they shall go for an entire rest, while 
others-more able-bodied, perhaps—are considering the 
matter of a course with some specialist who has devoted 
bis life to studying the habits and customs of the domi¬ 
nant seventh, has finally tracked him to his lair, and is 
now prepared to lecture about him to the uninformed 
multitude. He may be a specialist who has analyzed all 
forms of technic, and will tell you what movements 
every muscle in the upper- and fore-arm makes when 
used in playing. Or, if he be a vocal teacher, he is con¬ 
sidering the question of a few expensive lessons from 
Dr. Newschool, who has at last found that the arytenoid 
cartilages do actually pull the vocal bands slightly to 
the southeast in the middle register and considerably to 
the northwest in the head register. He has proved this 
by swallowing a laryngoscope and emitting a head-note 
that could be heard from afar. 
Now, I have been very deeply impressed, during my 
recital tours, with the serious and earnest desire on the 
part of the musicians I meet for more light, and I do 
not believe we appreciate how wide-spread and sincere 
this desire is, and how much they sacrifice to reach this 
light. This feeling may be, after all, the musical salva¬ 
tion of the nation, and we only have to be sure that its 
energy is turned in the right direction. 
I do not believe there ever was an age when the world 
was so wildly enthusiastic in the pursuit of methods as 
the present one. Everything that is done is tabulated, 
charted, and text booked until we are very much in 
danger of spending our time in working out a list of 
text-books, and losing sight entirely of the real thing. 
And the text of my present sermon, which is specially 
for the consideration of the manager and victim of the 
summer school, is, do n’t get stranded upon methods. Get 
»t the real thing ; and if you ask what that is, I am not 
sure that I could tell. 
Bnt there is something which every artist has which 
is apart and beyond his method of singing or playing, 
which, for want of a better name, we might call musical 
quality. Now, I am aware that there is nothing in the 
world more elusive than a phrase like this, for it does 
not mean much except to the elect—aud there are so few 
of ns 1 
I am not scoffing at methods, if you please; but I am 
sure that we Americans are entirely “method mad,” 
and many of ns are far more interested in how a man 
oes a thing than whether he is really doing some¬ 
thing worth while. We are so absorbed in watching 
t t movement of the little finger that we do not hear 
* at it has to say. Of course, this is a necessary stage 
® the game, but it is not likely to rust from lack of 
“'ng Played at present. 
All this preamble, as the reader may suspect, has in 
“ttn the summer schools which flourish so luxuri- 
w ^ *11 over the country, and which will soon blos- 
■n reely. I think highly of them, on general princi- 
certa'T^ * knew of just the kind I want I should 
y try to hire a seat among the scholars’ benches, 
Providing i coaid raise the price. 
lunira D°^ee^ a in the “method” mood this 
j, e^’ * should like to go somewhere where I would 
pi * ^ozen sft-ists of the first order do a whole lot of 
givin"*!an * S'D®'n£ when they were not half dead from 
Parclf 1880118 40 every one who had the wherewithal to 
»tnre f t*leni' Let them cull the best from the liter- 
*renit° f*aS1C’ an^ ns drink in the humor, pathos, 
*bo ha' °^e (*esPa'r> and yearning of those prophets 
to tejj8Te ^Q^kt glimpses of Nirvana and have tried 
And * Ut 11 ln *ke mysterious language of music. 
*ear ouTih*- *nterPreters, I do not wish them to 
fore*of th e'r 80u^8 explaining the whys and wbere- 
^oftheWhiChDe88- Let them rest through the hot 
* grand ' * '*a"7’ an<^ *n ^le evening let us gather about 
t*0 and^j^f10’ on^ tke faint light of a taper or 
his ioSpj .. artist give us of himself according to 
ra ion, and let him who prates of method be 
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cast into outer darkness. Surely, the musical atmos¬ 
phere of the room would yield forth musical odore 
sweeter than spring blossoms, and be a rich inspiration 
or the year to come. There is a subtle something in 
this musical fellowship that far overreaches yonr tabu¬ 
lated finger-twists, lasts longer, thrusts deeper, and lifts 
higher. 
But you say, “This is not practical.” I reply, “That’s 
just the point. I do not want to be practical; I have 
been that for a whole year. I have paid my debts when 
I could, and dunned my pupils for money when I 
couldn’t. I have said polite things for a whole year, 
and I am sick of it. I want a rest from this, and I want 
the fellowship of those who, like myself, love music for 
the sake of its truth and beauty, and not because it per¬ 
mits us to peddle out a new method, and thus butter 
our bread.” 
To get at this inner life of music one needs to lie 
around and ripen occasionally ; and surely the sunlight 
of this musical atmosphere would hasten the ripening. 
And to him who agrees with me I shall not need to point 
out the moral of my little tale, and to him who does n’t, 
it were useless. 
PUPILS WHO ANNOY. 
BY GEORGE K. HATFIELD. 
Thebe are so many pleasant things in connection with 
the teaching of mnsic that one is inclined to overlook 
and to avoid speaking of the annoying part of the work. 
The bitter is, at least, made less bitter by its mingling 
with the sweet. 
However, there are pupils who would worry a saint, 
and, whether we have little patience or an abundance of 
it, we must acknowledge that at times our patience is 
put to the extreme test, and when we can bear the an¬ 
noyance no longer there is generally trouble ahead. 
I shall mention only a few of the annoyances, in the 
hope that some of my suggestions may help other 
teachers. The pupil who will not connt aloud is the 
first to deserve mention. This characteristic is very 
annoying, and donbly so from the fact that a pupil 
who will not count never keeps good time and is 
always saying, “Somehow I never can keep good 
time.” Some say they always connt aloud at home, 
but, as a rule, those who forget to count during lesson- 
hour do but precious little at home. 
Why won’t they count alond ? That is the question. 
Some are too lazy, some too stubborn, some too timid. 
Some have impediments in their speech. Bnt there is 
still another class who could count, but for some reason 
seem afraid to hear their own voices, and all the chiding 
one can do seems to have little effect. 
Such pnpils seem to think it sufficient to play a group 
of sixteenth notes faster than quarters or halves, simply 
because they should be played faster, bnt never try to 
ascertain how many notes are to be played to each count. 
They will say, “ Oh ! I never can count and play at the 
same time.” While, if the truth was known, they have 
never tried. 
Now, we have been saying they must do this and 
they must do that, and we talk with other teachers who 
say, “ When a pnpil will not connt aloud, I make him do 
so." But, after all, how can you make them do what 
they will not do? 
I remember a pupil who came to her second or third 
lesson. She was a stout, country girl, and very, very 
determined. I was doing my beet to get her to count 
aloud, and I became very mnch annoyed ; for, although 
I could hardly hear her voice in the marie-rooms, I 
imagined at home she could probably speak with a voice 
of thunder, or call a cow a mile away. But she 
could n’t connt and play. So after trying many plans I 
felt sure the disease was fear of being heard, and no I 
determined to make a quick euro. “Now, - sa.d I, 
“ why do you persist in keeping yonr bps closed, when 
7 want you to count aloud?” With a whimper she 
said “ I can’t play and count both to once. Can t 
“’say one, two three, four to that whole note?” "No, 
sir . » “ Well, then, can you say one, two, three, four 
slr ’ , . „ unj, sir!” “ Very well, then ; 
without playing.” Oh, yes, sir 
/ will do the playing, and yon the counting. Suffice 
to say I kept her connting and counting and counting, 
louder and louder, and had the next pupil stayed away 
she might have been connting yet; bnt I had the satis¬ 
faction of having my own way for once, and never had 
any more trouble with that pnpil. 
Rings and Bracelets 
give annoyance. There is no reason why young ladies 
should n’t wear rings on their fingers if they wish, but 
how the custom is abused 1 One pnpil invariably comes 
with four, or even six, rings on one finger and perhaps two 
on another, and, to make it more aggravating, one riDg 
has a gold dollar attached by a chain, and when the 
hand moves upward the bangle strikes the rings, and 
coming downward strikes the keys. Then the wrist 
must be hampered also with a chain and lock. When I 
am tired listening to the clatter of these things, and to 
save the piano-polish from being marked, I ask that 
they be removed. One often hesitates to make such a 
request, bat why should pupils indulge in this display 
on such inopportune occasions? 
Leaving Books Behind 
is another trick. 
Little Miss Untrue arrives. “ Hope you have a good 
lesson.” “ Well, I’ve practiced an awful lot.” If the 
catechism of music (like much of the lesson) has never 
been studied, it is so convenient to leave it at home. I 
ask for the book, and she says : “ Well, I do declare, if 
mother did n’t forget it” I save the scolding because I 
know the same thing will be repeated. Next time she 
is much excited, and is sure she had that book on leav¬ 
ing the car. “ Did you know the lesson ? ” “ Oh, yes 1 ” 
“ Very well, 1 have a catechism.” The questions are 
asked, bat the answers will come later. The room gets 
suddenly warm ; at least, by the appearance of the pupil, 
A few sharp words follow, then some kind words of 
admonition ; a few little tears are wiped away, and per¬ 
haps a fancy card is given to Beal the friendship, and the 
little girl goes out a wiser and better pupil. 
THE ORIGIN OF GOTTSCHALK’S “LAST HOPE.” 
[We have referred the statements made by Mr. Hawes 
to Mrs. Clara Peterson, of Philadelphia, a sister of 
Gottechalk, and in reply received word that she has 
reason to believe that Mr. Hawes is correct in bis claim 
that the-“ Last Hope ” was written before the composer 
made the trip to Cuba.—Ed ] 
“It will, no donbt, be interesting to many musicians 
to know that wbat they have constantly heard played 
as Gottschalk’s ' Last Hope' is not the original version 
of the piece as first composed by Gottscbalk. The 
American edition, commonly known to all musicians, 
contained on the inside of the title-page a little sketch 
relating how Gottscbalk, while at Hantlago, composed 
the ‘ Last Hope ’ out of regard for the wishes of an in¬ 
valid mother who mourned the absence of her only son. 
“ The story is a very pretty one, bnt it remains a fact 
that Gottachalk did not go to Cuba until somewhere 
about 1856-’57. whereas Ihe ‘ last Hope’ was originally 
written in 1854, tbe tbeine itself being the same as that 
appearing in tbe edition so long known to the public, 
bnt tbe ornamentation and arabesque work being differ 
ent, conforming more to Gottschalk’s characteristics 
than is exhibited in the present edition. The old edition 
is now entirely out of print and forgotten, only s very 
few copies having been sold. About tbe year 1855 o*r 
1856, shortly after tbe first version came out, tbe ' Last 
Hope ’ was revised by Gottscbalk, and tbe composition 
was published under its present form, which has con- 
tinned down to this day, while the plates of the 1R54 
edition were destroyed, Probably there are nol to day 
a dozen copies of the original 1854 version in existence. 
One of these original copies was recently exhibited to 
me as a curiosity, and tbe lady owning it, who knew 
the artist personally, assured me that Gottscbalk himself 
always played for her this version, as be gave it the 
preference over the revised form. ”— M'iitiam L. liawn, in 
A’ew Orleans “ Times Democrat." 
—Slow pupils, too, need much encouragement They 
are often sensitive to their own shortcomings, and when 
they do learn, are likely to remember far better than 
little Miss Apt Pupil who learns readily, but is also a 
“good forgetter.” 
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Woman’s Work in flRnsic. 
EDITED BY FANNY MORRIS SMITH. 
“ Will the new movement of selling pianos in depart¬ 
ment stores result in the employment of women instead 
of men to display the instruments and make the sales ? 
Why can they not do so ? They can play as well, will 
likely be obliged to work for less, and it simply means 
another field in which women will compete with men. 
They will need some special training, but they can start 
on even, or nearly even, chances with the average piano 
salesman. Here is a new idea for bright, energetic 
yonng women who can play well.” 
In assuming the editorial chair of the department of 
“ Woman’s Work in Music,” the question presents itself, 
“Is there any one subject so all important to our readers 
that it claims precedence over every other? ” 
Such a subject exists, but it is not a question of 
methods of teaching, or of business opportunity for 
women. The vital question of to-day underlies not only 
music teaching, but stenography ; not only stenography, 
bnt salesmanship ; not only salesmanship, but nursing, 
medicine, law, government. For into the world of busi¬ 
ness women are pressing,—let us be exact,—are being 
pressed ; but blindly, not knowing their own value, and 
at a loss which is even greater to society than to them¬ 
selves. 
It has been supposed that the question of sex in work 
falls under the same laws that govern supremacy of race 
in the struggle for occupation. For example, as one 
wonld discuss the relative fitness in the laundry business 
of men, women, and Chinese ; or, in cookery, of women, 
Frenchmen, and negroes. 
Contemplation of these phrases makes it evident that 
such aptitudes arise from peculiarities of education and 
temperament. There is no sex in arithmetic or in 
cookery ; but temperament does work there mightily, 
and there is temperament in sex. Since work is always 
done under the influence of temperament, sex tells in 
result and in the way the result is arrived at. 
Is there any method of work in harmony with the 
female temperament which will help woman toward 
equality of usefulness and of remuneration with men 
doing the same work? We believe there is such a 
method. It is known as “cooperation.” 
We must oppose cooperation to competition. This, 
the goal whither civilization has long been tending, 
affords the solution of the question. “Cooperation” 
sonnds so business-like that it may be a man's discovery. 
But every woman has known about it from the time 
Eve set up housekeeping. Cooperation is the extension 
of the laws of family life to the larger family of neigh¬ 
borhood, State, nation. Let ns go a step farther; it is 
the outgoing of home into the region of them before 
solitary. 
Business itself, in so far as it has been effective, has 
always been cooperative ; and what is business but the 
ramification of housekeeping interests ? In the begin¬ 
ning there were but two professions—war and house¬ 
keeping. Woman preempted a cave, and dwelt there. 
Man hunted and fought, and retired to this cave to 
enjoy the benefits of primitive housekeeping. One sex 
was industrious, and created one by one the beginnings 
of all the arts. The other stole the products of the in¬ 
dustry of other men’s wives, supplied fresh meat, and 
when it had advanced enough to build a fire, lay and 
warmed itself before it, and through the fumes of dinner 
mused on theology, and made a few bows and arrows 
whereby to capture more game and do more thieving. 
As game got scarcer and roots more desirable, odr war¬ 
rior, doubtless from pure gallantry, put his hand to the 
more interesting of the tasks of his woman-kind. She 
spun and wove; he learned her trade. She planted 
corn ; he preferred to tend sheep. She dyed his porcu¬ 
pine quills and her own basket-work. He adorned his 
own face with her paints and invented dancing. She 
cleaned and tanned the skins he brought her; by and 
by he became a tanner. Thus, civilization Is the process 
by which men leave their own instinctive occupation— 
war, and enter woman’s—housekeeping. Men do not 
take to cooperation easily. They are kept together by 
outside pressure, not attraction. At the bottom of every 
man’s heart is the conviction that he and his are the 
only rightful owners of the universe. 
As man set his face toward civilization he carried with 
him the original dominating instinct of male tempera¬ 
ment. He wanted to fight. Therefore, as life grew 
more complexed, he infused his own principle of action 
into the world’s work—the principle of warfare—that 
is, competition. On close inspection of business-life the 
wonder grows daily greater that so large a portion of its 
energy is exhausted in friction, so small a portion 
applied to the actual administration of the res auguta 
domi which is its occasion. Men will squabble by the 
hour just to try their strength, and call it business. 
And every throb of the energy thus wantonly ab¬ 
stracted is a dead loss of that much power to produce 
happiness and the pleasures of happiness. The curious 
fact about the matter is that the world can not afford to 
have its fighting-blood die out. It needs cooperation, 
and gentleness, and sympathy ; but it needs them as the 
result of normal conditions of action, not of emascula¬ 
tion of manhood. The unsexing of men by civilization 
is a danger just as threatening, just as disastrous, and 
much nearer than the unsexing of women. Effeminacy 
has always been the curse of commercial civilizations. 
To redeem men from squabbling and to raise them to 
manly fighting trim is a very present problem of the 
age. 
Nor are women more able than men to transact busi¬ 
ness properly, when isolated to themselves. They or¬ 
ganize and systematize till soul and body fail. Think 
of the bondage of spirit that reigns in committees of 
women administered by women ! Enter a man ; life 
suddenly enlarges; the tension is relieved; freedom 
peeps in. Women force everything to a center. Men 
tend away from it. When the two work together the 
forces balance and become stable, because normal con¬ 
ditions of activity result. 
Raskin once undertook to solve the relations of the 
sexes in working life for a circle of young girls. He 
summed them thus: 
“It is the office of man to create; of woman to 
praise.” 
How very far has woman descended in the business 
world from that high estate! Men and women alike 
now hustle, drive, hector, domineer, trample, and the 
palm and guerdon of life is lost to both. Few are the 
business women that have in any degree preserved the 
qualities of manner and thought proper to womanhood. 
Business has rubbed off the bloom, and with the bloom 
of womanhood chivalry stands or falls. 
Observe that the evolution of cooperation has been 
the work of woman, albeit somewhat forced on her. 
She learned to govern in spite of weakness, because if 
she did not, she was liable to be eaten when her lord 
was short of game. This made her an educator. She 
had love in her; therefore, when he came home 
wounded she learned to heal his wounds. As the 
period of childhood grew longer, and she wonld have 
the father of her children in her wigwam, she essayed 
the arts of peace. Generation by generation, woman¬ 
hood grew more tender, more gentle, more established 
in principle. By and by the fact on which civilization 
is established emerged. Civilized woman is in stable 
equilibrium in her life ; man is in unstable equilibrium. 
She attracts and holds ; he approaches, yields, and be¬ 
comes subject to attraction. Thus home is established, 
and all good things become possible. This is why every 
force in society is arrayed against the unsexing of 
womanhood. Should woman cease to be womanly, so¬ 
ciety is at an end. In unwomanly woman lies the 
essence of anarchy. When meekness—which is par 
excellence the virtue recommended to woman—disappears 
the possession of the earth is lost not to womanhood 
only, but to humanity. Let ns make no mistake. There 
is one greatest, noblest profession of all—the business 
of home-making. Here begins all happiness ; all truth ; 
all purity ; all hope. Higher than that humanity can 
never go; for society, religion itself, center about the 
home,—not a home universal, which is socialism, but 
homes individual, which is Christianity. Each man’s 
house his castle ; each woman’s home her temple. The 
whole normal business of civilization is the ministering 
to the protection, the wants, and the charms of these 
homes. 
That is why women whose occupation falls outside the 
normal functions of married life are needed in the 
world’s work. It is the homely (not humbly) woman ■ 
the woman whose praise still counts ; the normal type of 
womanhood that is needed to bring the business world 
to its highest power. From every occupation which she 
has abandoned to men her presence has been a distinct 
loss ; and which is that that was not once her own ? In 
returning to trade, profession, or art, she but reoccupies 
her own dominion. Let but the manner of her return 
be in the spirit in which she first essayed the task—not 
the spirit of warfare, but the gracious instinct of house¬ 
keeping ! 
That woman may so bear herself that men still desire 
her praise, let her think on those virtues that have been 
peculiarly her own. And first on temperance, balance. 
Womanhood is softness, self-possession ; manhood is im¬ 
petuosity and aggression. Who can say that equilibrium 
is not needed in the world to-day? So, too, is measure; 
measure that provokes gentle progression; measure that 
gages in advance the expenditure of means and 
materials. It was not by accident that Clara Barton bad 
stores and relief in Cuba when the whole army of the 
United States failed to get them there. Insight that 
divines the limits of distemper and unrest and disorder, 
and removes the cause, is woman’s gift. And sympathy 
that goes out of itself to heal body and mind. It needs 
but short experience of the struggle of professional and 
business life to demonstrate that the one thing most 
lacking is sympathetic insight, and that it is lacking 
because women are lacking. With intuition comes help¬ 
fulness—woman’s instinct, too. Moreover, where there 
is womanhood there is reserve, and reserve is the funda¬ 
mental necessity to chastity ; and where there is woman¬ 
hood there is neatness and sanitation, and therefore 
bodily and mental health. With womanhood enters 
beauty and delicacy and grace. To part with these 
would be the destruction of civilization. 
Furthermore, in womanhood dwells the faculty of 
intercourse with the higher powers. In her bosom she 
may hope to bear souls into which God breathes the 
breath of life. She is the first priestess of humanity. 
Therefore, in womanhood dwells the property of counsel. 
She tries the spirits of men. They are an open book- 
before her; a precious power that, in the conduct of 
affairs. Lastly, womanhood is the foundation of com¬ 
fort and hope. “ As one whom his mother comforteth, 
so will I comfort you,” wrote the prophet. And no¬ 
where is comfort more needed than in the world of work. 
There is where men break and go under, and orphans 
cry, and the poor fail. There is where womanhood is 
wanted in the utmost stress of need. Not idle women, 
but women doing their work—often the same work that 
men do, but doing it in accordance with the terms of 
their own nature ; women gentle, patient, helpful, mee 
modest, wise, and of indomitable perseverance, leaven 
ing the lump of human selfishness with the traditions 
and ways of home. Patience, comfort, industry, loy 
alty, tenderness, protection—these motherhood teaches, 
these are the foundation of cooperation, and in coopera 
tion, as we said at first, lies the salvation of the wage 
earning and professional woman. 
—We have received the program-book of theC ’ _ 
.e Club, of Jacksonville, Ill., Mrs- Virginia B- ‘ 
cretary. The club has a membership of thirty., 
ograms included essays on “ Music in England, 
fferent evenings being devoted to the subject ; 
America,” five programs ; “ Music in France, • , 
ams. All the topics were illustrated by we . _ _r0. 
cal and instrumental compositions. The vario i 
ams were arranged in chronologic order. , 
It is suggested that clubs will benefit greatly J ^ 
g to other organizations for program-books, » 
ie has a monopoly of good i''eas. Next seaso 
ould show an improvement on last year. 
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NEW YORK. 
The formation of the Women’s Philharmonic Society 
f New York promises to be a step of great value to the 
lusical life of the metropolis by bringing artists and 
amateurs into close and friendly companionship. Under 
(he broad-minded leadership of the ladies who have thus 
far successfully piloted the policy of the new association, 
many valuable results have already been accomplished. 
The season of 1899-1900 will be the real opening of the 
various programs of musical activity outlined below. 
The above society was organized January 9, 1899, and 
has recently opened rooms in Carnegie Hall. 
The vocalists of the society—as also its pianists and 
organists, its violinists and ’cellists—have already organ¬ 
ized special departments for their own works ; others are 
establishing general departments for composition, musi¬ 
cal literature, etc., etc., open to every member of the 
society; while the Saturday afternoon reunions, present¬ 
ing between five and six o’clock a musical program and 
a brief musical paper, are proving a delightful attraction. 
A women’s choral clnb, string orchestra, and piano 
amateur clubs; a teachers’ sodality, a students’ advisory 
board, a loan fund, and also a concert bureau, are feat¬ 
ures now contemplating in the near future. 
This yonng society already numbers more than two 
hundred enrolled members, among whom are favorite 
artists and teachers, noted connoisseurs, and brilliant 
amateurs, and we trust that its earnest wish that all New 
York women interested in music may soon become its 
warm friends will soon be fulfilled. 
Organizing Committee: Mrs. M. Fay Peirce, Chairman ; 
Mrs. E. Benjamin Ramsdell, treasurer; Miss Julia E. 
Hard, Enrollment Secretary. 
Columbus, O., has a symphony orchestra which has 
opened its ranks to women. Several of the fair sex have 
joined the ranks as players, and display as much zeal 
and interest in the work as any of the men. Mr. John 
S. Bayer is the director. 
We have received a very handsome booklet issued by 
the St. Cecilia Symphony, of Cresco, Iowa, containing 
the programs of this season’s work. Mrs. Lauraine 
Mead is the president and Miss Josephine Strother, sec¬ 
retary. 
The foUowing letter, received by the editor, is so ad¬ 
mirable a statement of the best end of musical study 
that it is reproduced verbatim et literatim. So many dif¬ 
ferent answers could be made to the questions asked 
therein, and each intelligent reply would be so valuable 
to other clubs, that those societies which have success- 
u '-T so'vecl the problems involved in the study of Grieg 
we invited to acquaint The Etude with the result of 
tneir investigations. 
The Etude will be happy to furnish, through the 
apartment of Woman’s Work, information of the kind 
ao icited in this letter ; when the material is of general 
n. rf8*’ ^ appear in these columns. 
18 ',e*'eTed that the work in musical study done by 
cie^ ^est women’s clubs presents features suffi- 
^en y varied and original in character to be worth de- 
atteV°n' c*luracteristic features will receive the 
n Ion °tthis department from time to time. 
tip 
Hud an an? 80) will yon advise me where I can 
works?7 aescnPt>ve illustrations of Edvard Grieg’s 
*t p 
8atake any of his works for the piano— 
^Hiaenee a ’ lt means something which the average in- 
mean no,: Brasp. Now, then, what did Grieg 
what it 16 wrote that? and has he told or written 
“This ' re8en*8^> 
Nations8 *S " ^ * want and mean by descriptive illus- 
ttie 8omeninn°tW anY such work published, or can give 
can direct 'IS,trations of any of his works yourself, or 
Patefnl. 6 t0 w'lere I shall find them, I shall be very 
Vesical sfW'L.f* *'?r n,y8elf personally,but we have a small 
study GrieirV ,e 'n Rome, and we are trying hard to 
have two ’ an<' trying to have all understand. 
or three very good pianists and some fair 
HE ETUDE 
uio nuib i 
.. ... Y’-r " p e wno Know and understand ; and 
it will greatly aid us all to study in this way.” 
The editor is frequently requested to furnish lists of 
books for the use of musical clubs for purposes of study. 
Sometimes the question takes the form of a request for 
the six most helpful hooks on musical subjects. For 
convenience, we put the number a little larger, and 
state it thus : What twelve books, exclusive of diction¬ 
aries and encyclopedias, would form the best working 
library for a village club obliged to depend on its own 
resources ? The Etude offers as a prize for the best list 
that thirteenth volume which would add most to the 
library thus judiciously begun. The judges of this con¬ 
test will be announced hereafter. 
A number of the women’s clubs have expressed a de¬ 
sire to make arrangements for recitals with Miss Leonora 
Jackson, the young American violinist who won laurels 
abroad for her brilliant technic and artistic playing. 
Announcement has been made by her agent that Miss 
Jackson will not be able to return to the United States 
until next October ; so that clubs will be obliged to wait 
until next season before they can have the pleasure of 
hearing Miss Jackson play. 
Women are certainly going out into the fields hitherto 
occupied only by men. We hear of organizations of 
young women for the purpose of presenting chamber 
music, and some larger clubs, approaching the orchestra, 
are reported. But, according to a California correspon¬ 
dent, a brass band, composed exclusively of yonng 
ladies, has been organized in one of the towns of that 
State. 
Miss Augusta Cottlow, of Chicago, now in Europe, 
has played, with great success, in a number of the 
German cities. 
Gut d’Hardelot, composer of “A vons,” “LaFermi- 
e,” “ Sans toi,” and “ Tristesse,” is a yonng and very 
arming woman. The specific quality of her composi- 
ms—that union of French lightness and elegance of 
yle with 'the naiveU of the English ballad—may he 
aced to her double nationality. A French woman born 
id bred (her ancestral mansion is Castle d’Hardelot, 
iar Boulogne), she is known in every-day life as Madame 
bodes, and domiciled in London, near Regent’s Park. 
>1 Platon, Melba, and Calvd (with whom she visited 
merica) have done much to create for this charming 
mposer the very appreciative audience which she en- 
ys The impulse to publish, however, in the first 
stance, Madame d’Hardelot ascribes to the advice of 
ctor Maurel, an artist whose own instincts for perfect 
ction have in them so much that makes for the perfec- 
,n of ballad-singing. It may be added that Mens, 
aurel is very unusual in his eager appreciation of the 
ssibilities that may await budding genius; all that 
le of art that depends on cnltnre and critical taste 
,-es much to this great artist’s long career of helpfnl- 
ss England, however, is far ahead of America in 
at perfection of declamation and enunciation of which 
e ballad-singing of Mr. Ben Daviesforinstsnce 
ered so fine an example. The popularity of Madame 
Hardelot’s work (she publishes regularly in New 
,rk) is an excellent sign of the improvement of sound 
IL iu singing among ns. When America can once 
3re produce a perfect and original ballad we will 
,ow that the hour of her musical awakening has real y 
come. 
the HARP as a PROFESSION. 
adlv give space to Miss Clara Murray’s letter 
strument which women have ever been allowed to play 
in first-class orchestras makes it a tempting field for 
women proposing to support themselves by music. 
Madame Maretzek was long a familiar figure on the or¬ 
chestral stage; and no one who cared for Thomas’s 
Orchestra in its New York career forgets the presence of 
Miss Anna Winch as a necessary adjunct of the pres¬ 
entation of the “ Music of the Future,” which Thomas 
had so much to do with making the music of to-day. 
There is need for two harps in almost all orchestras. 
Women are as welcome as men, and command practi¬ 
cally the same prices ; but orchestral harp playing de¬ 
mands coolness and presence of mind, founded on musi¬ 
cianship even more than it needs technic. Hysteric 
musicianship has literally no place in concerted playing 
of any description. First-class orchestras expect to pay 
their harpist at least $75.00 a week. Single perform¬ 
ances command $25.00. The concert season is reckoned 
at about twenty weeks. 
Daring the last season the Boston Symphony Orches¬ 
tra and Theodore Thomas’s Orchestra each employed 
one of the famous Schiiker family of harpists ; Cheshire 
was frequently Seidl’s harpist. Pauer began the season 
with a woman harpist, Carnsi by name, bnt she did not 
continue to play with him. Mrs. Wunderlich played 
with Herbert’s Pittsburg Orchestra. 
It will be remembered that in the famous May Fes¬ 
tival, which Theodore Thomas gave in the Seventh Regi¬ 
ment Armory in 1882, eight harps were required to 
balance the fifty violins, and other instruments in pro¬ 
portion, that made up that splendid orchestra. 
To The Etude : 
In my considerable experience of the newspapers and 
magazines, where the duties of the staff have brought 
them in touch with my own profession, I have been so 
kindly treated that I should be writing out of character 
were I to question a paragraph concerning myself so 
kindly meant as that which The Etude has given pub¬ 
licity in its pages. The paragraph in your exchange, 
which refers to my recommending the harp as a means 
of livelihood for women, expresses incompletely what I 
said ; but surely any artist wonld understand that I 
should accept nothing less than the idea of conscientious 
training in this or any art. I have studied the harp, 
under the best masters, since my early childhood, and I 
think my conservatism may be trusted, for I know only 
too well that superficiality is the bane in the career of 
hundreds who are, and more who would be, in the 
world’s gaze for recognition in music. 
Bnt when I am quoted as sayrog, ‘ ‘ A girl with talent 
and application can earn her living after two years’ 
training on the harp, as an accompanist, and especially 
in a chnrch choir,” I am so convinced that it is a prac¬ 
tical issue for any parent to consider for his daughter 
that I will add that I should be inclined to refuse a 
pupil whom I feared could not accomplish in two years 
the mastery of the harp required to accompany with 
sympathy and intelligence. 
But even among musicians many false ideas prevail in 
regard to the harp, one being that it is more difficult than 
the piano. It is true that to become a finished harpist 
many years of study and constant practice are required; 
but the harp is so interesting, not only from its pictnr- 
esqueness as a material object, bnt from its wealth of 
association with the highest (lights of poetry, that a girl 
who has been fundamentally well trained- can begin 
wage earning before she has spent the same time on the 
harp that is required for a player of the piano. 
So I repeat that the harp is better for a girl than a 
dot. She will never be without means of self support, 
for there are places waiting for even fairly good harpists, 
and the day approaches when no church choir will be 
without the harp—the instrument beloved in Bible days 
by King David, the “ man after God’s heart.” A little 
inquiry will prove that there is throughout the country 
a greater demand for harpists for orchestra and concert 
engagements than there are harpists to fill them, and I 
confidently assert that an instrument and instruction is 
the best investment that parents can make at this stage 
of music as a career for women. 
Cl aba Murray. 
CULTURE. 
How much that is written for the young on culture 
leaves the reader in the same relation to it as before he 
read it, possessed, to be sure, of a vague sense of its 
valne and his duty to acquire it, but with no exact idea 
as to how he shall go about it. “ Culture Made Easy ” 
has never been printed. A trip to Concord, spending 
unimproved hours in a library, surrounded by books, 
dilly-dallying with the niceties of life, are even inade¬ 
quate for the veneer of culture. What the young in onr 
profession need is something exact upon 
which they can depend either as a guide or 
stimulus to the much-to-be-desired condi¬ 
tion. One will tell you, “ Read the lives 
and study the works of the old masters”; 
another, “ Keep abreast of modern thought 
and activity in the literary and scientific 
world another, “ Cultivate the emotional 
nature or the artistic temperament, or 
both.” You will be advised to follow 
models in religion, art, science, and 
society; and while any or all of these 
have a bearing on the subject, the prob¬ 
ability of there being satisfactory progress 
is'marred by the mnltiplicity of opinions 
as to what is most desirable, and the lack 
of system in their classification and pre¬ 
sentation. 
Culture stands as a synonym for the best 
there is in life. The material evidences of 
it, while always unobtrusive, are eloquent 
in their tribute to its existence. The homes 
you may enter can not be disguised as to 
itsinfluence therein. Thebooks, tbehabits, 
the apparel, the demeanor—all combine to 
reveal the potency or the lack of culture in 
a family or society. Bnt, above all, the 
mind, and its mirror, the face, reveal with 
unerring c°rtainty one’s attitude to cul¬ 
ture. In its presence, boldness, coarseness, 
or rude display is discomfited, and the 
strength of culture remains ever unchal¬ 
lenged. Colture can not be counterfeited ; 
its ring is so genuine that an attempt at 
imitation only serves to emphasize its 
value. This is not lees true in the general 
routine of living than in special fields. In 
art the touch which] perpetuates is vouch¬ 
safed only to the cultured few. The picture which 
outlives its painter has had blended with it the atmos¬ 
phere of thought. It was done by a hand steadied by 
discipline, guided by hope and ambition, and inspired 
by lofty ideals. Such, then, may justly be said to 
constitute the cardinal points of culture in its relation to 
art—discipline, ambition, and ideal. 
Music, which in onr midst, among our own people, 
has lifted up its head and taken a proud and worthy 
position as one of the handmaidens of culture, is too 
frequently approached in a manner and spirit sadly 
wanting in an understanding of its dignity. Especially 
among singers is this true. It is so easily onr natnre to 
sing, that we embrace its privileges and yield to its fasci¬ 
nations withont considering onr obligations to it. It is 
this tendency to commonness, this easy familiarity with 
an art which probes nature most deeply, which bleeds 
when touched with a rude hand, that we deplore ; and 
we urge you to give some consideration to the matter. 
It is thoughtlessness, not purpose, that keeps the singer, 
and therefore his audience, too mnch upon the level of 
daily and hourly living. To sing well one must needs be 
healthy, hearty, happy. One may be ail that, and sin¬ 
cere besides, and yet not reveal the whole truth of an 
ideal musical life. So much may and should enter into 
the thought and experience of the singer to make perfect 
the character through culture. So let us establish, as 
nearly as possible, a line of thought which, while not 
intended to be either accurate or comprehensive, may be 
a first step toward relief from that unhappy condition of 
indefiniteness which exists from a surplus of indis¬ 
criminate advice, rather than from a lack of it. 
We spoke first of discipline—how much it compre¬ 
hends ! The voice: its response to discipline is limit¬ 
less ; how few realize it! how many ignore it! Re¬ 
Kobkbt Feanz. 
peated effort and the close attention to effect in tone- 
study afford in themselves distinct mental balance. The 
theory—a favorite one with pianists—that “ mental 
ontpnt is reinforced by its physical response ” may or 
may not hold, bnt the habit of concentration, which 
must ever accompany fruitful vocal practice, is in¬ 
valuable and exerts an influence in all other directions. 
Discipline is or should not be confined to vocal practice, 
but is extended to the mind and habit of daily life; just 
as surely as thought and physical well-being affect the 
singer, so sure it is that they must come in for a share 
of discipline, which is the fundamental quality of cul¬ 
ture. 
We next spoke of ambition—a quality in the singer 
withont which all other virtues and gifts were in vain. 
Ambition is worthy only when its object is to elevate. 
It thus identifies naturally with the arts, prominent, if 
not first, among which, it must be acknowledged' is 
music. If one pursues the study only for the love of it, 
he can not escape the consciousness that to some extent 
his acquisition will be shared in and enjoyed by others. 
It is not possible that the study can avail much that is 
worthy if it has not at least the impetus of some 
approval beyond the pleasure of acquiring it. This is 
sufficient as a basis for ambition. It is this pride of 
attainment and a shrinking from treating a noble sub¬ 
ject ignobly before those who share a knowledge of its 
power that often stimulate the votaries of music to 
extraordinary effort. It is not the highest motive bnt 
it can not be ignored. The response of the public to 
intelligent effort is not less worthy as a motive for am¬ 
bition,—the emoluments of the profession come in for a 
share,—but the most commendable, if not the first con¬ 
sidered, spring of a worthy ambition is that quality of 
appreciation which selects the best in music and passes 
by the commonplace. In short, we are led to consider 
ideal as the crowning requisite of culture. One’s ideals 
are not the result of accident, but of purpose ; they ever 
keep at a distance, and invite progress; they multiply 
their promises as they disburse their favors, and when 
they are stirred by ambition and balanced by discipline, 
the circle of influences which promote culture and invite 
growth is completed. 
Music is so closely allied to dramatic and romantic 
literature; so fraught with the burden of kindred arts; 
so clearly an outlet for the passions and 
emotions of mankind, that the person who 
is empowered through his discipline, his 
ambition, and the purity of his ideals to 
read and understand its meaning may 
truthfully be said, not only musically, bnt 
in a broad and general sense, to be cul¬ 
tured. Why rest content in the valley 
while hills and mountains are at hand 
which will be onrs for the climbing? 
Our readers who have followed the series 
of “Chats With Teachers and Students” 
have not forgotten that in February an 
offer of a prize of four volumes of “Franz’s 
Songs,” bound, with the name of the suc¬ 
cessful essayist thereupon, was made to the 
one who should send the best essay on that 
composer. The fact that the compositor, 
in making up the form, printed the closing 
paragraph, which should have ended the 
“ Chats with Voice Students,” at the close 
of the “Chats with Voice Teachers,” has 
not seemed to have occasioned any serious 
misunderstanding, and we are highly 
gratified at the returns, and also by the 
quality of mind and thought indicated by 
the various papers received. 
The successful competitor is Miss Carolyn 
A. Nash, of San Francisco, Cal. The 
essay is properly indorsed, and in it she 
has met with all the requirements. I am 
sure heT competitors will join me in con¬ 
gratulating her upon her success. 
Following appears the essay, which 
meets the requirements of sufficient liter¬ 
ary merit for publication. Among the 
essays received, a few are so exceptionally worthy that 
we can not forbear to give the writers honorable men 
tion ; their names are as follows : 
Amanda Vierheller, Pittsburg, Pa.; Clarence Chan¬ 
dler, Waupaca, Wis.; Minta Z. Phillips, New lork 
City ; Ida Morrison, Greenville, Tex. 
ROBERT FRANZ. 
BY CAROLYN A. NASH. 
On the 28th day of June, 1815, was born at Halle, the 
historic birthplace of Handel, Robert von Knautli Franz, 
who was destined to add many a pure gem to the tress 
ure of the song world. . , 
At the early age of two years the little Franz receiv 
his firstmusical impression from Luther’s chorale, Erne 
Feste Burg’ ist Unser Gott,” played from the church- 
steeple on the occasion of a religious anniversary. 
Although during his childhood Franz displaye ® 
strongly marked talent for music, his parents oppose 
his wish to obtain a thorough knowledge of the subjec , 
and it was onlv after working almost unaided for many 
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w that Franz was allowed, at the age of twenty, to 
■Teato Dessau to study counterpoint under Freidrich 
fhneider. Upon his return home, after a two years’ 
coarse, unable to obtain a position or to find a publisher 
for his’compositions, Franz continued with great earnest¬ 
ness his study of Bach and Handel. 
Little inspiration as he must have derived from the 
cold dry teaching of Schneider, the substantial knowl¬ 
edge’which he had received, combined with the experi¬ 
ence gained mnch earlier by playing the organ in choral 
rehearsals, had ably fitted Franz for the task which he 
now undertook. This was nothing less than the com¬ 
plete revision of the principal choral works of Bach and 
Handel, writing out in full the instrumental portions, 
which the masters had but indicated by a figured bass. 
Franz accomplished the undertaking in the most mas¬ 
terly fashion, and gained the gratitude of posterity by 
placing in its hands inspired creations otherwise in¬ 
accessible. 
Among the most important of these revisions may be 
mentioned Bach’s “St. Matthew’s Passion,” “ Magnifi¬ 
cat,” and ten cantatas, and Handel’s “Messiah” and 
“Jubilate.” 
Throughout his life-time Franz valued Bach and Han¬ 
del above all other masters. Bach’s wonderful product¬ 
ive capacity was eminently satisfying to him. He says, 
“What the Bible is to Christianity, the Well-tempered 
Clavichord is to music,” thus recalling the almost iden¬ 
tical declaration of Schumann, that music owes as much 
to Bach as Christianity does to its founder. Franz was 
never tired of pointing ont, in the works of the great 
Sebastian, motives introduced with fine effect by contem¬ 
poraneous composers, who believed them to be entirely 
original with themselves. 
During the long years of obscurity, after completing 
his studies at Dessau, Franz met with no encouragement 
save from his mother, whose love aud sympathy were 
always his. Nevertheless, his firm conviction that he 
had received the summons of the art he loved continued 
to sustain him, and at last he obtained the posts of 
church-organist, conductor of the Sing Akademie, and 
later that of music director of the University. 
In 1843 appeared his first mature compositions, a set 
of twelve songs (he had wisely destroyed his boyish 
attempts at writing music). The value of the lyrics 
was quickly recognized by Liszt, Mendelssohn, and also 
by Schumann, who noticed them kindly and with just 
appreciation in his “Neue Zeitschrit't fUr Musik.” 
From this time he was recognized as a composer of 
much worth, and he found no difficulty in publishing 
the songs now forthcoming in quick succession. 
Besides more than two hundred and fifty of these 
immortal songs, Franz’s original compositions include a 
setting of the 117th Psalm for a double choir, a kyrie for 
soio and chorus, and a number of part songs for male 
and mixed choir. 
Unfortunately, in middle life a great affliction began 
creep over him ; he gradually lost his hearing, and, 
mg attacked also by a nervous disorder, he was 
° 'god, in 1868, to resign his positions. His great 
anxiety for the support of his family was relieved, how- 
*ri by the proceeds of a concert tour generously under- 
*,*D ’n k'8 behalf by Liszt, Joachim, and several 
otters of his musician friends. 
he keynote of Franz’s theory in regard to the true 
and raCt'°n Lied-form consisted in liis fine 
He • DdiDS t*le mntual relations of text and music, 
mamtained that “ every true lyric poem held latent 
^tten itself its own melody.” 
-I-ct the theories of Wagner and Franz are 
Hi. ° U3 ’ on another most important point, however, 
pasters co’nc>de- 
Blander d€C^are<* that the voice should Ire at the com- 
that th° ■I1*1*' comPoser> whereas Franz was convinced 
tion * *1D'Uan v°t(;e should command the first atten- 
gWu'mp01"^an’ment or orchestra forming but a back- 
to meej , *D8truments,” said he, “can be improved 
voice is 6 ^eman<*3 made upon them ; the human 
*,*7 I who dares venture beyond its limits? ” 
Sohnina 1° 7** to note that in discussing Schnbert and 
teneve"h • pr°t,eces80rs in the field of Lied-writing, 
which the to acknowledge the great influence 
6 study of their works had exercised upon his 
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own compositions. It is said that he found Schubert’s 
melodies at times too luxuriant, overflowing the limits 
of the words, and it is plain that he preferred Schu¬ 
mann’s form of accompaniment. Of a broad, pare, and 
highly sympathetic natnre, and gifted with wonderful 
penetration, Franz understood thoroughly the aspira¬ 
tions and limitations of contemporaneous composers. 
Combining classical tendencies with those of the roman¬ 
tic school, he was ably fitted tojudge impartially of their 
worth. Mendelssohn’s perfection of form and great 
refinement, Schumann’s vigor and depth, Chopin’s 
melodic genius, were duly appreciated and admired by 
him even when other of their characteristics failed to 
please his artistic sense. Franz was eminently a sub¬ 
jective writer, and, shunning contact with the tumult of 
the world, his calm spirit found truest inspiration with¬ 
in itself. No more excitiDg life could have so well 
agreed with his self-resourceful nature as did the quiet 
seventy-seven years passed peacefully in the University 
town. 
At Franz’s death, in October, 1892, he was acknowl¬ 
edged as having raised the song-form to its highest level, 
and as being one of the most thorough musicians of the 
day. 
He left many friends aDd admirers among the cognos¬ 
centi, while the circle of bis disciples is growing yearly 
larger. It seems reasonable to hope that in the near 
future the lyric wreath which he has woven will receive 
the general recognition which it deserves. 
HOW TO SPEND THE HALF-HOUR. 
BY FREDERIC \V. ROOT. 
I BELIEVE it is true, as a general thing, that voice 
lessons are not so long as piano lessons, one-half an hour 
being the amount of time which, in the majority of 
jases, the teacher thinks best to devote, or the pnpil to 
pay for, in the domain of voice culture. All this has 
reference to private instruction, class work beiDg nomi¬ 
nally in periods of one hour ; though actually, where 
;here are four in the class, it often happens that each 
pupil gets but fifteen minutes, unless, having the gifts 
)f observation and reflection, he is able to turn to his 
>wn use some of the time devoted especially to the 
ithers. In the case of one private teacher whom I 
snew, who gave hour lessons (and insisted upon three 
i week, by the way), he worked so slowly aud gave 
mch long intervals to rest the voice that he did not get 
rn over a half hour’s work at each sitting. I have also 
known some who were very deliberate and discursive 
luring a half-hour of work. But, for our present pur¬ 
pose, let ns consider the problem which presents itself 
x> the teacher who wishes to occupy a half-honr in 
jiving a voice lesson to the best advantage. Now, I am 
lot going to say positively how this ought to be done, 
’or I am not snre that I know ; and it has long been my 
Mention to suggest to Mr. Greene that he should request 
i number of teachers to express their views upon this 
.abject in the columns devoted to his department of 
rHE Etude. I will express some of my own in ad¬ 
vance of his invitation, however, and leave any sequel 
including his invitation) to his sense of fitness. 
Perhaps some would be inclined to answer this inquiry 
n two words—“It depends.” And so it does, but 
.here is more to be said upon the subject If the sole 
Meet is to please the pnpil, it may be found best, in 
uerhaps three fourths of the voice lessons given, to spend 
ftmost the entire time in developing high notes-the 
lart of the voice where the most striking effects are 
uade or expected-and in practicing upon songs winch 
+n theae if the teacher knows how to do 
Ms work correctly, such a course may be best for the 
rupil, as well as most pleasing, provided he or she .a a 
rood musician, and has the lower part of the voice in 
3roper shape. Bnt, supposing the pnpil can no P 
Hme Laving an imperfect sense of rhythm , can 
»»«*«“ 
lotes pitches whose office it is to give intensity to ex 
'F„ , Faulty rhvtlim is one of the commonest of 
iression . - the slowest to respond 
^p«pU»ho”i. P<“” 
or, Go to So-and-So, and learn to keep time while I am 
training your voice; or shall the voice teacher take it 
in hand himself, and maintain that an easy song in low 
medium compass, sung in irreproachable rhythm, is a 
more worthy product of his labors than an array of top 
notes, or any other reinforcement of a pupil’s means of 
making his fundamental errors the .more obnoxious to a 
true musical sense ? 
Another popular course is to find the strong points in 
a voice, and devote the time to bringing these out, 
ignoring the weak points. Suppose a soprano has some 
sweet high notes : shall the teacher spend his time in 
working to show these to advantage, ignoring snch facts 
as weak middle notes and shortness of breath ? I can 
recall the sad disappointments of ladieB who had taken 
snch a course as this, when they tried to enter profes¬ 
sional life and found that, after all the praise their 
singing had received, their voices were not available for 
ordinary uses. 
It is easy, when studying the question abstractly, to 
condemn one-sided courses ; bnt snch courses seem at 
least to have mnch in their favor when viewed from the 
standpoint of one who is striving to bnild np a class 
and make np a reputation. I have already paid my 
respects, in these columns, to the specialists with their 
one-item or two-item formulas. Supposedly these have 
no doubt as to how the half-hour should be spent. Still, 
I have heard some of the most eminent of them com¬ 
plain that pnpiis would not stay with them long enongh 
to attain results ; aud I have also heard pnpiis aver that 
as soon as they stopped taking lessons they went 
“right back again,” and lost all that they had learned. 
Both of these complaints involve the supposition that 
those half-honrs spent by the teacher and pupil together 
might have been occupied to better advantage. 
An acceptable singer must be fairly proficient in four 
departments—tone production, style, musicianship, and 
imaginative expression. In each of these departments 
are many items which must be made habitual. Habits 
form slowly, as a plant grows. Helping a young singer 
with average ability to form all the habits which must 
cooperate in a complete method of singing, is like gar¬ 
dening, where one raises everything from the seed : 
first, there appears a lot of unrelated and rather unin¬ 
teresting-looking sprouts, which, if they are properly 
tended, will at length come to form beds of Mowers aud 
masses of foliage, according to the gardener’a designs. 
For the first few lessons of a course, when explanations 
and illustrations must he minute and copious, the dis¬ 
posal of the lesson time can not be foreseen ; but after 
the subject is all before the pupil’a mind, after the gar¬ 
dening is systematically in progress, may it not be well 
in each half-hour to touch, to some extent, be it more 
or less, upon the following departments: 
1. The various throat and breath processes that are to 
be edneated, with such corrections of special faults as 
must be made. This would be done at first with snch 
technical exercises as the teacher is accustomed to give, 
and later, when these have been sufficiently mastered, 
with some collection of scales and passages, or other 
printed exercises, as the teacher may prefer. Viardot’a 
“ One Hour of Study,” referred to in my last article, is 
a good specimen of the works available at this point. 
2. Applied voice production, or phrasing and style. 
This includes attack, shading, portamento, accent, etc., 
and is often studied in connection with songs; but I 
prefer not to put songs to mechanical uses, and there¬ 
fore favor the use of Siebcr’s Studies with the syllables 
la, be, da, etc. ; or, if one is willing to take the time to 
teach Italian pronunciation, Vaocai’s and Marchesi’a 
works. 
3. Rhythm and music reading. In thia department 
may be nsetl Concone’s “ Fifty Lessons,” each one being 
recited while beating time. And there is also a plan by 
which the teacher can supervise music-reading with very 
little time at lessons. 
4. Songs with adequate attention to liahit in the ex¬ 
pression of sentiment. 
It might bo thought best to supervise these depart¬ 
ments continually, but not include all of them at each 
lesson ; and, of course, the amount of supervision that 
any given department requires would differ according to 
the gifts and attainments of the pupil. 
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Let ns also bring this subject before us by means of a 
few queries : 
1. With what proportion of pupils should the voice 
teacher devote himself entirely to voice production, ex¬ 
ecution, and songs? 
2. Does the voice trainer sometimes have pupils with 
whom technical vqice training had better give way 
entirely to general musical training ? 
3. In what proportion of cases is it best to do one 
thing at a time, spending month after month upon 
breath-control, for instance, leaving objectivity—the 
habit of expression, for instance—until the former topic 
is nearing completion ? 
4. Would it please the average pupil more to acquire 
some effective high notes, or to master a neat, accurate 
attack, proportionate shading, adequate sustaining 
power, graceful rhythm, distinct enunciation? 
5. In what proportion of cases is it necessary to do 
one-sided training, to overlook the slower and more 
intricate problems of vocalization, and give attention to 
that which is more showy, in order to keep the pupil 
interested? 
6. In what proportion of cases is it best to insist 
upon progress in all four of the departments above de¬ 
scribed, accepting slow progress in order that everything 
which goes to make up a complete equipment may be 
included? 
7. In such cases how might the half-hours of work at 
lessons be planned in order that the teacher could super¬ 
vise practice upon all the items ? 
Other similar queries which grow out of a consideration 
of this subject will suggest themselves to any teacher of 
experience who takes an'.interest in it. 
NOTES OF CASES FROM THE RECORDS OF A 
VOICE HOSPITAL. 
L 
EDITED BY F. W. WODEU.. 
A PROFESSOR of singing who had led a busy life 
died. Among his papers were found memorandum- 
books inscribed “ Records of a Vocal Hospital.” They 
were of no value to the heirs of deceased, and came 
into my hands through a friend of the family. I have 
made therefrom a selection of cases which it is hoped 
will prove interesting and possibly of value to the pro¬ 
fession. 
Case No. 1.—The patient was a lady about twenty- 
six years of age, intelligent and fairly well educated. 
Student of elocution. Desired to learn to sing in order 
to introduce songs in recitation work. Declared she 
had never sung, having been discouraged in childhood 
from attempting to sing. Said she had no ear for music, 
and could not ‘‘carry ” a tune. Was totally unable to 
sing correctly even so familiar a tune as “ America.” 
An examination proved the truth of the latter state¬ 
ment. On attempting to sound varied pitches the 
patient sang above and below the pitch intended, and 
only by accident gave the correct pitch. 
Further examination, requiring the patient to listen 
to varied pitches, proved that she could recognize one 
tone as higher or lower than another. 
Diagnosis.—Patient suffering from inability to sing 
definite pitches ; cause, faculty of distinguishing varied 
pitches undeveloped, and lack of control of vocal organ 
through non-nse in singing and faulty use in heavy, 
dramatic, elocutionary work. 
Treatment.—A course of exercises in ear-training from 
the foundation. Concurrently a course of exercises to 
relieve the throat from the labor of controlling the out¬ 
going breath, snpplemented by exercises requiring the 
sounding, on rightly controlled breath, of the various 
musical intervals to one vowel, and, later on, to various 
vowels. Also, to aid in keeping the throat free from 
undue tension, exercises requiring the rapid repetition, 
on one pitch, lightly, smoothly, distinctly, with a con¬ 
stant flow of tone, of a series of short syllables, such as 
lah, beh, nee, po, too; and 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, etc. All 
singing done on middle pitches, with the normal weight 
of voice—that is to say, without any attempt to sing 
either a loud note or a soft note. 
Later the usnal primary vocal exercises were given, 
and, after about four months, two simple ballads of 
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moderate range were taken up. In six months the 
patient sang one ballad having a range of an octave and 
one-half in perfect time, and with a fair quality of 
soprano voice. She then married and passed from our 
knowledge. 
Memorandum.—When singing out of tune is not due 
to an ntter lack of “ear,” it is to be attributed most 
often to undue tension or rigidity of the vocal instru¬ 
ment. The most potent and frequent cause of such a 
condition is lack of control of breath elsewhere than at 
the throat. 
Sometimes there is such mental and bodily lassitude 
as results in failure to properly support the voice. A 
diseased throat or nose will make intonation uncertain. 
With some singers stage-fright induces such a condition 
of nervous tension that control of breath is lost, the 
vocal instrument made rigid, and, according to the 
idiosyncrasy of the individual, he or she sings flat or 
sharp. The singer is aware of his fault, but unable to 
relax sufficiently to remedy it. 
Where there is lassitude the singer should be stirred 
up—the critics usually attend to that, for there is no 
vocal sin so great as singing out of tune. There is no 
specific for stage-fright. Frequent public appearances 
and the practice of takinganumbeTof deep, slow breaths 
on first facing an audience bring good results. A singer 
with diseased nose or throat is sometimes a case for the 
physician and surgeon. 
An occasional lapse from pitch does not warrant con¬ 
demnation of a singer or his method. Where singing 
sharp or flat is the rule, however, the singer should strive 
for a better grip of his method ; or, if he has reason, on 
careful self-examination, to believe the method at fault, 
he should seek another instructor. 
CONSISTENT ENERGY. 
To be a singer it is not enough to have a voice; one must have the 
most vast musical knowledge.—Garcia. 
Too much strength can not be placed upon the fact 
that Garcia, though a grand genius, worked tremen¬ 
dously to arrive at power. He studied to be composer, 
chef d'orcliestre, comedian, musician, and musical his¬ 
torian in order that he could sing. This after he had 
accomplished the technics by long and systematic drill. 
He studied violin and composition at the same time, 
and hail his compositions sung and played, all as study. 
As musician, he was informed in all the known forms 
of melody, instrumental and vocal. He considered 
nothing musical unusefnl. He devoted his life solely 
to music, as though there were no other life but music. 
All his reflections fell into musical form. In prome¬ 
nade, at table, in bed, during an instant of leisure—any¬ 
where and under no matter what conditions he occupied 
himself with music in one way or another. He wrote 
over forty operas. 
Everybody can not be a Garcia, try ever so hard ; but 
many musicians could be much more strong than they 
are could they emulate him a little in the way of intel¬ 
lect and will. There is not sufficient distinction made 
between a merely artistic temperament and the material 
of a great artist. 
It seems that it was in Italy that Garcia had his first 
revelation in singing as a medium of dramatic expres¬ 
sion. The intensely poetic spirit of the country, the 
melodic atmosphere, and the peculiar effect of the musical 
singing in the streets stirred his ardent imagination and 
made him seek and finish “the grand methods.” He 
might have felt all this and more, however, and all of it 
have fallen at his feet, but for the rare qualities of 
analysis, order, energy, and will which led to the classi¬ 
fication of causes, the passionate search for effects, the 
studious, concentrated habit which crystallized all this 
emotion and made of it a legacy to posterity.—“ Musical 
Courier.” 
A singer should not expect her teacher to instruct 
her in the elements of music. He is not there for that 
purpose. One thing she should.do, if she has confidence 
in him, she should obey him. 
A woman is too apt to treat a teacher as a physician. 
She is a long time making up her mind whom to con¬ 
sult ; she takes the advice of many friends afflicted with 
vocal maladies which have been cured or confirmed 
She finally chooses a teacher ; she listens to his theory 
or theories with open mouth and ears ; she is enthusias¬ 
tic for a time, and proclaims his merits from the house¬ 
tops ; at the end of a month she thinks that she has mas¬ 
tered his method. Then she leaves him and goes to 
another, again in search of a golden method and a cer¬ 
tain cure. Meanwhile the teacher is blamed, and he is 
lucky if he escapes the reproach of the charlatan. 
SJUHSTIONS HfJD ANSWERS. 
A Subscriber.—Your question has puzzled many 
teachers and pupils, but, after all, is not so difficult a 
problem. If you speak the words naturally, which will 
be perhaps with a little greater emphasis than if the 
words meant a more ordinary thing, you will find the 
question answered without further delay. Thedifficulty 
is, you will not speak them naturally, because this 
problem will be uppermost in your mind. The act of 
dissecting consonants and vowels will mar the smooth 
effect. If you will take the old edition of Yaceai’s 
“Exercises,” you will observe the first study is printed 
with all the final consonants placed over against the 
following words, precisely as you did it: “Nonehe lo 
vesbu tme.” The art of so treating the consonants con¬ 
sists in retaining the vowel to its latest limit of time for 
the sake of pure tone as well as legato. If you are a 
close observer, a sentence well read will be equally well 
sung if each consonant is articulated without its being 
obtrusive. The deeper you look into this subject, the 
more you will be convinced that, in singing, correct pro¬ 
nunciation is neither more nor less than phonetic spell¬ 
ing. 
Y. M. E.—Vocal students need not necessarily imitate 
the teacher’s singing ; they too frequently attempt to do 
so at the cost of individuality, which tendency is obvi¬ 
ated by hearing as many other artists besides the teacher 
as possible. Many excellent teachers are inferior singers, 
as many excellent singers are inferior teachers. H you 
have taken three quarters and can not sing as well as 
you did before, it is time you changed teachers. 
E. F.—If people in whom you have confidence praise 
your voice, it is your first duty to secure a professional 
opinion, and to ascertain, as nearly as possible, what other 
qualifications you have. That might encourage you to 
attempt its development. After you have the decision 
of a competent teacher, I shall be better able to give 
you the advice you solicit. 
I. M.—Allowing your daughter to sing out of any 
book of exercises without the guiding hand of an expe¬ 
rienced teacher is a most dangerous experiment. If she 
is not too old I would advise waiting until you can place 
her in the hands of some one in whom you have perfect 
confidence. 
S.—1. The word “intonation” is used by singing 
teachers to indicate truthfulness of tonality. If a P*r' 
son sings in tune he is said to have correct intonation. 
2. Placing the voice means properly delivering the 
tone. If the customary expression of the act had been 
“delivering the voice,” an explanation of it might, 
with equal propriety, have been “placing the voice. 
The words that are used convey usually an obscure u ea 
of a thing that is not obscure at all. The ideal tone 
one that is unconsciously free, having resonance w i' 
can be detected by feeling as if the tones were gen y 
delivered in the front part of the head, the ‘)®nes. 
which were sympathetically vibrating. By ‘° . -, 
the succeeding numbers of The Etude, the exercises 
which you ask may possibly appear in print. 
G. J. M.—1. There is no short cut to boy-choir work if 
conducted successfully; careful preparatory stu , 
well as experience, are the necessary prefaces to an 
Boy-choirs are hardly possible at the ages you spea ; 
fifteen to eighteen ; those are just the years when J 
voices are impossible. From ten to fifteen are the 
yearn of a boy’s voice. . , t„i-e 
2.—The vibrato is natural to most voices w ^ 
tones in a free and unrestrained manner, control o ^ 
should be acquired as the voice develops. Do n 
found the vibrato with the tremolo, which is tn 
of forcing through a closed throat. 
• F. C.—In reading at sight, do not use *B® J. tj1( 
ept “la,” and apply that to all tones. » meS 
srvals of the major scale, using their corre ^ 
me, second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth,, sev 
»ve). Learn to decide at a glance whetbe ^ 
is major, minor, perfect, augmented, or o ^jg 
ve the ear and the mind thoroughly tram jinking 
'k by practicing a short time each '“Sf’ nior and 
. singing intervals. The intervals of botm j 
mr scales may become altered, and difS- 
iwledge of the sound of each will remov ^ ^eyf 
ty. Analyze each composition in rega jje 
lature, and modulations before singing- , arn)0ny 
■ds of the song at first sight. A course 
ild facilitate vom sicht-sinsing. 
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IN our directions as to our method and system of 
dealing, we mention that a complete settlement is to be 
made at least once each year, at the end of the teaching 
season. That time has now come. During the current 
month we expect a complete settlement of all accounts, 
unless special arrangements have been made. This 
refers particularly to the return of the “On Sale” 
music. In this connection we desire to say to our 
patrons to be particular that their names are written 
upon the packages of music returned. We will furnish 
a gammed label with each of the June 1st statements, 
which has a space left for the name to be inserted. If 
it is a very large package, return it by freight; other¬ 
wise obtain the express rate to Philadelphia on the 
weight of your bundle before you decide whether to 
send by express or mail. The mail rate is 8 cents per 
pound—two ounces for a cent, and four-pound packages 
the limit. 
• *. 
• • 
Special Etude offer for June : For $2.15, cash with 
the order, we will renew your subscription to The 
Etcdk for one year, and send yon a copy, postpaid, of 
one of the most valuable works in our catalogue— 
‘'Celebrated Pianists of the Past and Present.” This 
is a volume bound in red cloth, gilt, illustrated with one 
hundred and fifty portraits of European and American 
pianists. It is one of the most valuable works on musi¬ 
cal biography published. This American edition con¬ 
tains, in addition to the original foreign, fifty pages of 
material relating to American pianists. The volume 
nsnally sells for $2.00. 
have reprinted, during the current month, 
Studies in Melody Playing” (two volumes), com¬ 
piled by H C. Macdougall. A number of editions of 
both ot these books have been exhausted. They con¬ 
sist of a compilation of studies for the piano by various 
smthore, designed to develop the poetic taste and feeling 
or expression. We should be pleased to send these for 
examination to any who desire them. 
has come to>s entirely unsolicited. We have the largest 
subscription list, going to just the people whom you 
desire to reach, and our terms are not high. Write to us 
for particulars. 
• • 
Those of our patrons who desire to continue to teach 
during the summer, can have our new music sent to 
them regularly monthly, by sending us special instruc¬ 
tions. Daring the summer months our new issues are 
not sent out unless especially directed. Bnt there are 
very many teachers who are more active in the summer 
than in the winter; to these the regular packages of 
new music are a very great accommodation. We pub¬ 
lish just as extensively in the summer as in the winter. 
Those of our patrons who desire either our vocal or in¬ 
strumental compositions during the summer can have 
them by sending in their names. 
The publisher of this journal is the head of the best- 
equipped music-supply house, from the teachers’ stand¬ 
point, in the country. We supply any piece of music 
or text-book relating in any way to mnsic published in 
the world. We do this at the least possible price. We 
cater to the teachers’ trade, and give them every possible 
advantage. We will be better prepared in the fall than 
ever before to supply the teachers’ needs in every par¬ 
ticular. We intend to publish, this summer, to our 
fullest capacity ; so that we will have a large lot of new 
and salable mnsic to send out to our patrons during the 
coming season. Our publications are all especially pre¬ 
pared for the teachers’ use ; our stock of publications of 
others than our own is one of the best selected in the 
country. Before deciding on your dealer for the next 
season, or if you desire to make a change for any reason, 
send to us for a full line of catalogues, which will give 
you more particulars. 
We take this opportunity of thanking the teachers 
who have made all this possible, for their patronage, 
and trust we will merit a continuance. 
E want not only those who have a little leisure in 
summer time, but those who have a great deal at 
«of T' l° Wr*te us w'th regard to terms for the 
ici ng of subscriptions to this journal. The retail 
licT' S?m we never deviate, to the general pub- 
thir? 8've for this, every month, at least 
twent ?° ^a^eS Suable musical reading matter and 
Pieces^ °Ur ^a®es °y nms*c> containing seven or eight 
tion tpna* *D ^r'Ce *° more than a year’s subscrip- 
to solir'I * I110* a ^ar8® commission to those who wish 
Option lL C;iption.s‘ We have the largest paid sub¬ 
mit TK' ° any ^0tlri'a' connected in any way with 
journal t a guarantee of the value of the 
asi The V s C0nat*tuent8- As our agents have said to 
w®mnnit1UDK ** WE" known in almost every musical 
overnight^' W*lere *8 no^ the leaving of a copy 
tion. Proves its worth without any further solicita- 
give von 1 *°rn'Rk J00 with free sample copies and will 
y0a Mother help possible. 
The 
^tT?***" 0f Thk Etpde offer to mnsic 
article to lcu*ar> an<l to any one else who has any 
0bailee not to T*"0*1 aPPeals especially to musicians, a 
would draw * By any other method. We 
in parti ^ att€ntion of the music schools and col- 
’*lue of 0luK'7r’ during the summer months, to the 
*ioolshaVe vert>8ing columns. A few up to-date 
ilaced advert'6'6rj" snrumer just before the fall opening, 
^results 1Senients in our columns. They must have 
" e Buve not had to ask for a renewal—it 
We will make our usual summer offer of three 
months’ subscription to The Etude for only 25 cents. 
Any three months from June to September inclusive 
may be selected. The offer is for the benefit of a large 
class of pupils who discontinue regular music instruc¬ 
tion during the warm weather. The Etude will keep 
the interest in music from dying out during this period. 
Teachers who have urged this plan on the pupils have 
found most excellent results. Almost any pupil will 
be willing to devote 25 cents for a whole summer’s en¬ 
joyment. The music pages must be urged as the special 
inducement. There will be seventy-two pages of good 
music in three numbers, including a four-hand piece in 
each issue. Try this plan this season and note the re¬ 
sult when the pupils return in the fall. 
We still have a number of copies of the Elite Collec¬ 
tion of Vocal Music, which we will dispose of at 50 
cents each. The collection must not be confounded with 
the numerous collections of cheap music. It is an ele¬ 
gant collection of the choicest songs by the best com¬ 
posers. There is only a limited number still remaining. 
he special offers on new works which we have 
ertising during the past few months are diecon- 
vith this issne. There were five works- 
Scbmoll’s “Piano Studies"; “Concert Duets 
u. uracil- anri Sixth-Grade Pieces, by W.d. 
ered some time during this month. 'The $1.25 offer for 
the complete set of the books is also withdrawn. We 
begin this month with special offers for the important 
new works of Goodrich and Tapper. For information 
see notice in this department. 
The Schmoll “Studies and Study Pieces” which we 
have issued during the past month are making quite a 
hit. Almost every one who has seen them has spoken 
well of them. They are for execution, phrasing, and 
style. They resemble Heller’s “Studies” to a certain 
extent. They are full of character ; not burdened with 
technical difficulties, and will always interest. We 
need more such studies. If you have not availed your¬ 
self of the special offer you can order a copy on exami¬ 
nation if you have an account with us. There are three 
books retailing at $1.00, subject to the regular sheet- 
music discount. The books differ very little in diffi¬ 
culty. If you desire a variety of piano studies, we 
would advise an examination of these studies. 
We have on band a number of full sets of Chopin’s 
piano works in the Schuberth edition, published 
in Leipzig. This edition m finely edited by A. Richter, 
who is one of the principal piano instructors in the 
Leipzig Conservatory of Music. There are twelve vol¬ 
umes in all. We will dispose of all we have at $2 75 
a set, and pay transportation. There are about 250 dis¬ 
tinct piano pieces in this series, which will make n 
library in itself. We can not fill any orders at these 
rates after the present stock is exhausted. They were 
received from the Pond stock, which we purchased. 
The remaining two books of new publications on 
special offer list—the “Sonatina Album,” by M. Leef- 
son, and “Sight-Reading,” volume n, by Landon, will 
be issned during the present month, and all special 
offers for them are now withdrawn. 
The Etude is increasing in popular favor with each 
issne. Its field is constantly broadening, its mission 
more marked. Many of our readers may not fully real¬ 
ize the importance of the work in education accom¬ 
plished through The Etude. There is no musician, 
however learned, who can not be strengthened by read¬ 
ing The Etude. Our best readers are those at the top 
of the profession, and, on the other band, there are 
teachers in the remote districts that owe almost every¬ 
thing they know to The Etude. There can not be a 
safer guide. Onr aim is to print only the ltest. It 
would astonish many to know how much is rejected 
each month. From the great mass of material we ex¬ 
amine each month, all hearing directly on music and 
music teaching, we carefully make np The Etude. It 
will be noticed that nine-tenths of the material we use 
is original. We receive every musical journal of any 
importance, not only in the English but in the German 
and French languages, and it is astonishing to note the 
amount of nonsense and twaddle that is published alwnt 
music. Oar readers need not fear lest we be allured 
into other fields, as the last special issne might indicate. 
There will be these excursions into new fields, but we 
will return from them invigorated hy the little outing. 
We always welcome criticism on any new departure we 
may make. 
The Etude for July will contain some very inter¬ 
esting matter. A special feature will be some valuable 
material on Bach, his life and works. The articles will 
be illustrated and the issue will be accompanied by a 
supplement, a portrait of Bach, uniform in style and 
design with onr previous ones of Beethoven, Rnbinstein, 
and Chopin. We will include in this material a most 
interesting episode selected from Brachvogel’a great 
musical novel, “Friedemann Bach,” translated from 
the German especially for The Etude. It narrates the 
account of Bach’s visit to the court of Frederick the 
Great. Teachers who make use of Bach’s compositions 
in their course of instruction will find in this number 
help of the very best kind possible. Mr. Henry T 
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RESSER, 
1708 Chestnut St., 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
Any of the following *eut poet- 
paid on receipt of marked price. 
Complete cataloguca aent fret 
oa application. To reaponaible taachera we will aend on 
eaaminatloa any of oor publientione at apodal pricoa. 
Mail ordera oollcltod and Blled to all parta of the country 
267a Rameau. J. Ph. The Hen (La Poule). 
Grade VII .. 
Thin la a daaale of the old time, and ahould bare a 
placo In the repertoire of all advanced players. It la 
one of the very Brat attvrapta at dracrlptlre mualc. 
All the algoa nr embelliahmciit uaeil In llameau’a time 
have been explained and written out In full by Mr. 
Maorlla lemfaon, who baa done moat admirable work 
la hla editing. 
2688. Beaumont, Paul. Oaprloe Eapagnol. 
Grade III. 
A Bne piece for playera In the lower grade*. II le 
eery laleraatlng end inrlodloua. Both lianda get good 
drill. Characterlatle 8panl.li gypey rhylhuia are ln- 
troduoed. 
2700. Chopin, Fr. Op. 34, No. 1. Valise 
Brillante In A-flat. Grade VI. 
One of the moat popular and pleaaing of Cbopln'a 
wait mm. 11 UumhI hjr all imchin tud aludouta who 
tint In It*?# a good r*p#rtolr« 
2701. Beethoven, L. van. Op. 76. Know'ut 
Thou the Land ? Son? for Medium 
Voloe. Grade III... 
A elaaalc and oao of the meat beautiful aonga ever 
written. Very uaeful In racllala. 
2702. Bendol, Franz. Op. 141. Cradle 
Song (Brahms) Improvisation. 
Grade V... 
A Bne arrangement of flrahma' beautiful aong, that 
will be found of greet ralne In recital* and concerto. 
It form* a aplondid -tody In clear melody playing. 
2727. Rathbun. F. O. Tho Jonquil Maid. 
Song Tor Medium Voloe. Grade 111, 
A £nod son* In the nxxUrft mvl* to a slight Ij fsnol- 
fill test. It Ii aiehxlioiiii Mini In** a fir; lauMling 
end Attract It* accompaniment. 
2734. Soammoll, A. D. Sorenata. Grade 
HI  
A very pleaaing piece with aanieihing of the linn- 
gtrUn it* tla general character. It will b* found a taxi •tudv In mel wly playing, with drill in character- 
lie rhythm*. Sun to pUma* playera and hearara. 
2735. Dibble, Horace P. Rock of Ages. 
Duet for Soprano and Tenor. Grade 
III  
A good aacrad dual, of medium comps**, nltabla 
for uao In iha church sarvlr*. It la simple in ttyla 
and treatment. 
2736. Bngelmann, H. Op. 333. Plff-PafT 
(Polka-Oalop). Grade III. 
A pin* In a captivating dauon rhythm, with lota of 
Ilf* and melody in II. It la popular in character and 
wtll ploMW lhu*4 playera who demand an ataandaoow 
of melody In what they play. 
2737. Engelmann, H. Op. 333. Piff-Paff. 
Four Hands. Grade III. 
A fin# d iet arrangement of he prevl xit pirw; vary 
brilliant and elhclive; not difficult In either part. 
2752. Kowalski, H. Op. 64. Once Upon 
a Time. Grad* HI.  
A line little pleoe, both from the aland point of 
ideMUig quality and from Ita nwulia technically. It 
hae a llil.e of Ihw peculiar harmonic quality of the 
popular Freoeh ooni(<oeera. 
2753. Bohm, Carl. Op. 32G, No. 6, Soft 
Falls the Dew. Song for Medium 
Voice. Grade IV-... 
A melodious.,Ingable aong, with Knglbh and Ger¬ 
man word., jtet tolled to general tam liing or reeilal 
non. 
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2754. Fontenailles, H. de. A Resolve 
(Obetinstton). Soug for Soprano. 
Grade IV.(. 20 
A gem of the modem French etyle, and need eery 
ranch in recltala or aa an rnenre piece. 
2757. Biu-ty, Marc. Oood-bye. Grade II_ 30 
A ainiph- tittle piece (bat will lie found oeefnl In Ihw 
lower gnule* ae helping to a pictonwqne nnderatand. 
lag of made. It ia In an enay walla rhy Hint. 
2758. Roeckel, Edouard. Slumber Song. 
Grade III...... 30 
A gent of the Brat water ao far aa simplicity la con¬ 
cerned, and yet capable of very art lode treatment. 
It will oe found very neeful aea mean.of inculcating 
aa artlalic alyloof playiag 
2759. Roubier, Henri. Op. 69. Old French 
Dance. Grade III... 
A Bui) piece In a popular rhythm, with a alight 
flavor of ine antique classic in ita character. It ahould 
bo uaed by every teacher. 
2705. Soharwenka, Ph. Op. 34, No. 6. In 
the Time of Youth. Grade III. 
A piece of tho aemi-cloaalc type that is wor hy a 
place In a syalumatlc course of piano instruction. 
tVe call it to the attention of all progressive teachers. 
2706. Scharwenka, Ph. Op. 34, No. lO. 
Good-night. Grade IT. 
Like No 6 of this same sel of pieces, this composi¬ 
tion ia one Ihoronghiy suited to teachers’ use. It is a 
gonl study iu mtLdy playing, both hands securing 
line drill. 
2771. Schmidt. Wilhelm. Song of the 
Troubadour. For Medium Voice. 
Gratio III. 
A fine aong of the ballad lype, especially suited to 
a baritone or tenor of medium range. 
2775. MacDowell, E. A. Op. 17. Witches’ 
Dance. Grade VII. 
A fine recital or concert piece by a noted American 
composer. It contains material for splendid teihni- 
cal work as well as study in artistic playing. It is 
thoroughly modem in atyle. 
30 
30 
20 
Clean and Convenient. 
ifl£EIS 
Brush Tube and 
White JVIueilage 
Superior to Ordi¬ 
nary fduoilage. 
Sticks Quick. 
50 
GO 
The Brush makes it so handy for all purposes. 
Price 10 cents at stationers, druggists, etc., or 
one by mail 15 cents; 6 for 75 cents. 
BIND JVIUSIC AND... 
magazines at home. 
2776. Sartorio, A. Op. 299, No. 7. Dreams 
of Youth. Grade II. 20 
A pleading liltlo piece in polks-mazurka rhythm, 
and furnitdi s useful drill in the simple forma of tecli- 
nlo. It Is we.I Ktiitei for use as a piece in a regular 
court# of instruction. 
2777. Gautier, Leonard. Alcazar (Inter¬ 
mezzo). Grade III. 40 
A good id co br the composer of the popular “ Le 
R#orn Inal, will lie found eq ially interesting and 
delightful. A rich melody for tho left hand adds 
attractiveness. 
2779. Dewey, Ferdinand. American Folk 
Melody in A. Four Hands. Grade 
III  60 
A splendid piece, most attractive in melody and 
rmitdclanly in construction. It will be found especi¬ 
ally useful In recitals of American compositions. 
2780. Vannah, Kate. My Bairnie. Song 
for Medium Voice. Grade III. 30 
A good song for parlor or recital use. It is in Scotch 
dialect. 
The Weis Patent Binder Looks Like a Book. 
Permanent aa well as temporary, binds all back numbers. No 
punching, needles, thread, etc. No bother. Each complete. 
Binders in handsome maroon cloth, titles in go’d, any on# of the 
following to hold six copies, sent prepaid to any address in the Doited 
States on receipt of 50 cents: McClure’s, Century, Harper’s Monthly, 
Scribner’s, Cosmopolitan, Munsej, 
Review of Reviews, North American 
Review, Chatauqnan, 8elf Culture, 
St. Nicholas, Ou'ing, Metropolitan. 
Ladies’ Home Journal, holds 12 copies, 
80cents. Beautiful Music Binder, 
holds 20 copies. $i.oo. Teachers 
and Agents make money sell¬ 
ing these Binders. 
Send for Lists and Agents' Terms. 
THE WEIS BINDER CO., 86 Jackson St., Toledo, 0. 
Concise and.... 
Easily Understood 
2781-2783. Bchmoll, A. Studies and Study 
Pieces. Grades III and IV. Three 
lKioks, ueli. 1 00 
This I. one of (lnrst educational aeries for use in 
iba earlier grades of piano Instruction that can be 
found In tlm market. The pieces hare been carefully 
edited by Mr E. It. Kroegerand thoroughly prepared 
for teachers' use. Each book contains a number of 
technical studies, melodious ami interesting, in alter¬ 
nation with piec« which emb.dy aomo uaeful points. 
2788. Chopin, Fr. Op. 18 Grande Valse 
Brillante. Grade V. 70 
A well edllcd edition of ona of the most popular of 
( hopin s wall/.#*), nod one that belongs to every 
advanced player's repertoire, as well os every progrea- 
elro teachers' course of instruction. 
Of great interest to those attracted in 
any manner toward an 
Artist's Life. 
NOTES OF A PIANIST 
BY 
LOUIS MOREAU GOTTSCHALK, 
wtaniST and coMeoaca. 
Preceded by a Short Biographical Sketch and Con 
tenaporaneoua Criticism. Edited by his sister 
CLARA GOTTSCHALK. Translated from th. 
French by ROBERT E. PETERSON, M.D. 
CROWN OCTAVO. EXTRA CLOTH, $1.50. 
GotUchalk, one of the first American pianists tor 
among the most talented that the world has ever knows 
hsa here related with charming vivacity his shrew* 
observations of people whom he met and places that h> 
visited during his short but loccMsfa] career. 
Clever anecdotes of his tours through many countria 
makt tbs book entertaining to a great degree, not only V 
musician* but to the general reading public. 
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HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc. 
of University of Pennsylvania. 
THE object which has always been 
kept in view is how to enable the 
pupil to grasp, in the easiest, most 
comprehensible way, the mass of facts, 
rules, etc., which make up the art of 
harmony. We most earnestly invite 
all teachers and students to investigate 
this work. 
For CLASS OR SELF-INSTRUCTION 
Price, $1.25. 
Published by .... 
THEODORE PRBSSBR, 
1708 Chestnut Street, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
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